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he theme of resilience is one that is repeated throughout this
Rosh Hashanah edition of Hamaor. In Rabbi Gershon Miller’s
thoughtful op-ed, he speaks of the terrible consequences of a
lack of resilience in today’s young people. Indeed, as you will read
in my own article, ‘Sweeping Away Stigma’, this absence is having a
devastating eﬀect on the mental health of many adolescents in our
kehillos today.
Resilience, which is deﬁned as the capacity to recover quickly
from diﬃculties, is a trait that has stood our people in good stead
throughout history, however. In one of the vignettes in Rabbi Aubrey
Hersh’s article on Roshei Hashanah of the past, we learn of the humble
origins of the world’s largest Jewish population, in New York – a prime
example of Jewish resilience if ever there was one. Similarly, Rabbi
Chaim Burman, in his piece on the diﬀerent halochos and minhogim of
the shofar, describes an inspirational tale of resilience from the camps.
I recently read an article by Rabbi Berel Wein, where he explains
that the shevorim sound of the shofar represents times of trouble,
tragedy and diﬃculties for klal Yisroel. The teruoh, on the other hand,
is a call to action, and of the drip, drip of progress. At more than one
point during the shofar blowing on Rosh Hashanah, the ba’al tokeoh
blows both sounds consecutively, from which we can learn that after
trouble and struggle, comes positive action – and the development
of resilience.
May 5779 bring all of klal Yisroel to a point of resilience, where we
can withstand the diﬃculties and challenges that the coming months
might bring us, and reap the beneﬁts of a year ﬁlled with brochos and
refuos, on both a personal and communal level.
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Helping today’s youth to build strong
relationships with Hashem

RABBI GERSHON MILLER
MASHGIACH RUCHANI,
GATESHEAD YESHIVA

In recent months, Yieden across the UK have been coming together in an
unprecedented manner, to make all possible attempts to defend our precious
system of chinuch al taharas hakodesh from the external threat it faces. While
we daven that, b’siyatoh dishmayoh, there will be a positive resolution, one good
thing that has already emerged from what is a genuinely terrible situation, is that
it has given us the opportunity to look inwards. It has helped us to truly internalise
just how precious what we have is, and how we must do all we can to protect it.
Being threatened makes us passionate.

When looking at the young people
studying in our schools, yeshivos and
seminaries today, it is clear that there
is a great deal for all of us to be very
proud of. It is apparent that, among our
young people, there is a real interest and
passion for doing that which is right. This
dor (generation) has such an openness
to hearing the emes. There is often a
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tendency to paint a very negative picture
of today’s younger generation, but to a
large degree this is an unfair assumption.

THE CHALLENGES OF
CHINUCH IN OUR DOR
All this is not, of course, to minimise the
quite unusual challenges that our youth

today are facing on all fronts. It is quite
clear that there is a critical number of
young people who are lacking the passion
for Torah, the aish kodesh, that we would
expect them to experience. We see a
certain disillusionment. At the extreme
end, this is evident in the heart-breaking
reality of those who leave the fold, but
even along the rest of the spectrum, there

are those who appear uninspired. This is
one of the prime challenges of chinuch
in this dor.
In a remarkable piece in the Tzidkas
Hatzaddik, written over a century ago,
Rav Zodok Hacohen z”tl, brings an
extraordinary description of the precise
challenge this dor is facing. He talks
about the characteristic of na’arus, of
youthfulness, and explains that as with
every middoh, it has two sides. On the
negative side, there is the fallout when
the passion, enthusiasm and energy of
youth is directed to the tzad ho’ra, to evil.
This was demonstrated in the time of the
mabul (the flood), as it says in Bereishis
8.21, ‘ki yetzer lev ho’odom ra mineurov’
(the intentions of man’s heart are evil from
his youth). The misplacement of youthful
energy led to a complete breakdown
of society, of morality and truth, to the
point that the world could no longer exist.
Conversely, expounds Rav Zodok, you
have the positive side of na’arus, the tzad
hatov, where energy and youthfulness are
directed to Divine truth, to Torah, and to
doing that which is good and right. He
quotes the Zohar Hakodosh, explaining
that this can be seen in the generation of
the midbor, who received the Torah at Har
Sinai, about whom Hashem says ‘zocharti
loch chesed neurayich’, ‘I remembered
you for the kindness of your youth’.
The Zohar explains that the neshomos
of these two generations (the flood and
the midbor) were one and the same – the
earlier generation had the potential to
accept the yoke of Torah upon themselves,
but instead they used the middoh to
destroy the world. Later, they returned
to this world and turned around the
characteristic to one of chesed neurayich.
When the middoh is used correctly, the
passion and drive which once destroyed
the world can now enable kabolas
hatorah. It’s the same pioneering spirit,
the same koach, now being used properly.

ARVUVYOH – THE MIDDOH
OF NA’ARUS TODAY
R’Zodok then goes on to say something
profound. The dor ikveisoh d’meshichoh,
the generation that precedes the coming
of Moshiach – our generation – will
once again be comprised of these same
neshomos. These gilgulei neshomos will
exist in the world for a third time. The
crucial question, of course, is will they be
neshomos who personify chato’os ne’urim
(the sins of youth) or chesed ne’urim (the
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loving kindness of youth)? In fact, he
says, they will be what is known as an
arvuvyoh, a mixture. The challenge of this
generation will be to sort out this middoh
of na’arus, to pull away from the middoh
going wrong and channel it to ensure it
goes right.

they do have, then there’s nothing that’s
going to encourage them – they simply
won’t have the strength and ability to
turn away from what the world around
them is offering them and what is really
considered to be the norm in the society
around them nowadays.

It’s a remarkable revelation because it
seems to be completely correct for our
times. On the one hand, as we have seen,
we have the dropping of standards across
society, accepted norms changing and
morality being challenged. Everything
seems to be unravelling so fast, with
an unprecedented display of chato’os
ne’urim. And yet, certainly among shomrei
Torah umitzvos, there’s a tremendous
amount of chesed ne’urim. There’s the
teshuvoh movement, the passion to return
to Yiddishkeit within klal Yisroel; there
are probably more Jews learning Torah
today than at any time since bayis sheni!
We have such beautiful institutions, it’s
become completely accepted that boys go

SO MUCH MORE THAN A
LIST OF DO’S AND DON’TS
We can see this quite clearly from matan
Torah, which is described as ‘yom chasnoso,
yom simchas libo’ – the day of Hakodosh
Boruch Hu’s ‘wedding’ to klal Yisroel. The
giving of the Torah was an event that, first
and foremost, cemented the relationship
between Hashem and Yisroel. Indeed, in
parshas Yisro, Rashi says that Hashem
came towards klal Yisroel in the same
way that a chosson goes out to greet his
bride. When klal Yisroel were mekabel the
Torah, we entered into a relationship with
Hakodosh Boruch Hu – and the Torah,
the 613 mitzvos, are our blueprint for

If our children come to view the Torah
as simply a list of do’s and don’ts, then
they are missing the crucial point
to learn in yeshiva and girls go to seminary.
Beautiful homes are being built. This is
not just for external show – it’s very real
and there is a tangible passion.
There is indeed an arvuvyoh – and as
teachers it’s our job to try and make some
sense of it.
Part of this has involved expending a
great deal of effort to try and educate both
parents and children, to ensure they have
a proper understanding of the dangers of
modern life. There was, for example, the
enormously successful ‘technology asifoh’
some months ago which informed people
of a great deal they may not have been
previously aware of. This is tremendously
important. But just as important – if not
more important – is the need to educate
our children to be excited with what they
have. No system of chinuch, however
wonderful, is going to be successful, if the
focus is only on not having, not doing, not
seeing, not going…. Until our children are
excited, delighted, proud and full of what

maintaining that relationship – much like
a kesuboh. The mitzvos are the obligations
that bind us to Hashem and feed our love
for Him – they are also the commitments
that ensure we will not stray, and lead to
a weakening of our connection with Him.
It’s important to recognise that the love,
the relationship, is the essence of what’s
happening here. This is not of course,
chas vesholom, to imply that the precise
observance halochoh is not the main
thing! But if our children come to view the
Torah as simply as list of do’s and don’ts,
then they are missing the crucial point that the focus of everything is the giving
of the Torah; a wedding day that cements
our relationship with Hashem.
In one of his seforim, R’Ezriel Tauber
tells a story that is a perfect illustration
of what can happen when our children
do not appreciate the fact that our
relationship with Hashem is the main
point. It happened a few years ago in
Lakewood, when a bochur who was
learning there was in shidduchim and
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When a person davens, he is speaking
with Hashem – but when he learns,
Hashem is speaking to him!
someone uncovered a doubt as to the
geirus of his maternal grandmother.
It transpired that her geirus was not
authentic. This information was brought
to the Rosh Yeshiva, who convened a beis
din to be on standby for a new geirus. He
then called in the bochur. When he was
told what was going on, the boy asked,
‘are you telling me that as things stand
now, I can keep only the shevah mitzvos
bnei noach (seven Noachide laws) and I’m
exempt from observing the rest?’. They
told him that this was, in fact, correct. He
asked for some time to think about things
and, incredibly, came back a few days
later and said he doesn’t want to undergo
geirus! This seemed unimaginable – that
a boy who had learnt in yeshivos, who
had been through the whole system, was
ready to give it all up. It sent shockwaves
through the chinuch world! How can it be
that someone we have been mechanech is
happy to just let this go?
The answer, of course, lies in everything
we have said here. If the Torah is just a
list of do’s and don’ts – of course you will
take seven instead of 613 if you can! But
if you’re truly living al simchas libo, then
you would do anything not to have to give
up your love. It’s perfectly illustrated in
the tefilloh of shema – first we have the
paragraph of veohavtoh, the love, and
only then do we have vehoyoh, the schar
v’onesh (the reward and punishment
aspects). The vehoyoh comes as a result of
the veohavtoh, and is a means to contain it.

LIVING WITH HASHEM

It seems evident that this lesson is
something we must keep in the forefront
of our minds; we must focus on it – and
crucially – communicate it. In all of our
teaching and all of our Torah, we must
demonstrate that we are living with
Hashem and continuing to build our
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relationship with Him. Our boys especially
must learn to see this connection when it
comes to limud hatorah, which is, after all,
the central part of their lives. They often
don’t make the connection between limud
Torah and Hakodosh Boruch Hu. But
every time they open a gemoro, they need
to know that they are learning His Torah
and connecting with Him – as the Chofetz
Chaim said, when a person davens, he is
speaking with Hashem – but when he
learns, Hashem is speaking to him!
I saw another example of this discord
between being shomer Torah umitzvos
and maintaining a loving relationship
with Hashem, at a Q and A session I did
with mothers of high school girls recently.
One mother asked me a question about her
daughter, whom she said, was meticulous
about keeping the halochos of tznius - it
was never a point of contention between
them. But nevertheless, the daughter
was extremely interested in the latest
fashions, spent a lot of time windowshopping and researching new trends. The
mother wanted to know what to do about
this – and the truth is, it was an interesting
question. It illustrated the fact that, to
this girl, tznius was just a list of do’s and
don’ts, all about centimetres and inches.
She hadn’t grasped the depth - that the
halochoh has the potential to connect her
deeply with Hakodosh Boruch Hu.
Ultimately, while we need evenings of
education and information to teach us
what’s out there and what our children
are facing, we need to give them that
love, that pride and joy, so they can say
with confidence that ‘I’m not interested in
that because I’ve got this. And until we
can give them this pride and joy, all our
efforts to take away that will be so much
more difficult – and possibly unsuccessful.

RESILIANCE AND
BITOCHON – COPING WITH
DAILY STRUGGLES
Unfortunately, the challenge we face
with regards to helping our youth forge
a meaningful relationship with Hashem,
is compounded by something that many
mechanchim, parents, rebbeim and
teachers are picking up on today. Namely,
that the younger generation seems to
have far less inbuilt resilience than the
generations that preceded them. Not
so long ago, the day-to-day difficulties
of life were something that one just
coped with and accepted. We rode the
hurdles and struggles of daily living with
greater ease. But we see far less of this
ability in the new generation. It’s really
one of the defining characteristics of
the dor. Naturally, for a person who is
truly ‘living with Hakodosh Boruch Hu’,
difficulties become much easier to cope
with – bitochon, faith brings with it a
tremendous strength. But even more than
that, if one poses the question of why life
is the way it is, with these sorts of bumps
in the road, then one can immediately
understand all the points we’ve been
making. In short, these challenges are
there to help us maintain our relationship
with Hashem. If everything continuously
goes smoothly, it’s human nature for us
to go off in our own direction. But these
little struggles in life keep us turning
back to Hakodosh Boruch Hu, they help
us focus and reconnect. When we live a
life of kesher, of connection, with Hashem,
we can understand properly that the
challenges are there to keep bringing
us back – and we can possibly even find
a certain simcha in them. There is truly
nothing more satisfying for a Jew than to
live with Hashem!
Going back to our original point about
the middoh of na’arus and the challenges
of today’s generation, it now all becomes
clear. At its heart, na’arus is, after all,
about love – it’s about where you choose
to channel that love. If we want to ensure
that our youth place their devotion and
their passion into Yiddishkeit, then we
need to make sure they have a proper
relationship with Hashem. M
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Shofar: Mesiras Nefesh and Mesoroh

THE

one
mitzvah
which
is explicitly discussed in
the Torah regarding Rosh
Hashanah is the hearing of
the shofar. Aside from its
legislation, this mitzvah has
been an eternal symbol of the
Jewish people’s dedication to
G-d during the most trying of
circumstances.
Actually, the first allusion to a shofar
is found not regarding Rosh Hashanah,
but related to the ram that was caught
in the bush by its horns at the time of
the akeidoh (the binding of Yitzchok).
In an act of selfless dedication to the
mitzvah, Yitzchok was almost offered
up, but at the last moment Hashem
told Avrohom to substitute a ram in
his place. This is the reason that the
gemoro writes that the shofar should
ideally be from a ram’s horn; to invoke
the memory of this act of complete
dedication (Gemoro Rosh Hashanah
16a).
Moving forward a few centuries
we find another instance where the
shofar is associated with dedication
to keeping mitzvos in trying
circumstances. The mishnah (ibid,
27b) considers whether one who blows
a shofar inside a pit has fulfilled his
obligation, and concludes that this
depends on whether the sound
of the shofar is heard, or whether
only the echo can be discerned. The
commentators are puzzled by this
seemingly obscure scenario: why
does the mishnah discuss the strange
case of blowing a shofar in a pit?
Rav Hai Gaon1 answers that the
mishnah is legislating for a time of
great persecution, where mitzvah
observance was done underground,
hidden for fear of terrible punishment.
Dedication to the mitzvah of shofar
was not only relevant in our people’s
remote history. There are numerous
accounts of the great lengths that
extraordinary people went to, to fulfil
this mitzvah in the most trying of
circumstances of the Holocaust. Rav
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allow the use of this shofar, enabling
the community to fulfil the mitzvah in
the midst of such difficulties5 .
The Shofar of the Radoshitzer Rebbe

©Yad Vashem (from the online exhibition ‘Marking the New Year’)

Yitzchak Finkler, the Radoshitzer
Rebbe, had been incarcerated by the
Nazis in the forced labour camp of
Skarzysko-Kamienna in Lithuania,
where even the Rebbe was not exempt
from the degrading work of the camp.
Nevertheless, eye-witness accounts
testify to his attempts to
fulfil as many mitzvos
as possible even in these
dire conditions. In his
barrack, he would cling
to a small, torn tractate
of Bechoros from the
Talmud, from which he
would constantly review,
and could be heard saying
tehilim2 . Rosh Hashanah
was approaching, and the
Rebbe was determined
that this year too, the
inmates would be able
to hear the sound of
the shofar. He approached Moshe
Winterter, another inmate, whom he
had known prior to the war and who
had been selected to work in a local
armaments factory, and asked him: “If
I could provide you with a ram’s horn,
could you fashion it into a shofar?”
Winterter immediately responded in
the negative; if discovered, this ‘crime’
could cost him his life. Yet, in the days
that passed, as Winterter continued
about his duties, he could not rid
the Rebbe’s offer from his mind. He
strengthened his resolve, returned to
the Rebbe and told him that he was
willing to do so.
A camp guard was bribed to smuggle
in a ram’s horn, and indeed brought
a horn, but, to the inmates’ great
disappointment, it was from an ox.

Moshe
Winterter, who
risked his life to
fashion a shofar
in SkarzyskoKamienna.
©Yad Vashem
(from the online
exhibition ‘Marking
the New Year’)

Similar to a cow’s horn, an ox horn
cannot be blown on Rosh Hashanah,
since it is reminiscent of the Golden
Calf; moreover, it is not considered
a shofar at all, merely a horn (Rosh
Hashanah 26a). The guard was bribed
once more and succeeded in bringing
a ram’s horn. In the next
weeks, as Winterter was
working in the factory
and saw that he was not
under scrutiny, he would
pull out this shofar
from its hiding place
and continue fashioning
it.
Eventually,
Rosh
Hashanah arrived and
the inmates of the Rebbe’s
barracks gathered round
as the Rebbe quietly blew
the tekiyos. Although the
Rebbe did not survive the
war, this shofar did, and is
currently housed in Israel.
This was not an isolated event. Rav
Ephrayim Oshri, a rabbi interned in
the Koshedar concentration camp,
describes how he was implored by
community members to find them
a kosher shofar for Rosh Hashanah.
Amongst other associations, the
shofar represents freedom and
redemption which is why it was
blown on the yovel (jubilee year)3
and why it will ultimately be blown
at the time of Moshiach’s coming4 ;
they were determined to fulfil this
mitzvah. Although a shofar was
available, it suffered from a crack that
spanned the length of the mouthpiece.
Nonetheless, in an unusual ruling
that pertained to those specific
circumstances, Rav Oshri was able to

The shofar has been a symbol of our
dedication to fulfil mitzvos in even the
most trying of circumstances, and in
truth, the gemoro writes that this is
reflected by the shape of the shofar
itself. Rams’ horns are bent (kofuf –
perhaps better translated, curled). This,
explains the gemoro, is indicative of
the ideal inner-posture of the Jewish
people on Rosh Hashanah; bent over
in subjugation to G-d6 . A bent shofar
is ideal, and has preference over every
other kind of shofar7 .

STRAIGHT SHOFAROS
This brings us to a relatively
recent controversy regarding the
construction of shofaros. As described
[see sidebar ‘The Construction of a
Shofar’] the vast majority of shofaros
undergo a process of straightening.
The thinner end of the shofar (close
to the mouthpiece) is heated in
water (or over burning gas) until it is
malleable. It is then placed under a
metal clamp and manoeuvred until
the majority of its length is straight,
leaving a single curl at the end of the
shofar. According to some, this is done
so it is then easier to drill a hole into
the thin end of the shofar to create
a mouthpiece, in a manner that will
not puncture the side of the shofar.
Until recently, this process was done
by virtually all shofar manufacturers
across the Ashkenazi and Sephardi
world, although there is no mention
of this process in the poskim.
There was one Jewish community
who never adopted this practice: the
Yemenites. They would leave their
shofar with its natural curvature,
and were able to drill a hole into
its mouthpiece at a diagonal angle,
therefore avoiding puncturing the
walls of the shofar. This issue did
not attract much attention until one
Yemenite-born Israeli Rabbi, Rav Yosef
Kapach8 (1917-2000), claimed that
straightening a shofar was actually
not so simple. A straightened shofar
cannot be considered ‘bent’, as the
above gemoro describes, moreover, this
could actually disqualify the shofar. A
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF
A SHOFAR

The precise order for the construction of a shofar is not legislated for by
the halochoh, it can technically be made by anyone, does not need to
be made lishmoh and there is nothing to say before or while it is being
made. Therefore the order of its construction varies somewhat from
factory to factory. The following is a broad guide to the order of their
construction.

1

Animal horns, even those that are eligible for shofar, are not
entirely hollow. Inside them (from the side that grows on the
head) there is a bony core (called the zochrus). The horn is
boiled in preparation for the removal of the core.

2

The shofar is knocked lightly on its wide end to knock out
this softened inner core. This part is particularly difficult
and requires specialised skills. After this is done the shofar
should be inspected to ensure that there are no holes. Even
if the core extends up to the where the shofar begins to
curve, with a light knock it becomes dislodged and slides out
in its entirety.

3

The shofar is softened over a gas flame (or in water), it is then
malleable and is placed under a clamp or beam to hold it in
place. Then it is bent, stretched and straightened until much
of the side of the shofar close to the mouth is straightened.
It is important to ensure that the shofar is heated to the right
temperature. If it is too cold it won’t be malleable and if it is
too hot it can melt.

4

It is placed in cold water to harden it again.

5

Sanding down to remove excess thickness and ridges.

6

A hole is drilled at the short end as a mouth-piece.

7

The shofar is polished.

8

The shofar is shined.
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A straightened ram’s horn
©Shutterstock

Shofar with a Badatz hechsher
©Ebay

Ram’s horn before beng straightened
©kolshofar.co.il

straightened shofar, he claimed, is not
a shofar at all, but a horn. He also cited
a cryptic statement of Rav Saadia Gaon,
which seemed to indicate that a shofar
should not be altered from its original
form. He was adamant, therefore,
that Yemenite Jews should not use a
straightened shofar, and until today
shofar suppliers sell a ‘Temani shofar’
which has not undergone a process of
straightening. Dayan Yitzchok Weiss
(1902-1989), too, came to a similar
conclusion, writing that although
there are good grounds to say that
a straightened shofar is kosher, still,
since this is a mitzvah de’oraysoh,
we should be stringent that this is
considered altering the form of a
shofar which, according to one reading
of Rashi, disqualifies a shofar9 . Rav
Moshe Shternbuch,10 (1928 - present),
simply writes that these Yemenite
shofaros have a hiddur of having a
more natural sound since their natural
shape has not been altered.
However, this is not the general
custom and has not been for what
appears to be time immemorial. There
is no overt discussion either in the
gemoro or early authorities that clearly
indicates that straightening a shofar in
this manner is problematic, moreover;
practically all the shofaros that we
have from centuries past have been
fashioned in this way. Mosaic floors
and coinage of antiquity, medieval
depictions and the clear majority of
shofaros that have survived from
centuries ago, all attest that shofaros
were straightened at their thinner,
shorter end. Simple folk and the
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a shofar. We find
therefore
that
there is mystical
significance
and
rabbinic
precedent14
for
straightening the
shofar a little at its
shorter end. The
mesoroh of shofar
construction
that we have is
sound, and there
is no need for
Ashkenazim nor
Sephardim (barring
Yemenites) to be
concerned that this
would disqualify
their shofar15 .

greatest rabbis alike
heard their tekiyos
for their entire
lives from such
shofaros; could it
be that they were
all invalid?
Rav
Eliyashiv
z”tl11, a leading
halachic authority
in
Jerusalem,
responded
that
this
procedure
does not invalidate
a shofar. A shofar
remains a shofar
even if it has been
straightened.
Moreover,
the
manner
of
straightening
a shofar that we
apply would not even detract from
the hiddur of having a bent shofar
in remembrance of the akeidoh. It’s
bent enough. In fact, upon closer
reading, it appears that according to
the Kabboloh, the shofar should be
straightened. The Kabbalistic works
describe the shofar as being in the
shape of the letter vov ()ו12 and this
is considered to have considerable
mystical significance regarding the
innate nature of the collective Jewish
people and how they will be reunited
at the time of their redemption.
Another medieval authority13 , when
describing the shape of letters for
sofrim (Torah scribes) to learn how to
write, describes that the shape of the
letter vov should look like the form of

Mosaic from
the pre-6th
century Maon
Synagogue now
at Yad Ben Zvi
in Rechavia,
Jerusalem.
©Wikimedia
Creative Commons

That
being
said, this issue
highlights the importance of having
adequate supervision at the time
that shofaros are constructed. It is
important to know a) which animal a
shofar is derived from, and b) that no
deficiencies were made in the shofar at
the time of its construction. A shofar is
not an inherently holy object, and can
therefore be manufactured by Jews
and non-Jews alike. Shofar factories
in Israel, Morocco and China employ
workers who are paid by the piece and
therefore are under great pressure
to efficiently produce aesthetically
pleasing, good-sounding shofaros.
Moreover, there is a large market for
shofaros from Christians (as symbols)
and non-Jewish tourists (as souvenirs)
and halachic invalidations are not of

issue to these groups, which makes
the issue less significant for the
manufacturer. If a shofar is punctured
by drilling during its production, and
this hole is patched up, the kashrus
of the shofar is cast into serious
doubt, as we are concerned that this
will substantially alter the sound
of the shofar16. Unfortunately, upon
inspections, there have been numerous
shofar factories who have been found
filling in punctures with horn-dust
or acrylics and invisibly dying glue,
applying a laquer covering that
disguises the fact that any rectification
was made. These rectifications are
often impossible to discern without
the use of an x-ray machine or to
the eye of a seasoned expert. Some
suppliers have even been caught
making shofaros using reconstituted
materials in a plastic mould. Rav
Yitzchok Zilberstein17 describes how
after one ba’al tokeioh discovered that
the shofar he had been blowing for the
community for years was invalid, the
rabbonim in town called in a number
of experts to check the town’s shofaros.
Unfortunately, a majority were not
kosher. It is therefore preferable to
buy a shofar with a hechsher. This
should be provided by a reliable
kashrus authority that not only
attests to the sourcing of the shofar
(ie that it is from a ram), but that it
was manufactured in a manner in
which the shofar was not invalidated.
While some hechsherim suffice
with periodic inspections and their
perception that the manufacturer is
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a scrupulous individual, the Badatz
Eidah HaCharedis offers a more
intensive supervision of shofaros
that involves the constant presence
of a mashgiach who watches the
drilling of the shofar’s mouthpiece,
and who inspects each shofar with
a special light and magnifying glass
to discern whether a puncture was
made. Qualifying shofaros are given a
hologram and barcode to attest to their
kashrus. This is the top-standard of
supervision, and although technically
not essential to create a kosher shofar,

WHAT TO THINK ABOUT
DURING TEKIYAS SHOFAR

“Fortunate are the people who know the teruoh (shofar blast)”
(Tehilim 89:16). Surely the verse should read, “who blow the
shofar blasts”, what is there to know about a blast? Rather,
explains the Zohar (Pinchas 231b), there are specific kavonos
(Kabbalistic intentions) to know and have in mind during the
blasts of the shofar which give the mitzvah a greater spiritual
impact. Therefore, the poskim write that the person who blows
the shofar should learn through these kavonos and have them
in mind at the time of the mitzvah (Shelah, Rosh Hashanah, Ner
Mitzvah 13; Mishnah Beruroh 586:11).

However, when the Chasam Sofer was asked regarding the
correct intentions to have during tekiyas shofar, he reached for
a chumash and point to the verse that states plainly that the
shofar should be blown on Rosh Hashanah: “Have intention for
this mitzvah, and that’s all”, he would say (Rabenu Moshe Sofer,
p99; Maskil El Dal 3:2). Mitzvos can be performed on many levels
but it’s essential to know where we are up to. Having intention to
fulfil the mitzvah of Hashem, accompanied by earnest aspirations
towards teshuvoh, is more important for us than striving for
practices of holiness that are far from our level (see there and
also Yesod V’shoresh Ha’avodah, Sha’ar Ho’eison, 3).
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Greater kudu (Tragelaphus
strepsiceros), male, Kruger
National Park, South Africa
©Shutterstock

Ram’s Horn

©Shutterstock

it is a good approach to ensure that
unwanted issues have not arisen.

A KUDU CONTROVERSY
A manufacturer from one of the
major shofar factories in Israel told me
that the Yemenites have the strongest
mesoroh (unbroken transmission) for
their practices; after all, they have
lived in one place for almost 2000
years in relative isolation from the
rest of the Jewish world and seem
to have preserved the substance
and practice of many practices that
were lost in much of the Diaspora.
Therefore, the manufacturer stated
confidently, the Yemenite tradition
of shofar construction is of superior
pedigree. We have already examined
this claim regarding the straightening
of shofaros, but surprisingly, one
of the most notable controversies
regarding the mesoroh of shofaros
surrounded the shofaros that the
Yemenite communities themselves
were using.
Throughout Yemen, and particularly
in the capital city of Saana, very
long shofaros were used. They were
generally between 30-50 inches
long, and were curled throughout
their length. These shofaros look
impressive and the sound they
produce is frightening. There were
smaller rams’ horns too, but there
are conflicting accounts regarding
whether these were an innovation
of the 19th century. As the Yemenite
community strengthened its ties with
the rest of the Jewish world, it was
noted that these long shofaros were
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vastly different to those being
used by the rest of Diaspora
Jewry. In the 1860s, Rav
Yaakov Sapir, a meshulach
who was collecting for
the Jewish community of
Palestine, travelled to Yemen
and detailed his experiences
of Rosh Hashanah there. He
describes these impressive
shofaros, and writes with
confidence
that
they
emanated from an antelope18.
In 1887 R’ Yechezkel ShaulRofeh travelled from Tiberius
to Yemen and brought back
one of these shofaros to the
Beis Din in Tiberius, asking its
opinion regarding its status.
They answered that they had
no idea; they had never seen
such a shofar before or heard
of it, and that the matter
required further research19.
Around the same time a
great dispute flared up in the
Yemenite community regarding these
shofaros. Where did these shofaros
come from, and most importantly,
from what animal did they originate?
Each shul had a number of these
shofaros, but they were very old
and had been kept and preserved
for generations. There was no easily
verifiable answer to the question of
where they emanated from.
Rabbinic opinion amongst the
Yemenite authorities was divided.
Some were adamant that these
shofaros were entirely invalid, as they
had come from the ‘tau’ of the bovine

time of the exile, from very large rams,
and was indeed kosher l’mehadrin. He
cited personal testimony that a nonJewish diamond merchant came to
Saana from Africa and, upon chancing
on one of these shofaros, noted that
they were the horn of a very large
sheep that existed in his locale. Upon
the request of those present, the next
time he came to Saana he brought the
head of one of these sheep with him
and all could attest to its origin. Rabbi
Tsubiri cites evidence from Chazal that
such huge rams existed and were used
as the korban tomid in the Temple. A
third, compromising opinion, was
that although this horn certainly
did not come from a cow, it was also
not from a ram, rather it came from
an animal of the antelope family. A
good number of Yemenite authorities
are of this opinion,24 which is the
consensus of both rabbinic viewpoint
and secular scholarship, and this horn
is generally identified as the horn of
the kudu (Tragelaphus Strepsiceros)
that lives in various places throughout

Africa, though today they are sourced
principally from Morocco and Algiers.
In order to have an informed
perspective upon this debate, it’s
important to establish the significance
of the origin of a shofar. According to
the gemoro, the ideal is that a shofar
should come from a ram, as this is
reminiscent of the akeidoh and is
always bent, as discussed above. That
being said, the only horn which is
described by the gemoro as being
invalid for blowing is from the bovinae,
(any kind of species of cow), since they
are associated with the golden calf.
Regarding the kashrus of horns that
emanate from animals aside from the
ram and cow, there is a machlokes in
the gemoro and the Shulchan Aruch
(O.C. 586:1) that rules that although a
ram’s horn is always preferable, when
this is not an option other horns can
be used. The above debate, therefore,
surrounds whether the Yemenite
community was using a shofar that
was ideal (ram), bedieved (second rate,
ie all other animals) or invalid (cow).

Why would the Yemenite community
use a shofar which is not considered
lechatchiloh (ideal) to fulfil the
mitzvah? Answers to this question are
varied. Some assert that rams’ horns
were not readily available in Yemen, a
fact which is hotly contested25 . The
question is compounded when we
consider that the Rambam (Shofar 1:1),
who is the principle halachic authority
for the Yemenite Jewish community26,
appears to rule like the opinion in the
gemoro that any other horn aside
from a ram’s horn is entirely invalid.
Rav Amram Korah (1871-1952)27 , the
final Chief Rabbi of Yemen, justified
the practice as follows: this shofar is
beautiful and has a strong, frightening
and piercing sound. Although it is
not of ideal origin, still the mitzvah
is beautified by using it, and it is
therefore acceptable.
Basing themselves upon this
approach, there are still many
Yemenite communities that prefer
to use a kudu horn over a ram’s horn.
Numerous Sephardi authorities

WHAT’S IN A SHOFAR?
QUESTION

The horns of any kosher animal apart from a cow can be used for a shofar, though a ram’s horn is preferred. What
about the horns of deer?

ANSWER

Letter from
the Teveria
Beis Din
©Otzar
Hachochma

family, the equivalent of a cow20 . This
group wrote letters to the Beis Din in
Jerusalem asked them to intervene
and make a promulgation that these
shofaros were invalid21 . To an extent,
this group were successful, and even
succeeded in convincing Rabbi Yechiya
Halevi, an influential Saana rabbi, to
begin blowing what was undoubtedly
a ram’s horn22 . But when rams’ horn
became of short supply, this issue
erupted again. Rabbi Yosef Tsubiri23
(Chief Rabbi of Yemenite Jews in Tel
Aviv, 1916-2000,) maintained that there
was an ancient and unbroken mesoroh
that this shofar had come from the

A deer does not have horns but antlers, and is therefore disqualified. Antlers are biologically different to horns.
Whereas horns are mostly hollow cavities that grow from the head of split-hooved ruminants, antlers are just solid
bone outgrowths. Theoretically, if one wanted to make antlers into a shofar, one would have to drill out the entire
bone. ‘Shofar’ is related to the word shfoferes which means hollow tube, and therefore only a hollow horn can be
used for a shofar, not antlers (Ramban Rosh Hashanah 26a; Mishnah Beruroh 56:68). Interestingly, there are other
differences between antlers and a shofar: antlers are grown anew each year very quickly, whereas horns continue
growing slowly throughout an animal’s life. Also, horns are grown by both males and females (in many cases), but
antlers are only ever present in males.
Taking the above into account, a novel approach regarding the shofar of Rosh Hashanah could be suggested. The
kosher horn displays the characteristics necessary for teshuvoh. The ideal of teshuvoh is done when we search within
ourselves to perceive our strengths and weaknesses and look towards a better actualisation of our potential; this is
represented by the hollow horn contrasted to the solid bone of antlers. Moreover, teshuvoh is ideally a steady process
of growth that continues throughout one’s life, and not just something to ‘wake up’ to once a year at the coming of
the Yomim Noroim. Horns grow slowly throughout an animal’s life, whereas antlers are grown very quickly each year.
These antlers although grown swiftly, also drop off swiftly, whilst horns can stay for years. True teshuvoh needs to be
done with steady sincerity, and then it is lasting, a burst of inspiration at the Yomim Noroim will quickly dissipate if it is
not accompanied by a lasting plan. Finally, teshuvoh is an aspiration for both men and women alike, just like the horn
that grows on both male and female animals, unlike the antler – sported only by males.
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There are at least three reasons why
a community that does not have the
custom to use such a shofar should
not start to do so. Firstly, although
Rav Korah justified this as a hiddur
for Yemenites, it would seem that
this is not necessarily the case for
Ashkenazim. It stands to reason that
the true beautification of a mitzvah
is when it is done in a manner more
consistent with the guidelines of
chazal and poskim. Surely the arbiter
of beauty in G-d’s eyes is not our
transient impressions, but rather
what is considered preferable and
advantageous by the halochoh. This
argument is forwarded by the Chasam
Sofer29 who notes that although
there is an advantage in beautifying
a mitzvah in a way that is appealing
to us (chibuv mitzvah), this would
not have the halachic significance of
a hiddur mitzvah which is achieved
by fulfilling the Torah’s requirements.
Rav Yitzchak Zilberstein30 applied
a similar reasoning regarding the
following question. A community
had to choose a new ba’al tokeoh
(shofar blower) for Rosh Hashanah;
they could either choose a veteran
talmid chochom who was sagacious
but quite old, and his tekiyos would
be weak, or a young, learned man
who had a powerful voice and would
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The shofar of a ‘ya’el’ is blown on the Yom Kippur of the
yovel year (when the yovel year can be observed)
(Mishnah Rosh Hashanah 3:5). Opinions are
divided as to what a ya’el actually is. Many
identify this as the ibex, though this
is debatable (see Rosh Hashanah
26b, Rashi and Aruch ad loc.).

This shofar is derived from a large kind of antelope and
is neither kofuf (bent) nor from a ram, and at best can
only be considered kosher bedieved.

Ibex Shofar

frown upon the continuation of this
practice (at least without blowing a
ram’s horn again afterwards), as they
reason that since today we can fulfil
this mitzvah in the optimum manner
according to all opinions, why not do
that28 ? Indeed, today many Yemenite
communities blow with (what is
uncontestably) the horn of a ram.
Nonetheless, we should be quick
to note that the Yemenites have a
reasonably strong mesoroh (tradition)
for this practice, and one cannot say
that they are doing something wrong
by maintaining it. Still, in recent years
there have also been some Ashkenazi
and general Sephardi communities
who have started to use the kudu horn
as they are enchanted by its elegant
stature and haunting sound, basing
themselves on the rationale of Rav
Korah that this is a greater hiddur in
a shofar than a smaller ram’s horn.

©www.beharshofars.com
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blow loud tekiyos that would sound
much better. Rav Zilberstein cites
from Rabenu Mano’ach31 a 13th century
French authority, that although
people think that the ideal for blowing
shofar is loud, powerful tekiyos, this
is not the case. The ideal tekiyos are
ones that will inspire the community
towards making sincere teshuvoh
(repentance)32 . This is in addition to
the consideration cited by poskim that
on the Yomim Noroim it is preferable
to have a great talmid chochom to
lead the congregation, who will have
the correct kavonos (intent) during his
service. Accordingly, Rav Zilberstein
writes that as long as the older talmid
chochom will be able to produce
adequate tekiyos in a manner that will
inspire, this is sufficient. In our case
too, the ideal cited by the gemoro is
a shofar that originates from a ram’s
horn. To choose a different shofar
from this cannot be considered a
hiddur, even if it is impressive.
Secondly, Ashkenazim require a
positive mesoroh (tradition) that an
animal is kosher before it is permitted
to be consumed. We do not rely on the
various simonim (indicators) that were
provided in halachic literature33 to
conclude upon the status of an animal,
since we are not proficient in applying
the criteria effectively (Shach Y.D. 80;
Chochmas Adam 36:1,6; Chazon Ish Y.D.
11, 4-534 ). An additional requirement
for a kosher shofar, not mentioned by
the gemoro, is that it emanates from a
kosher animal35 . It follows that since
we do not have a positive mesoroh
that the kudu is kosher, even though

Gemsbok Shofar
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it appears to be related to the deer,
which is kosher, it should therefore
not be used whenever a ram’s horn is
a potential alternative36 . Some have
noted that since the kudu horn is
so long, there is more potential that
during its manufacture additional
changes were made to improve its
appearance that would render it
invalid37 .

AN ASHKENAZI MESOROH
Finally, in Ashkenaz, there is a long
standing mesoroh only to blow with
a ram’s horn. Some authorities shared
the view of the Rambam that only a
ram’s horn is kosher38 . However, this
is not the position of the Shulchan
Aruch (586,1), who rules that although
the ram’s horn is ideal, all horns (apart
from a cow’s horn) are kosher. Still,
Ashkenazi poskim went out of their
way to fulfil the mitzvah in the ideal
manner. The Maharil, an influential
14th century German authority, went
to great lengths to ensure that the
Jewish community in Mainz would
be able to use a ram’s horn as a shofar
even though there was another kind
of horn available39 .
Significantly, this matter was
actually the subject of a decree by
Rav Yom Tov Lipman Mülhausen
at the end of the 14th century. He
had discovered that communities
all over Germany had been duped
by a cunning non-Jewish craftsman
who had been selling goats’ horns in
the guise of a ram’s horn for around
40 years. Because the craft was so
difficult (it could take months to hand-

Eland Shofar
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This horn is twisted along its
central axis. Can this be considered
kofuf (bent)? A bent shofar from a
kosher animal is the preferred option
over a straight ram’s horn (Mishnah
Beruroh 586,5). Note: many ‘exotic’
shofaros lack adequate supervision to
ensure that they were not invalidated during
their production.
craft a shofar) this craftsman had a
monopoly on the market, which had
enabled him to swindle his customers.
Rav Mülhausen, who was appalled
by this, encouraged new Jewish
craftsmen to enter the trade, offering
to personally teach them the art of
shofar-making. Moreover, he enacted
a decree40 that wherever possible, it
was only permitted to use a ram’s horn
even if it didn’t appear as pleasant as
the other horns. Although there have
been instances in Europe where other
shofaros were used41 , it has indeed
been the accepted practice throughout
Ashkenazi communities to only use
the horn of a ram for shofar, which
is the ideal manner through which to
fulfil the mitzvah42 . That being said,
after blowing with a ram’s horn, if one
really feels that the mitzvah can be
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achieved in a more preferable manner
with the horn of a kudu, it would be
permitted to blow with it.
From the times of the Rishonim, it
has been noted that the mitzvah of
shofar is one that connects us deeply
with our mesoroh: Why is it, asks the
gemoro, that we use the horn of a ram
for shofar? The Ran43 notes that there
was never a question as to whether
this practice is legitimate; the very fact
that there is an established mesoroh
for the practice is enough to justify its
authenticity. Shofar is a mitzvah which
connects each community with its
own mesoroh, and it takes us all back
to Avrohom’s epic trial at the akeidoh;
setting a paradigm of dedication for
his descendants for generations. M
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39 See Mishnah Beruroh 586:81, where his methods
are cited for posterity.
40 Written in 1421 and subsequently reprinted
in Halevonon (1869), 35 and by Rav Yitzchok
Shechter in Yerushasenu - Mechon Moreshes
Ashkenaz, (2010), 4, p153-167
41 See Ya’aros Devash ii,5 who protests a prevalent
practice. I was told that a custom still maintained
in Rome is to use a goat’s horn. Some sources
indicate that the Amsterdam Spanish-Portuguese
community maintains an old custom of using
an antelope horn as their shofar. Being based in
Amsterdam allows me the advantage to establish
that this is unfounded.
42 Aruch Hashulchan (O.C. 586:3); Rav Aharon Valkin
(Soviv Li’yereiav 117,3).
43 Rosh Hashanah, 3a Mi’dapei Harif
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A New Day
lose your eyes and imagine what the world must have looked like at the
beginning of creation. Pristine, fresh, untainted, healthy and unpolluted.
Man is created. He is naive, pure and innocent. His face shines from the
goodness of his unadulterated soul. His tongue is holy because he has never
told a lie. His heart can only love because he has not learned how to hate.
He has no need for hope, for there is no despair. Don’t we all wish we were
there? Don’t we all wish we could catch a whiff of the freshest air in history?
Welcome to Rosh Hashanah. Today the world is being created1.
It is a new world. Today we can start afresh. Our hearts and
souls can be renewed, our relationships can begin again, and
even our environment can change. Today we can be rejuvenated
with the same exuberance and enthusiasm that we feel when
we start an exciting new project. We can be determined, positive
and unstoppable.
In this new world, the world does not have to be at war.
There does not have to be hate. On Rosh Hashanah the world
is created anew and a new dawn is breaking.
At the very beginning, Hashem created a light that did not
require the sun. It was the light of newness and creation.
Hashem cherished that light and did not want evil people to
darken it, so He put it away for the righteous in the future2. On
Rosh Hashanah that new future can be!
A midrash: “Hashem is my light3”- on Rosh Hashanah, “and my
salvation4” - on Yom Kippur. “He will hide me in His shelter5” - an
allusion to Succos. The ‘light’, our Sages teach us, is the light
Hashem hid away at the beginning of creation. It is a fresh,
untouched, pure, and uncomplicated light. It is the light of Rosh
Hashanah. This midrash is deeply Kabbalistic, yet its message is
very simple. Rosh Hashanah is a time to plug into the radiance
of new beginnings. Yom Kippur is a time for repentance and
restructuring of our lives.
Rosh Hashanah is arguably the most important day of the
year. It is elaborately celebrated by all Jews. Yet, in the Torah
1
2
3
4
5

Talmud Bovli Rosh Hashanah 10b. Arizal quoted by R’ Chaim Vital Shaar Hashofar
expands on the Talmudic discussion as to when the world was created.
Talmud Bovli Chagiga 12a
Tehilim chapter 27; Midrash Tehilim ibid  "רבנין פתרי קרא בראש השנה:[ מזמור כז ]ד,ראה מדרש תהלים
 וישעי ביום.( ו, שנאמר והוציא כאור צדקך ומשפטך כצהרים )תהלים ל"ז, שהוא יום הדין, אורי בראש השנה.וביום הכפורים
"... שיושיענו וימחול לנו על כל עונותינו,הכפורים
ibid
ibid
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it is almost hidden. Rosh Hashanah, per se, is not mentioned
as a Yom Tov in the Torah. “On the seventh month on the first
of the month shall be a day of teruoh (sounding the shofar).”
The shofar is a sound of jubilee; a sound of freedom.
On this date we sound the shofar to acknowledge and to
celebrate the anniversary of the creation of the world. It is the
day that Soroh and the Jewish people were conceived. It is the
day that Yosef was released from prison in Mitzrayim. It is the
day, according to the Kabbalists, that the ‘great shofar’ will be
heard to usher in the final redemption and peace in the world.
Rosh Hashanah is the day of our freedom. The shofar is
sounded because we are free. On Rosh Hashanah the world

Rosh Hashanah is a time to
plug into the radiance of new
beginnings. Yom Kippur is a time
for repentance and restructuring
of our lives
is recreated and renewed. We, as humans, are recreated and
renewed. We are no longer slaves to what we were yesterday.
We can restart and renew. It is a whole new world!
Imagine for a moment that you are moving to a place where
nobody knows you. They have not seen any pictures of you,
nor will they ever meet any of your friends. You now have the
opportunity to start anew. You can look in the mirror of your

Rabbi Yaacov Haber has served as Rav of Kehillas Shivtei Yeshurun in Ramat Beit Shemesh, Israel, for over ten
years. He was a leading talmid of Rabbi Chaim Pinchas Scheinberg z”tl. In addition to kehilloh positions in the US
and Australia, he served as the National Director of Jewish Education for the Orthodox Union. He is also the founder
of the Australian Institute of Torah, the Torah Center in Buffalo, a founding member of AJOP (The Association of
Jewish Outreach Professionals), and the president and founder of TorahLab and Mosaica Press. He has published
numerous articles, books and DVDs and is a sought-after international lecturer.

soul and ask yourself who you really are. If there is anything
that you would like to change, now is the time. You now have
the chance to shed some parts of yourself that you may have
thought you were stuck with forever. You can start doing things
for yourself that you have always really wanted to do.

©MELTZ PHOTOGRAPHY

Rosh Hashanah

Who would have believed that when Moshe broke the luchos
that came from shomayim, a whole new relationship with
Hashem would ensue?
Who would have believed that after the Holocaust, a new day
would begin? Hashem uses broken things.

Before your move, you may have wanted to change some

A great Chassidic rebbe once
said, ‘There is nothing so whole
as a broken heart’.
things about the way you dress, the way you speak, the way you
eat, your behaviour with your friends, your business practices or
your priorities, but it was too difficult to even consider. At
home, you may have fallen into patterns of relationships with
your spouse, your children, or your friends that may not have
been for the best. You may have developed habits that were
destructive. You may have become negative about certain
people. But at home it was too hard to change. What will my
friends say if I start dressing differently? Will people view me
as an impostor if I suddenly refuse to gossip? What will my wife
think if I give up my favorite hobby to go to a new shiur? It is
very difficult to change the terms of relationships, midstream.
But now that you are moving to a brand-new place there is no
reason for inhibition. Anything is possible.
Rosh Hashanah is your new place! The world is created
today! You can shed all the baggage, all the complications, and
all the worries and if not now - then when? This is what Rosh
Hashanah is all about. On Rosh Hashanah we are empowered
to make a fresh new start. We are free to create a whole new life.
A word about creation: Hashem uses broken things. It takes
broken soil to plant a seed; a broken seed to produce crop;
broken clouds to produce rain; broken grain to produce bread;
broken bread to produce strength. When morning has broken
- a new day begins. A great Chassidic rebbe once said, ‘There is
nothing so whole as a broken heart’.

On a practical level, I would like to suggest that on Rosh
Hashanah we refresh our minds and restart our neshomos. If
we feel broken, let that brokenness drive a new day. During
the aseres yemei teshuvoh, the ten days from Rosh Hashanah
to Yom Kippur, we can use the time to experiment with new
attitudes, new behaviours and a new heart. We are free and we
can move into a whole new place. Rosh Hashanah is the day
to get unstuck, to start life anew and to grow. May you all be
blessed with a beautiful new page in the book of life. M

Great selection of
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presentations
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business associates,
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and family.
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on the 7th september 1654, a ship named the sint katrina,
docked at a small harbour off the atlantic ocean. twentythree sephardic jews disembarked, to begin life in a new
town – a new country, in fact. but the outcome of this
event was one that no one could ever have foreseen.
In the seventeenth century, a small group of
Sephardic Jews set sail from Brazil for a new
life in America

In 1645, the Portuguese began a war
against the Dutch that lasted nine years.
Jews joined the Dutch ranks, and some
were killed in action, but in 1654, Recife
fell to the Portuguese. The surrender
protocols of January 26th, 1654, stipulated
that all Jews were to leave Brazil within
three months; most left for Amsterdam,
but some sailed to the Caribbean Islands
such as Curação and Barbados. One of
these ships - the Sint Katrina - ventured
further north.
It is thought that the ship had initially
been headed for Amsterdam after a stop
in Jamaica, when it was attacked by a
Spanish privateer who stripped it of its
valuables. A return to Europe was now out
of the question. The refugees therefore
made a deal with the ship’s captain,
Jacques de la Mothe, to take them to New
Amsterdam, which they thought would be
a hospitable destination.

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

The ship had originally set sail from
Recife, a port on the west coast of Brazil,
which had become a Portuguese colony
in the 16th century and thus fallen under
the rule of the Inquisition in 1593. The
Jews there were forced into hiding –
living as Marrano Jews. However, in 1630,
Recife was conquered by the Dutch, who
allowed the Jews to practice their religion,
as a result of which a community was
founded in 1636. Kahal Kadosh Zur Israel
built a synagogue (the first in all of the
Americas) on Jodenstraat (Jew Street),
as well as a school and a cemetery. The
Jews of Recife were also noted for having
sent a halachic enquiry to Rabbi Hayyim
Shabbetai in Salonica, regarding the
proper season to recite mashiv ho’ruach
u’morid hagashem in the Southern

Hemisphere. This is considered to be the
earliest American contribution to rabbinic
responsa literature.

Street sign on the street in Recife where Zur
Israel was originally located. Renamed
by the Portuguese as the Rua de Bon Jesus
and recently retitled as Rua Dos Judeus.

It arrived at New Amsterdam (renamed
as New York in 1664, when it was taken
over by the British) just five days before
Rosh Hashanah, docking at a harbour
which currently forms part of the
financial district of Manhattan.
The Jews had struck a one-sided
bargain, in distress, and when the ship
landed in New Amsterdam, De la Mothe
filed suit against his passengers for failure
to pay the balance of their passage. Peter
Stuyvesant (1592-1672), the Dutch colonial
governor with an anti-Semitic reputation,
seized the Jews’ meagre possessions and
ordered them sold at auction. When this
failed to raise enough to meet their debts,
he jailed two members of the group and
wrote to the Dutch West India Company
in Amsterdam, asking permission to expel
the Jews. Stuyvesant noted that the Jews’
indigence might make them a burden on
the community and told the company
that he “deemed it useful to require

them in a friendly way to depart” so that
“these new territories not be invaded” by
people of the Jewish race who were “very
repugnant” and “deceitful”. But he was
over-ruled by his employers and the Jews
stayed, although they were not allowed to
practice their religion openly.
“We observe that it would be unreasonable
and unfair, especially because of the
considerable loss sustained by the Jews
in the taking of Brazil and also because
of the large amount of capital, which they
invested in shares of this Company. After
many consultations we have decided and
resolved upon a certain petition made
by said Portuguese Jews, that they shall
have permission to sail and trade in New
Netherland and to live and remain there
provided the poor among them shall not
become a burden to the Company, or the
community, but be supported by their
own nation. You will govern yourself
accordingly.”
A few days later they held a minyan
on Rosh Hashanah, under conditions
of great secrecy (which those Marrano
Jews understood only too well). This was
the first minyan in North America – the
first ever Rosh Hashanah in the New
World! (Though they were not the very
first Jews to arrive in North America, as
the Peereboom (Peartree), had arrived

1553
The Edict

A map of New Amsterdam, c1660 (The Wall eventually became Wall Street)
from Amsterdam on or about August
22nd 1654, and included in its passengers
an Ashkenazi Jew by the name of Jacob
Barsimon, together with Asser Levy and
Solomon Pietersen.)
A year later they formed Congregation
Shearith Israel. However, despite their
permission to stay in New Amsterdam,
they continued to face discrimination and
were only able to build a synagogue in 1730.
Until 1825, they would be the only Jewish
congregation in New York City.

population would emerge. A city in
which the inhabitants enjoy a freedom
of worship and existence that the new
arrivals could only have dreamt of. Indeed,
that Rosh Hashanah would usher in a new
beginning, not just for the passengers
aboard that ship, but for millions of
Jewish refugees who would subsequently
arrive on the shores of the United States
of America.

No one could have predicted that
from these inauspicious beginnings, the
city with the world’s highest Jewish

Pope Paul IV’s papal bull of 1555, also known as the
‘cum nimis absurdum’, from its first words (“Since it is
absurd and utterly inconvenient”). The bull revoked all
the rights of the Jewish community and placed religious
and economic restrictions on Jews in the Papal States

against the Talmud
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

1654
The First Kehilloh in North America
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Rosh Hashanah through the Ages

in september 1553, by decree of pope julius iii, all jewish
houses in rome were searched for copies of the talmud.
at the urging of the rabidly anti-semitic cardinal caraffa
- later to be pope paul iv - these and many other seforim

KAM � WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Rosh Hashanah through the Ages

921
Machlokes on

In 1553, thousands of volumes of Jewish books were publicly
burned in the Campo Dei Fiori in Rome

Letter written by
Rav Saadia Gaon
to a talmid, in his
handwriting

were confiscated. on september 9th, which was both
shabbos and the first day of rosh hashanah, thousands of
volumes of jewish books were publicly burned in the campo
dei fiori in rome. the cardinal chose this day specifically
so the jews would feel the grief more strongly.
“Once these books are removed,” an
advisor to the Roman Inquisition had
written, “it will soon result that the
more that they are without the wisdom
of their rabbis, so much more will they
be prepared and disposed to receive the
Christian faith and,” what he calls, “the
wisdom of the word of G-d”.
The success of the Protestant revolution
in the early 16th century, had frightened
the Catholic church, which embarked
on tightening church discipline and a
counter-reformation. It also exhibited an
increased lack of tolerance towards other
religions, most particularly the Jews and
Judaism. The Inquisitors subsequently
confiscated every copy of the Talmud in
Italy, in a search which took nine days,
and the burning of the Talmud spread
throughout much of Italy. The orders
were carried out in the Papal States,
particularly in Bologna and Ravenna, as
well as in Ferrara, Mantua, Urbino and
Florence. In Venice, the centre of Hebrew
printing, over 1000 complete sets of
the Talmud, 500 copies of the Rif, and
innumerable other works were destroyed.
A subsequent papal bull issued on May 29,
1554, specified that all works containing
blasphemies against Christianity were to
be burned, whereas other Jewish works

were to be submitted for censorship. The
confiscation of Hebrew works continued
in Italy, especially in the Papal States,
down to the 18th century. The same was
the case for Avignon and the Papal States
in France. The burning in Rome was
commemorated by an annual public fast
day observed on erev Shabbos of parshas
Chukas (in keeping with the existing fast
over the burning of the Talmud in Paris
in 1242, during the era of the Rishonim).
A sefer titled Emek Habochoh (the Valley
of Tears), was authored at the time by the
Italian Jewish physician Yoseph Hakohen,
describing much of the tragedy and its
causes, and the role of apostate Jews in
Plaque commemorating the Talmud
burning, laid in 2011

bringing matters within the Talmud to the
attention of the Church authorities.
“In those days certain apostates went
forth from our midst and rejected the
covenant which G-d had made with our
fathers. They brought an evil report to
the Pope (Julius III). These are the names
of those informers who were the cause of
our troubles: Hananel da Foligno, Jospeh
Moro and Solomon Romano. Lord do not
blot out their sin. Deal with them in Your
time of anger.”
In 1565, Pope Pius IV ruled that the
name ‘Talmud’ could no longer be
employed, which is the origin of the
practice of calling it the Shas, a Hebrew
acronym for the term ‘six orders [of the
mishnah].” And during the remainder of
the 16th century, a complete edition of the
Talmud could not be found anywhere in
Italy. Paradoxically, it was only 33 years
earlier that the first printing, in Venice,
of a complete version of the Babylonian
Talmud had materialised.
The effects of this edict to the main
centre for Hebrew printing was felt
throughout the Diaspora. However, as
a result, new centres emerged in Poland
and Turkey, particularly in Lublin and
Salonika. Scholars in Italy subsequently
turned to other branches of Jewish
learning, and the study of Kabboloh in
particular, spread rapidly.

as long as the beis hamikdosh stood,
the sanhedrin exercised authority
over the jewish people both in eretz
yisroel and the diaspora. the right to
intercalate the jewish calendar was
in the hands of the nosi, and when
rosh chodesh had been calculated, or
a leap year decided upon, messengers
were sent throughout the country
to notify the jews. although the
sanhedrin were familiar with the
phases of the moon and knew that a
lunar month consisted of 29 days, 12
hours and 793 divisions of the hour,
they continued the system of kiddush
hachodesh based on the witnessed
observance of the birth of the new
moon, which had to take place in
eretz yisroel.
After the churban in 70CE, the condition of the Jews
in Eretz Yisroel became increasingly unbearable due
to Roman and Christian persecutions, whereas the
community in Bovel grew greater in number and stronger
in position. Such that when the calendar finally changed
– during the fourth century - from being dependent
on witnesses to being settled through mathematical
calculations (nowadays referred to as the ‘fixed calendar’,
although some of the rules continued to be a matter of
debate for many centuries), it was only a question of
time before Bovel would become independent in this
fundamental area.
In the course of the ninth century however, the
Babylonian academies (especially Sura) were declining
both in scholarship and in the quality of their leadership.
Endless internal disputes reduced the strength of
Babylonian Jewry, to the extent that its religious
authorities could be seriously challenged. Rabbi Aaron
ben Meir, head of the Rabbinate in Eretz Yisroel, had the
ambition of restoring its pre-eminence, especially in the
area of regulating the calendar.
In the year 4681 / 921 CE he saw an opportunity to do so
and declared that the months of Cheshvan and Kislev of
that year, should be deficient (chosser), namely that both
months should consist of only 29 days each, and that as a
result, Pesach should commence on a Sunday. When this
declaration of Ben Meir became known in the mesivtos
of Bovel, the chachomim sent letters to him asking
him to retract, because according to their calculations
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the Molad

partial text of one letter, which was
evidently written shortly after the ben
meir controversy, by rav saadia gaon to his
former pupils, who had remained in egypt.
“As I have been desolate ever since I left my wife and children, so I have
grieved over my separation from you. May it be the will of the Almighty
that I see you again in health and happiness.
It is now six and a half years that no word from you has reached me.
I even wrote to you condoling with you over the death of the … blessed
be his memory, but I saw no answer. (The reference is probably to the
grandfather of one of the pupils.)
Only recently I was told by our friend Rabbi David, son of Rabbi
Avraham, that you had written to him and requested him to ‘secure
the opinions of the heads of the academies regarding the fixation of the
months Marcheshvan and Kislev of the year 1233 (Seleucid Era) - 921
CE) … He requested of me to write to you and inform you about the state
of affairs. Know that when I was yet in Aleppo, some pupils came from
Baal Gad (a town at the foot of the Lebanon mountains) and brought the
news that Ben Meir intended to proclaim Cheshvan and Kislev deficient
ie one day shorter than usual.
I did not believe it. But as a precaution I wrote to him in the summer,
not to do it. The Nosi, the heads of the academies and all the teachers
and scholars, likewise agreed to proclaim Cheshvan and Kislev full, and
that Pesach be celebrated on Thursday.”

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Rosh Hashanah through the Ages
both those months should actually be
full months (molei) and consequently
Pesach should commence on a Tuesday.
Ben Meir reacted by sending out letters
to the Jewish communities of the Middle
East, urging them to celebrate Pesach
according to his calculation. The outcome?
A schism developed in klal Yisroel, with
several towns opting to follow Ben Meir
and others observing Pesach according to
the Babylonian calculations.
On Monday 28th of Elul of that year,
the Babylonian scholars convened and
appealed to Ben Meir to retract his
pronouncement, but to no avail. He
responded quite arrogantly and the
divergence over the calendar thus
continued into Rosh Hashanah of 922 and
further through the year, with Yom Kippur
being observed on entirely different days
of the week, and Succos commencing on
different dates.
In the following year, matters were
complicated further. The molad – the birth
of the new moon - of Tishrei of that year,
occurred on Shabbos at 237 fractions after

the noon hour (the Jewish astronomical
hour is divided into 1080 fractions and
not into 3600 seconds). Thus, according
to the regulations given in the gemoro,
this molad was considered molad zokein
and therefore Rosh Hashanah could not
be declared on Shabbos, and would need
to be delayed until Sunday. However, since
Sunday is a day on which Rosh Hashanah
cannot commence, the Rosh Hashanah
of that year would need to be postponed
until Monday.
Ben Meir, on the other hand, was of
the opinion that only if the new moon
became visible 642 fractions (a little over
35 minutes) after the noon hour, would
kiddush hachodesh be postponed. Hence,
he maintained Rosh Hashanah of that
year should not be postponed to Monday,
but should be observed on Shabbos.
By this time, Rav Saadia Gaon had
moved to Bovel and took up the defence
of the mesivtos there. He wrote a number
of response, as well as ‘Sefer Hamo’adim’,
in which he completely refuted the
assertions of Ben Meir regarding the
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calendar. Rav Saadia was already known
for his abilities in polemics and for his
skilful handling of the controversies
with the Karaites. He possessed a great
literary skill and was the outstanding
talmid chochom of that period. From the
‘Geniza Fragments’ we can trace much of
the clash between Rav Saadia Gaon and
Ben Meir, which was conducted in a very
acrimonious manner. Ben Meir hurled a
number of insults at Rav Saadia Gaon and
accused him of causing a split within the
nation - comparing him to Yerovam ben
Nevot, who generated the first schism
in klal Yisroel by creating two kingdoms
(that of the ten Northern tribes and two
Southern ones).
For two years, Jews observed the
Yomim Tovim on different days. Thanks,
however, to Rav Saadia Gaon, who
demonstrated both great leadership and
his depth of genius, a more permanent
break was averted. In the aftermath of
the controversy, he was appointed Gaon
of the academy of Sura. He was the first
foreigner (since he hailed from Egypt) to
occupy this position. M

WILL YOU HELP US CARE FOR MORE
PEOPLE LIKE MONTY, THIS ROSH HASHANAH?
There’s something special about coming together to celebrate festivals. That’s why for
someone like Monty, who lives with dementia every day of the year, we try and make
every festival memorable. We need to raise £3,000 every single day just to care for
people living with dementia.
Will you help make sure that no one has to face dementia alone this Rosh Hashanah
and beyond?

To donate please call 020 8922 2600 or visit jewishcare.org/donate
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Yom Kippur

The Chinuch
of Kedushoh
and Perishus

Achieving Taharoh on Yom Kippur
One of the lesser understood themes of Yom Kippur, is the process of purification that every Jew
who does teshuvoh on Yom Kippur undergoes, as it says, “For on this day you shall be forgiven to
purify yourself, from all your sins you shall be purified before Hashem,” (Vayikroh 16.30).
The last mishnah in Maseches Yoma
says, “Rabbi Akiva said, ‘Fortunate are you
Yisroel! Before Whom are you purified and
Who purifies you? Your Father in Heaven
– as it says – and I will sprinkle on your
purifiying waters and you shall be purified
and it states Hashem is the mikvoh of
Yisroel. Just as a mikvoh purifies the
impure, so does Hakodosh Boruch Hu
purify Yisroel.’”
Thus, the posuk and the mishnah both
speak about the purification of Yom
Kippur, taharos Yom Kippur. But every
taharoh (purification) must first start
with a tomei, an impure person. Who is
the impure person here? We are talking
about a sinner, a choteh, not a tomei.
The answer, of course, is that sin has
the capacity to sully a person, to make
him an object of spiritual uncleanliness.
Sin is metamei an individual; his soul has
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become impure and he must be spiritually
cleansed. Teshuvoh not only has the
ability to achieve forgiveness for a sinner –
it also purifies the sinner. But for teshuvoh
to be accepted on Yom Kippur, it requires
fulfilling the halochos of Yom Kippur, such
as fasting.
In his prayer ‘Tefillas Zakoh’, recited on
erev Yom Kippur night before Kol Nidrei,
the Chayei Odom says, “in consideration
of the feverishness of our bodies, caused
by the fast, and prayers, may there be a
remedy for the passion brought upon us
through the fire of the evil inclination.
May the diminution of our fat and blood
through the fast, bring atonement for
our having sinned against you.” The
fasting is essential to our teshuvoh and no
atonement or purification can be achieved
without it.

With the above in mind, I turn now
to a question that was asked by Dayan
Yosef Dov Soloveitchik z”tl, and quoted
in the sefer Hararei Kedem by Hagaon
Rav Michel Shurkin shlita. The question
is this: A father has an obligation to
train his son, even as a koton (a minor),
to perform mitzvos. The moment a child
can learn to wave the lulov and esrog,
his father should buy him a set of arboh
minim. However, the child must be able
to complete the entire act for there to be
a mitzvah of chinuch, training the child.
So, in the above example of lulov, the
child must not only know how to do the
essential mitzvah of taking the lulov and
esrog, he must also know how to do the
complete mitzvah ie the proper waving.
Yet, the mishnah in Yoma says, referring
to the training of a child to fast on Yom
Kippur, even though he cannot fast the
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according to his way, (Mishlei 22:6), which
refers to the negative prohibitions, the
mitzvos lo sa’aseh. This chinuch has
the goal of training the child in matters
of kedushoh (holiness) and perishus
(abstinence). This can be learnt from
the words of the Rambam, in Mishnah
Torah, Chapter 17, in Maacholos Ossuros
(Forbidden Foods). “There is a mitzvah
on the father to admonish his child and
to restrain him [from eating prohibited
food], in order that he should be trained
to holiness and abstinence, as it says in the
posuk, chanoch l’na’ar al pi darko’.

also chinuch for the purposes of holiness
and abstinence.

In this type of chinuch, any improvement
in holiness or even a partial abstinence,
serves the purposes of training the child
to achieve holiness.

However, in order for this chinuch to be
successful, it is not only our children who
have to be guided to purity. We ourselves
must make it clear that this is our goal
in life; children imitate their parents
and the best chinuch in the world can
be undermined by inconsistencies that
a child perceives in the behaviour of his
parents or his teachers.

Proof of this thesis can be found in
Tosfos Yeshonim in Yoma, which poses
a question. According to those opinions
that rule that there is no mitzvah of
chinuch for girls, why is there a mitzvah
of training a girl to fast even as a ketanoh?
You see from here that this is referring to
a different type of chinuch.
In a droshoh on chinuch given by the
gaon Rav Yechiel Weinberg z”tl (the author

A father has an obligation
to train his son, even as a
koton (a minor), to perform
mitzvos.

However, there is another type of
chinuch that is derived from the posuk,
‘chanoch l’na’ar al pi darko, train a child
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The experience of Yom Kippur is to
arouse in us a desire for taharoh. Sin is
metamei (impurifies), and teshuvoh and
Yom Kippur are metaher (purify). With the
proper kavonoh, Yom Kippur will provide
us, and our families, and all of klal Yisroel,
with atonement and purity. M

The outside world seeks to
expose our children to as
many foreign environments
as possible, whereas our
objective is to be mechanech
our children for kedushoh
and perushoh.

entire day, we make him fast for several
hours, increasing the amount each year.
But, according to the rules of chinuch, we
have just learned that the child should be
able to perform the entire mitzvah and
not just a part of it.
Reb Yosef Dov z”tl answers his question
with a chiddush. There are two types of
chinuch, training for mitzvos. One is the
traditional type of chinuch for mitzvos
asei – positive commandments – such as
eating matzoh, waving lulov and the like,
where a child is training how to perform a
mitzvah. For these mitzvos midorabonon,
the child must be able to carry out the
complete task for it to be considered for
the purpose of training him in mitzvos.

This particular element of chinuch
has come to the fore lately, with the
Ofsted challenges to our educational
institutions. Our two types of ‘education’
are diametrically opposed to each other.
The outside world seeks to expose our
children to as many foreign environments
as possible, whereas our objective is to be
mechanech our children for kedushoh and
perushoh. There can be no compromise on
this, and the most passionate resistance
must be employed.

if the Sridei Aish), which has been reprinted
under the title ‘Liprokim’, Rav Weinberg
z”tl suggests a novel idea. Nowadays, the
mitzvah of chinuch does not draw to a
conclusion when a child reaches the age
of bar mitzvah. In today’s world, a child of
bar mitzvah is insufficiently prepared to
withstand the temptations of the outside
world, and children must thus be kept in
a pure environment until they are strong
enough to defend their beliefs. Again,
this is because the goal of our chinuch
is not just how to perform mitzvos, but
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Gateshead’s Master of Technology
GLIMPSE INTO THE PILE of photo albums stacked
neatly in the home of Reb Dovid Gurwicz on
Whitehall Road in the heart of Gateshead, is like
taking a peep into the illustrious past of the early
20th century gedolim of Lithuania, Poland, and
latterly, the UK. Grainy images of Rav Elyah Lopian
z”tl jostle for space with those of the beloved former
Roshei Yeshiva Rav Leib Gurwicz z”tl and Rav Leib
Lopian z”tl and the revered late Gateshead Rov,
Rav Bezalel Rakow z”tl. Indeed, when Hamaor was
privileged to spend an afternoon with Mr Gurwicz, affectionately known as
Dodi, recently, it was a rare opportunity to step back in time and learn more
about his eminent family, which has its roots in the pre-war towns, shtetlach
and yeshivos of Europe.
“I spent my earliest years in the East
End of London,” recalls Mr Gurwicz, who
is the oldest son of Rav Leib Gurwicz and
his rebbetzin, Liba a”h, the daughter of
Rav Elyah z”tl and Soroh Leah Lopian
a”h. “My father was the rov of the Great
Garden Street (later known as Greatorex
Street) Federation Synagogue. He also
gave a shiur at the Eitz Chaim yeshiva
in Whitechapel.”

By the time he was five years old,
however, the young Dovid had moved
from Damian Court, the location that
features in his earliest memories, to
live with his grandfather, Rav Elyah, on
Amhurst Park in Stamford Hill. His parents
remained in the East End – it was the rapid
decline in standards of Yiddishkeit in the
area that gave his father the push to move
him away from the rest of the family.
“One Shabbos morning my father
caught me watching a Yied who was
busy repairing his car,” he recalls ruefully.
“He said ‘this is not for a Jewish child to
see’ and sent me off to join Egerton Road
Kindergarten while living with my uncles,
aunts and grandfather.”
The outbreak of World War II shortly
afterwards meant yet another move for
Dovid, who was temporarily evacuated
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along with the rest of the school in 1939.
As is well known, this initial compulsory
evacuation lasted but a few weeks, and
in early 1940 the entire Gurwicz family
reunited once more, in Stamford Hill.

the owner was packing up the fish in
paper containing kisvei yad (handwritten
Torah novella). He asked him what it was
and he nonchalantly told him it was some
writings his father had left…”

THE LETCHWORTH YEARS

Rav Leib gave his sermon at the shul
every Shabbos and tried to keep the spark
of Yiddishkeit alive in his congregants,
many of who had come from choshuve
families back in the old country, but sadly
had moved a long way from their roots.

Rav Leib continued to serve the Great
Garden Street community with enormous
fortitude, even after the start of the Blitz
in September 1940, the family having
moved to Letchworth in May to escape the
bombing. He and Rav Elyah, who was by
then in his sixties, travelled up to London
from the countryside every morning on
the ‘workmen’s trains’; Rav Elyah to his
yeshiva in Whitechapel, and Rav Leib
to his shul. On Friday afternoons, Rav
Elyah would return to the countryside
to spend Shabbos with his children and
grandchildren, but Rav Leib remained
in London.
“Right through the Blitz, he spent
Friday night sleeping in Whitechapel
Underground Station with Rav Nosson
Ordman z”tl of Philpot Street shul [and
later to become Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivas
Eitz Chaim].” he says. “The East End
kehilloh was made up of rough sorts – I
remember my father telling me once that
he went into a Yiddishe fishmonger’s and

“One Sunday my father came home and
told us he’d just made a chuppah for [the
famous dance band musician] Joe Loss!”
Over in Letchworth, meanwhile, two
or three tightly-packed streets were
teeming with Jewish families, well-known
rabbonim, and all the facilities necessary
for frum life.
“Rav Dessler was in Letchworth, for a
short period” recalls Mr Gurwicz. “So
was Rav Abramsky. The streets were full
of Yieden – it was like a mini Gateshead.
There was kosher milk, shechitoh,
butchers’ shops… we didn’t face too much
trouble from the locals.”
At the end of the war, Rav Leib
continued with his position at Great
Garden Street “My father walked from
Stamford Hill to Great Garden Street every

single Shabbos, to be with his kehilloh” he
recalls with admiration, but there was a
rapid decline in religious life in the area,
with the kehillos moving north and northwestwards in the city. He began to look
around for another shteller.
“At one point he applied for a position
at the Sunderland Beis Hamedrash,”
remembers Mr Gurwicz. “Rav Moishe
Rabbinowitz was retiring, so he put himself
forward as a candidate. I don’t know if he
wasn’t offered the role, or if he decided not
to take the position in the end, but family
history tells the story of a sermon he had
to give as part of his application. He had
to deliver it in English so he got a family
member to write it for him. It was about
yetzias mitzrayim, and the whole way
through he pronounced Egypt as ‘Eggwipt’! I don’t know if it’s completely true,
or allegorical – but l’maase he didn’t end
up with that job!”

MOVE TO GATESHEAD
By 1947, Rav Leib had taken the position
of maggid shiur at the Gateshead Yeshiva
and moved up there straight after
Succos that year. Rav Avrohom shlita
(Mr Gurwicz’s younger brother by three
years), was already learning there in the
Jewish Boarding School. He succeeded as
Rosh Yeshiva after his father’s petiroh in
1982. In February of 1948, the rest of the
family joined them – including his brother,
Rav Chaim Ozer shlita, and his sister,
Rebbetzin Soroh Leah Kushelevsky a”h.
Mr Gurwicz immediately joined the
Gateshead Yeshiva, which was very
different in those days to what it has
become today.
“There were around 90 bochurim
learning there when I started,” he recalls.
“Gateshead itself had only approximately
30 balebatim living there. But during my
time in the yeshiva it grew to comprise
over 200 bochurim.”
As a child, Mr Gurwicz had always had
a keen interest in electronics and as a teen,
was something of an amateur electrician.
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In the Heart of the Community
Rabbonim and poskim have always found Mr Gurwicz to be a real font of
technical and halachic knowledge and advice. Mrs Gurwicz proudly recalls that
his cousin, Dayan Gershon Lopian z”tl, “was always on the phone asking how
this works and how that works!”. When the recent installation of smart water
meters presented a challenge to local communities, Mr Gurwicz was called
upon to present local water companies with the solutions they would need to
adopt, in order to meet the kehilloh’s requests.
For Mr Gurwicz, however, it is the achievements of his children, all talmidei
chachomim and marbotzei Torah, that are his greatest source of pride, and their
photos proudly grace the walls of his home. His son, Rabbi Shimon Gurwicz, is
a Maggid Shiur at Yeshivas Chayei Olam in Golders Green. Mr Gurwicz himself
had longstanding chavrusos with, amongst others, Rav Rakow z”tl and the
former Gateshead ‘Parnes’ Yosef Kaufman z”l.

“To a certain degree I caught it from
my father,” he chuckles. “He was always
very interested in technology – he could
have been an engineer. During the war
he used to fix his own radios and had an
extremely clear understanding of science
and technology. He sometimes read
technical books when learning Torah
was precluded.”
During his time in the yeshiva, it became
evident to Mr Gurwicz that he was unlikely
to make a long-term career in rabbonus or
klei kodesh, so he approached his father
to ask for permission to attend technical
college in the evening, while continuing
in the yeshiva by day.
While Rav Leib could not lend his full
support to the plan, he agreed that he
would not object to it, on the condition
that his son took semichoh in chulin and
yoreh deoh before leaving yeshiva. So, at
the beginning of the 1950s, Mr Gurwicz
embarked on this course – learning for
his semichoh in the yeshiva by day (at
the tender age of 18!) and attending
Gateshead Technical College by night. In
1954 he received his semichoh from Rav
Rabinow z”tl in London and decided, first
of all, to try his hand at teaching.

“I think this is what my father was
intending, by encouraging me to take
this semichoh before leaving the yeshiva,”
he muses.

THE CRYSTAL AFFAIR
Mr Gurwicz joined the staff at Rabbi
Dr Schonfeld’s Avigdor Grammar School
as a teacher of Jewish Studies (“and
occasionally mathematics,” he laughs),
while continuing his studies at a technical
college in Holloway, where he was taking
a City and Guilds qualification.
However, it wasn’t long before the
strands of his teaching career began to
unravel. In the early 1950s, a certain Mr J
Crystal had been appointed Headmaster
of the school, having previously taught at
a school in Sunderland.
“He wore a full cap and gown,” recalls
Mr Gurwicz.
Crystal, who was the uncle of the former
Conservative MP Edwina Currie, was
Jewish but not at all Orthodox. Indeed, he
did not particularly care for his religion,
as shortly after Mr Gurwicz started
teaching at Avigdor, it came to light that
he was instructing pupils in assembly
not to bother wasting too much time on
their Jewish Studies! A chevra of the frum
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Gateshead’s Master of Technology
HaRav Elyah Lopian z”tl
Mr Gurwicz has a glint in his eye when sharing anecdotes of his family history.
One thing he has long regretted, however, is not having taken the opportunity
to ask his grandfather, Rav Elyah z”tl, how he came to end up in the UK.
As he understands the story, Rav Elyah came to the UK in 1925. He had been
in Berlin collecting funds for his yeshiva in Kelm, and had asked a fellow Jew
on a tram journey, for recommendations of somewhere safe to deposit the
money. The Jew offered to show him a location, took him around a corner and
then promptly pulled a gun on him. Now penniless, Rav Elyah decided to try his
luck in London, where he met a chover from Lita, Rav Bakst, who was the Rosh
Yeshiva of Yeshivas Eitz Chaim in Whitechapel. Rav Bakst needed to return to
Lithuania urgently, so offered his role to Rav Elyah.
Two years later, in 1927, Rav Elyah was joined in London by his wife, Rebbetzin
Soroh Leah, and his children. This was despite the fact that his father-in-law,
Rav Yitzchok Dovid Rotman z”tl, who was living in Yerusholyaim, had urged his
daughter to ask for a get and leave her husband, ‘who has taken the children to
a treifene medine’. At one point, in the early 1930s, he nearly took the decision
to return to Lita, but his wife was tragically nifteres after a sudden illness. “My
shver has finally beaten me”, he was said to have commented.

teachers in the school grouped together to
inform the principal, Rabbi Dr Schonfeld,
of what was going on under his nose. Rabbi
Schonfeld suspended the headmaster
after conducting an investigation.
“Crystal promptly proceeded to create
an uproar,” comments Mr Gurwicz.
“Avigdor was a grant-aided school and
there were members of the London
County Council who were on the board
of governors. They were determined to
overrule Rabbi Dr Schonfeld.”
The saga dragged on for over 18 months
and eventually reached the courts, who
ordered Crystal to be reinstated, in 1956.
Rabbi Schonfeld had no way of preventing
this and the only recourse of the frum
staff and students was to close the school
– many of them ended up transferring
to Hasmonean. Disillusioned by the
whole experience, Mr Gurwicz decided
to give up teaching and make a proper
go of pursuing a career in electronics.
(“Although I was a pretty good teacher
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and could keep strict discipline!” he
qualifies with a laugh.)
At the age of 23, Mr Gurwicz moved
back to his father’s house in Gateshead so
he could attend university in Newcastle
and study for a degree in Electrical
Engineering. He did this as part of a
mature student scheme – his studies
were funded but there was no living grant
available. As a result, he began to look
for a job. An opportunity arose to take a
position as a cheder teacher in Newcastle,
pending an interview with the rov, Rabbi
Shlomo Pesach Toperoff z”tl. Born and
bred in Whitechapel, Rabbi Toperoff
received semichoh from Yeshivas Eitz
Chaim and was already a well-known and
respected orator at the Duke’s Place Great
Synagogue in London, during his teenage
years. His wife, Rebbetzin Liba a”h, was
the daughter of Rav Tzvi Hersh Ferber, the
‘Kerem Hatzvi’. During the interview, Rabbi
Toperoff’s daughter served the tea – not
only did Mr Gurwicz leave with a job, but
he had also just met his future wife!

Mr Gurwicz and his wife married when
he was halfway through his four-year
degree and they began their married life
in Newcastle, where she was employed as
a technician in the hospital’s pathology lab.
After graduation, he began his working
life at a company in Gateshead but once
their oldest child was born, they packed
their bags and moved to their present
home in Gateshead.

BRAINS IN GATESHEAD
Mr Gurwicz took a position with
a Jewish-owned company, Loebels,
involved in the production of electronic
instrumentation used in the moonlanding programme.
“We worked on scanning equipment
that helped identify suitable landing
points while the shuttle was still in orbit,”
he says with the nonchalance of one who
works with astounding technologies on a
daily basis.
During his time at Loebels, he also
worked on the production of a new system
for driving milk floats – the electronic
controls proved to be ineffective for
their initial purpose but were further
developed for use in fork lift trucks.
“This was effectively the start of the
electronic car business,” he says. “I was
involved in the development of the control
systems and subsequently the first Ford
electric car, which now resides in the
Science Museum!”
In 1963 the part of Loebels where
Mr Gurwicz worked was hived off as
a separate company, of which he was
appointed managing director. Over the
next ten years he built it into a hugely
successful manufacturing concern.
Despite his enormous input, he refused
to take a stake in the company, as a Jew
was involved in the ownership and it
operated on Shabbos and Yom Tov. When
it was sold in 1974, he received nothing.
For the next two years he continued to
work for the company, now owned by an
American business, but commuting to the

States every six weeks took its toll and he
resigned in 1976.
Mr Gurwicz proceeded to set up his
own company, Nada Electronics, which
was involved in everything from tiny
lasers to enormous machines. Eventually,
his expertise came to the attention of the
IDF, thanks to an Israeli engineer whom
he took under his wing and mentored.
When the young man returned to Israel
he introduced the company to a group
responsible for the development of the
merkava¸ the IDF’s battle tank, at that
time unique in the way the guns and
turrets were intended to be manoeuvred
electronically rather than hydraulically.
The contract for the development of
this system was outsourced to Nada,
who became the merkava’s ‘brains
in Gateshead’.
Mr Gurwicz was present at the eventual
commission of the tank – a big reception
was held in Haifa, in the presence of
General Israel Tal, the founder of the
IDF’s armoured corps (‘Shiryon’) and the
driving force behind the creation of the
merkava. At the fully kosher reception,
he sat next to a chayal sporting a kippah,
only to discover the fellow had been
a talmid of Rav Elyah at his yeshiva in
Kfar Chassidim!
Despite this positive experience, many
of the Israelis he rubbed shoulders with
were painfully ignorant of Yiddishkeit.
He recalls that during the nine days one
year, he asked for a milky coffee; this was
in contrast to his usual black one, as he
hadn’t had a fleishig lunch. His colleague
was horrified – “chashavti she’atah dati!’
he cried – he had thought it was a religious
prohibition not to drink milk in the
afternoon. Indeed, the Israeli Ashkenazi
elite who used to visit him in Gateshead
tragically knew nothing of their heritage
– yet had yichus that related them directly
to the gedolim of Europe.
Mr Gurwicz’s association with the
IDF drew to a close in the 1980s but
he continued in the manufacture and
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Snapshots

From the family albums

Rav Elyah Lopian 1968

Gateshead Yeshiva Camp in the 1950s: Rabbi Dovid Dryan,
Menahel Rabbi Kahan, Rabbi Moshe Schwab, Mr Hershel
Rotenberg

Rav Leib Gurwicz speaking in Gateshead yeshiva dining
room, Rav Bezalel Rakow, Gateshead Rov to his left, Rav Leib
Lopian to his right, circa 1974

Gateshead Yeshiva Camp in the 1950s: Yitzchok Wieder,
unknown, unknown, Meir Lev, Dovid Gurwicz

Gateshead Yeshiva circa 1948/49 (Gurwicz family collection)

First yahrzeit of Rav Leib Lopian (1985), in the
Golders Green Beth Hamedrash. Rav Avrohom
Gurwicz and Mr David Gurwicz saying kaddish

Dovid Gurwicz & Yankel Sternlicht

Rav Leib Gurwicz at the kosel
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Gateshead’s Master of Technology
A Change
of Name
Although the family’s name has
been Gurwicz since the first
years of the 20th century, Rav
Leib z”tl was actually born Aryeh
Leib Kushelevsky. While learning
in the Mirer Yeshiva in his early
teens, he was forced to change
his Polish passport to avoid
expulsion from the country. At
the nearby passport office in
Baronovitch, he met a yeshiva
bochur who had an expertise in
forging passports. He chose to
adopt his mother’s maiden name,
Gurwicz, for his new identity –
and paid the bochur by agreeing
to learn with him for a year. Mr
Gurwicz’s sister, Soroh Leah, a”h,
was married to her first cousin,
Rav Tzvi Kushelevsky shlita, Rosh
Yeshiva of Yeshivas Heichal
Hatorah in Yerusholayim.

development of ‘power electronics’ until
the late 1990s, when he sold his business.
“It was conditional on the fact that I
stayed on for three years as a consultant,”
he laughs. “But I am still there today!”
From his perspective as a consultant, he
has dealt with many fascinating projects
over the years, from the development of
the induction hob (“a nightmare from a
kashrus point of view but very useful for
big companies like Marks and Spencer
who need to cook massive amounts of
chicken on a production line conveyor”)
and has dabbled in countless inventions.

FEDTECH
Most recently, he has been assisting
the Federation in its ‘FedTech’ project.
FedTech whose focus is on Shabbos
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Mr Gurwicz with FedTech’s
Rabbi Yisroel Moshe Guttentag

NEED TO BUY A NEW APPLIANCE?
NEED GUIDANCE ON USE OF YOUR
OVEN DURING YOM TOV?

CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE GUIDES OR CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

www.federation.org.uk/fed-tech/
compliance, has analysed every area
of these devices’ functioning and
Mr Gurwicz’s contribution has been
instrumental in this work. Mr Gurwicz has
presented an ingenious solution to the
problems involved in using an oven on
Shabbos. A simple LED light, wired nonintrusively into the oven’s power cable
will indicate when an oven’s element is
powered on, meaning that the door can
be opened and food removed. FedTech
will shortly be rolling out the sale of
these nifty oven kits, all thanks to Mr
Gurwicz’s ingenuity.
Dovid Gurwicz’s long and successful
career is, to the man on the street,
testament to his hard work and highly
skilled expertise. Indeed, in 1974 he was
a recipient of an award from Her Majesty
the Queen for his services to the power
electronics industry and
was invited to a special
reception at Buckingham
Palace (His father, Rav Leib
z”tl, ruled that he did not
have to make the brochoh
for seeing malchus as she
does not have the power of
life and death). However,
for this modest, dignified
son of the Gateshead Rosh

Yeshiva, brought up as he was in the midst
of Torah royalty, his job has always been
just that – a job.
“It was a way of making a parnossoh,” he
says with an air of self-effacement. “Work
was a place I went every day but I never
brought it home with me and I never
socialised with my colleagues – there was
always a complete division between my
personal and work life.”
Now, in his later years, living in the
same home in which he brought up his
children, with his brother, Rav Avrohom
shlita, just a few doors down the road, it is
a philosophy that has borne fruit and one
that today’s generation of businessmen
and employees would do well to emulate.
Mr Gurwicz is a master of technology – but
it is not, and has never been, the master
of him. M
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Mishpot
V’Tzedek
CASE 1

Practical
Financial
Shailos

Seal of
Appro-val

On the way out of shul one rainy Wednesday morning, Nosson Levy
approached his friend and fellow-trader, David Gold. “David!” he exclaimed.
“Just the man I wanted to see! I’ve just got a beautiful new diamond in stock
and I wanted you to have a chance to see it.” Later that day, in Nosson’s
office, David found himself suitably impressed. “I think I may have a
potential buyer,” he said. “I’d like to take it on appro and see if I can make
the sale.” “David, this diamond sells itself. You can take it, but according to
our normal terms, we split the profits 50/50!”

It is very common in the diamond and jewellery trade
for a salesman, such as David Gold in our story, to receive a
diamond or piece of jewellery on what is known as ‘appro’
(approbation), from a fellow trader. This situation provides
the salesman the opportunity to get the piece approved by
a potential buyer, or return it to the salesman he got it from.
In other words, if David sees that Nosson has a diamond for
sale, which he thinks he could sell to a third party, Yehudah,
then David will take it from Nosson ‘on appro’, and if the
third party wishes to purchase it (from David), then David
will pay Nosson the pre-agreed price. However, in the event
that Yehudah doesn’t wish to purchase it (and David can’t
find another purchaser), then David has the option to return
it to Nosson, at no charge.

DAYAN Y Y POSEN
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In a standard appro situation, it is understood that if
anything happens to the diamond once David has received
it initially from Nosson, David will be fully liable to pay him
the pre-agreed price for the diamond. There would often be
an ‘appro note’ between the two parties, stating the item, any
identification number it may have, the agreed price and the
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fact that the person who has taken it on appro is fully liable
for it.
In certain instances, the salesman would strike a deal with
his fellow trader, whereby if he is successful in selling on the
diamond, then the profits from the sale will be split 50/50
between them.
In a scenario such as this, however, a halachic
problem arises.
In Meseches Bova Metzia, daf 70b, the mishnah describes
a scenario called tzon barzel which literally translates as ‘iron
sheep’. The mishnah describes an arrangement in which a
person who owns sheep, gives them to a shepherd to look
after, with specific terms. The sheep are evaluated at the
time they are handed over, and the agreement is that when
the sheep are returned, if their value has depreciated, then
the shepherd must pay the difference (therefore the sheep
are called ‘iron’ since the owner can’t lose on them, it is as
if their value has been fixed). For the duration of the time
the sheep are with the shepherd, the wool of the sheep and
any offspring they may produce, are to be divided equally
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Mishpot V’Tzedek

HETER ISKA
There is a fundamental difference
between a loan which one cannot
accept interest on, and an investment,
which one is entitled to receive profit
from. A loan is a transaction in which
the lender is guaranteed to receive
his capital back. An investment,
however, is where the investor stands
to make either profits or losses. A
heter iska is a document in which the
investor places tight restrictions on
the person/company he is investing
with, thus reducing the likelihood of
him not receiving his capital back,
but not eliminating the element of
risk entirely.
In simple, broad terms, when an
investor makes an investment, both
parties are free to agree between
themselves upfront on the terms of
the investment. With this in mind, the
Terumas Hadeshen pointed out that
an investor is entitled to insist when
he makes his investment, that he’s
not prepared to take the recipient’s
word that the investment went bad
and he has lost his money. Rather, the
recipient would have to bring two
witnesses whose testimony would be
admissible in Beis Din (ie not relatives,
females or employees) to testify that
the funds were lost. In the absence of
such a testimony, the recipient would
be obligated to repay the invested
funds. The Levush went one step
further and advised that the investor
could agree with recipient, that the
recipient would not be believed on
the subject of how much profit the
investment did or didn’t generate,
unless the recipient made a shevuoh
min hatorah – a solemn oath – on
how much profit was generated. If
the recipient wished to avoid making
the oath, he could pay a pre-agreed
amount, which was deemed a realistic
margin for the investment, and if
the investor received this amount he
effectively waived his rights to any
excess profit generated, and to the
need to take the oath.
The heter iska agreement
incorporates these two clauses into
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the terms of the investment, and
states that the recipient won’t be
believed that the capital was lost,
unless he brings two kosher witnesses
to corroborate this claim. Without this
testimony, he will have to repay the
investor his capital. Similarly, he will
only be believed regarding the profit
generated if he makes a shevuoh. If he
doesn’t wish to make the shevuoh, he
can pay the agreed rate of return, as
long as it is reasonable.
There are two main types of heter
iska; ‘palgah milveh palgah pikodon’
and ‘kuloh pikodon’. Palgah milveh
palgah pikodon is an arrangement
in which half the funds provided are
an investment, and half are a loan.
This means that the recipient will
be personally liable (if he borrowed
in a personal capacity) to repay half
the capital regardless, whilst the
other half is an investment where,
in theory, there is the possibility he
could produce witnesses to testify it
was lost. Furthermore, the recipient
would only be providing a return on
the half which is an investment. For
example, if £100,000 was provided
under these terms, and the heter iska
stated that the agreed return required
if the recipient does not wish to make
a shevuoh, is five percent per annum,
then the £5,000 return will, in actual
fact, be a return of ten percent per
annum on the investment, which was
only £50,000.
The second type, kuloh pikodon,
is entirely an investment; therefore,
a five percent return would be a
genuine five percent return, but in
theory, the recipient could bring
witnesses that the capital was ‘lost’.
There are various restrictions on the
use of a heter iska, which are beyond
the scope of this article. However, in
summary:

1 The rate of return written on a
heter iska should not be more than
what is realistic for the recipient to
generate with such a sum, over the
relevant period of time. For most

heter iska kloli, signed on the
………………….., a copy of
which is attached.
people this is a maximum of between
ten and 15 percent on a palgah milveh
palgah pikodon, and double that for
a kuloh pikodon. Many investors have
found themselves unable to claim
any return after putting too high a
percentage on their heter iska.

2

The investor cannot have firsthand knowledge of the dealings of
the recipient.

3 If the recipient intends to use the
funds for personal use, rather than to
invest, then a different type of heter
iska needs to be used.

HETER ISKA KLOLI
In 1924, Reb Ezriel Meir Eiger, the
rov of Lublin, created the concept of a
heter iska kloli, which is a declaration a
person makes, that all future financial
dealings are according to the terms
of the heter iska kloli; this applies the
principles of heter iska outlined above,
where appropriate, to each situation.
His intention was that every member
of klal Yisroel would sign one, and this
would become the default position.
There are numerous discussions in the
poskim regarding how far reaching
a heter iska kloli can and can’t be.
However, lehalochoh, if a heter iska is
referenced specifically in a contract,
then it is as good as signing a specific
heter iska for that deal.

SOME PRACTICAL
CHALLENGES
When companies and businesses
are making frequent deals and
transactions, it is often not so practical
to expect both parties to sign a heter
iska before every deal. Therefore, it is
advisable for people to sign a heter
iska kloli. Once a company, business or
individual has a heter iska kloli, then all
that is required is to insert a clause in
all future contracts, stating:

This agreement is subject to
the terms and conditions of
the company’s/ business’s/my

Once both parties sign an
agreement containing a clause like
this, it is as if they have both signed a
heter iska specific to that deal.

COMPLICATIONS
There have been occasions when
one party has refused to change
their draft of the contract to include
a clause such as this, however they
were prepared to sign a heter iska on
‘the side’. Is this sufficient?
It is definitely preferable for a
clause to be added to the actual
contract. However, if it is added as an
attachment, then even if it’s not in
the actual contract, many poskim say
it suffices.
However, many legal contracts
have an ‘Entire Agreement Clause’
written into them. This would be
along the lines of:
This contract contains the final and
entire agreement and understanding
between the Parties and is the
complete and exclusive statement of
its terms. This contract supersedes all
prior agreement and understandings,
whether oral or written, in connection
therewith.
The purpose of a clause such
as this, is to prevent a party from
claiming at a later date, that a
different point had been agreed
between the parties, either verbally
or in writing. Even though this point
wasn’t mentioned in the contract, it
should still be part of the agreement,
as this was how they understood
the deal at the time of signing. This
clause clearly states that any clause
either party wishes to be part of
the deal, needs to be written in the
actual contract.
The question therefore arises, that
if both parties had signed a heter iska,
but had not referenced the heter iska
in the contract, and the contract had
an Entire Agreement Clause, would
the clause effectively result in the
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deal not being subject to the terms
and conditions of the heter iska,
rendering the contract a shtar sheyesh
bo ribbis and resulting in both parties
transgressing the issur of ribbis?
There are certain limitations which
would not necessarily be excluded
by the Entire Agreement Clause, one
of which is with regard to ‘implied
terms’. This refers to terms which
both parties understood were the
terms of the agreement, even if they
didn’t necessarily express them in the
written contract. In order to exclude
implied terms as well, the Entire
Agreement Clause would need to
be broader. An example of a broader
clause might be:

This instrument contains
the entire agreement of the
parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof and
there is no other promise,
representation, warranty,
usage or course of dealing
affecting it.
The question remains, if a heter
iska was signed between the two
parties and attached to the contract
but not referenced within it, would
the recipient of the funds be able to
say that this was so obviously part
of the deal, that its terms cannot
be excluded even by the Entire
Agreement Clause? Alternatively,
could the person giving the funds be
able to claim that because the heter
iska goes to the heart of the deal
and changes a deal from a loan or an
investment, and was not referenced
in the contract, in light of the far
reaching Entire Agreement, the heter
iska is excluded, and was just signed
as a ‘religious thing’ but has no real
bearing on the contract or its terms?
I will leave this decision to the
lawyers, but it suffices to say that
it is unclear, and would probably
depend on the judge on any given
day. Therefore, one should definitely
ensure that if there is an Entire
Agreement Clause, the heter iska is
specifically referenced in the contract.

between the shepherd and the owner.
The mishnah says that, since the
shepherd has total liability for the
sheep, they are effectively considered
as a loan to him. As such, he would
not be allowed to pass on anything
generated from the sheep, such as the
shearings or offspring, as this would
constitute ribbis (interest). Tosfos
explains that, since it isn’t guaranteed
that there will be any shearings or
offspring to provide, the issur ribbis is
not min hatorah here. But it is still an
issur miderabonon.
In Shulchan Oruch, Yorah De’oh
Siman 177 Seif 1, the mechaber
explains that any arrangement in
which the owner of an item gives the
item to someone with the intention
that he should generate profit from
it, and the profit is to be split between
them, the recipient is not allowed
to accept full liability for the item.
However, if the owner retains liability
if it depreciates, or if an accident
happens to it, then it is ok.
What would happen in the event
that the owner retained liability for
depreciation, but the recipient would
be liable for any accidents that may
occur? It is unclear if the mechaber
requires the owner to retain liability
for both depreciation and accidents
(onsim), or if one of these conditions
would be sufficient to be able not to
view the item as a loan.
This question is very relevant with
regards to receiving goods on appro,
if the vendor wants the purchaser
to split any profit he subsequently
makes. As explained, when one
receives goods on appro, one is liable
for anything that happens to them
whilst they are in his possession.
However, one is not liable for any
depreciation, and as such, if he wished
to return them to the vendor, he could
do so even if the market value had
fallen since the time when he received
them. The question is, does this cause
us to view the diamonds or goods as a
loan, and as such would the purchaser
be unable to share any profit he may
generate with the vendor?
The Chavaas Daas on this halochoh,
paskens that the mechaber requires
the vendor to retain liability for both
depreciation and any onsim, accidents.
Therefore, appro would appear to
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call Chaya and tell her what she
owed her, when a thought occurred
to her. Seeing as Chaya had already
agreed to purchase the dress for
£100, undoubtedly a fantastic deal,
was she allowed to go ahead and
still charge her £100 for it, even
though she only paid a combined
total of £140?

be a loan, and would seemingly rule out any deal to share
the profit.
There is, however, another point to consider. In the case
of the mishnah and the Shulchan Oruch, it was always
understood that the item would ultimately be returned to
the owner, either by itself or together with money to top
up the value. Therefore, making the recipient liable gave it
the status of a loan. However, when it comes to appro, the
recipient has the rights to sell it on, making the two scenarios
significantly different.
However, the Shulchan Oruch, in the same seif, goes on to
say that the same halochoh will apply if the salesman gives
his fellow trader sechoroh (goods) to sell, and the trader
accepts liability.
So, we see that if Nosson wants to give David the goods
on appro, they would not be able to agree to split any profits
arising, unless a heter iska was signed between them at the
outset.

Our personal
interests can
often cloud how
we perceive
situations we are
closely involved
in, leading to
our creating
justifications for
our actions.
Financial dealings
are halachically
complex and
advice should be
sought.
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CASE 2

Deal of
the Day

Mindy was sitting in the park with
her friend Chaya one day, and
excitedly mentioned that their
favourite clothing store was
running an online sale – and that
she had seen a particular designer
dress currently listed at the
bargain price of £100, a 50 percent
reduction on the RRP! The first
thing she was going to do when
she got home, was place an order.
Chaya immediately asked Mindy
to order a dress for her too, as the
offer was too good to miss.

When Mindy got home that
afternoon, she found to her
astonishment that the price of
the dress had been reduced even
further, to £70! She quickly placed
two in her basket and checked out
her purchases. She was about to

This is a common situation when shopping online, that
sometimes may be even further complicated. Mindy might,
for example, be purchasing the clothing from a site which
Chaya wouldn’t have even had access to, because she’s not
a member. Or perhaps Chaya wouldn’t have been able to
purchase it at that price as she didn’t have the relevant
discount codes. Would these factors further effect Mindy’s
right to charge Chaya the agreed £100?
This matter revolves around the question of whether or
not Mindy is purchasing the item from the site and then
selling it on to Chaya, or is Mindy purchasing the dress on
Chaya’s behalf, initially?
If Mindy is buying it, and subsequently selling it on to
Chaya, then as long as Chaya agrees to the price Mindy is
charging, and the price is within the normal market range,
then Mindy can charge whatever price she wants for it.
However, if Mindy is purchasing it on behalf of Chaya,
then she can’t charge her friend any more than whatever
she herself paid for the item. The only way she might charge
more, would be in the form of a service charge or finder’s fee;
but this would have to be agreed between the two parties.
This would not normally be something that Mindy would
feel comfortable asking from her friend. To charge Chaya
more than it actually cost, without her agreeing to pay
Mindy a commission, would be geneivoh.
How is one meant to ascertain if Mindy was buying it to
sell on, or buying it for Chaya, seeing as Mindy probably
didn’t give it much thought at the time?
Another factor which is dependent on whether Mindy
was buying it for Chaya, or for herself with the intention of
selling it on to Chaya, is the question of liability. For example,
what would happen if the website looked like a genuine
online store, but turned out to be a scam? Having taken
Mindy’s payment, they never went on to send the goods.
Would Mindy be entitled to claim half the money the website
took, back from Chaya, seeing as half the goods she was
trying to purchase were for her friend?
Assuming there was no negligence on Mindy’s part in
purchasing from the website, and everything looked above
board, then if Mindy was purchasing the item on behalf
of Chaya, she would be obliged to reimburse Mindy any
funds she paid on her behalf, even if the goods were not
ultimately delivered. The same would apply if the goods
had been delivered to Mindy and were subsequently stolen
from Mindy’s house, in a manner where she had not been
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negligent. Since Mindy was what is known as a shomer
chinom (someone guarding the property free of charge), she
would not be liable for theft. The underlying point being, that
when Mindy makes the purchase on behalf of Chaya, she
is acting as a messenger for her, and when the transaction
is complete it belongs to Chaya (even though she hasn’t
physically received it yet). Therefore, when it was stolen, in
fact, it was Chaya’s item which was taken.
(If there was a special price offered if one purchased two
items together, resulting in Mindy gaining from purchasing
the garment for Chaya, because this caused the price of the
item she was purchasing for herself to decrease, a question
would arise as to whether this ‘benefit’ to Mindy would be
sufficient to cause her liability to increase to a status of a
shomer sochor (one guarding the property of another for a
fee), who would be liable for theft.)
However, if Mindy was purchasing the item for herself
with the intention of selling it on to Chaya, then until Chaya
actually physically receives it, she has no obligation to
pay anything. Any losses incurred along the way would be
Mindy’s responsibility.
In a regular situation, where the language used between
Mindy and Chaya was along the lines of, “Can you order me
one?” or “Should I buy one for you?” or even “Please get one
for me too.”, then it would be understood that if something
went wrong with the order (even though Mindy took all
necessary steps to order it safely), Chaya would suffer any
losses resulting from the purchase of the item she requested.
That being the case, it would seem clear that the implied
agreement between Mindy and Chaya is that Mindy is
buying it on Chaya’s behalf. Therefore, Mindy would not be
allowed to take any more from Chaya than the actual cost of
her dress; in this case £70.
Things would get even more complicated if there was an
offer of ‘buy one get one half price’. Is the total amount of
the cost split between the two friends, or can Mindy say, “I
bought Chaya what she wanted (at full price) and then had
the option of paying half price for a second one, which I did
for myself!”?
Similarly, where there are offers such as ‘buy two and
get a free gift’, or, ‘buy two and get a third one free’; in these
scenarios Mindy would say that she ordered Chaya’s for
her, and because she had also ordered one for herself, she
received a free item, so it should belong to her. Chances are
that if Chaya knew about it, she would say that the free
item was only offered as a result of the combined purchase,
in which case the free item should belong to both of them
in partnership!
In both scenarios, it would depend on the order of events.
If Mindy intended purchasing the item regardless, and
Chaya asked her to purchase one for her as well, then it
is considered as if two items are being purchased for two
people, and any benefits, whether in combined price or in
free gifts, belong to Mindy and Chaya equally. However, if
Chaya asked Mindy to purchase an item for her, and Mindy
only decided to purchase an item as well, after she saw the
offers available for buying two items together, then the
benefits would be solely hers.
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Bring a copy of this advert
for a FREE tie with every
suit purchased.

10 Golders Green Road
London NW11 8LL
Opposite Cafe Nero
10 Golders Green Road
London NW11 8LL

Suits from £85.00

Opposite Cafe Nero

refers to the mitzvoh of separating
various tithes from fruit and vegetables
grown in Eretz Yisroel and distributing
them to various classes of people

Tevel

fruit and vegetables grown in Eretz
Yisroel that have not yet had terumos and
maasros separated. Forbidden to eat

Raincoats from £49.50
Overcoats
Suitsfrom
from £79.50
£79.50
All trousers £25 each
2 pairs £45
Overcoats
Trouser
Bargains from
£25 £79.50

Terumoh gedoloh

either 1/40, 1/50 or 1/60 of the produce
separated to be given to a Kohen. Amount
tithed dependant on the generosity of the
owner of the produce. Nowadays only a
minimal amount need be tithed

Top quality
Blazers and
Trouser Bargains
£25
Raincoats
£49.50
Sports Jacketsfrom
all Half
Price

Maaser rishon

All WinterRaincoats
Overcoats from £49.50
now Half Price or less

a further ten percent separated and given
to a Levi

Large
SizesLarge
a
Sizes
specialitya

Terumas maaser

Ten percent of the maaser rishon
separated by the Levi to give to a Kohen

speciality

Open everyday
&
Open everyday
&
Sundays tilSundays
5:00pmtil 5:00pm

Terumos and maasros

Maaser sheni

a further ten percent separated by the
farmer, for him to eat in Yerusholayim in a
state of taharoh

We accept
We accept

Pidyon maaser sheni

a method where the kedushoh of the
maaser sheni would be transferred from
the fruit onto money. The money is then
used to purchase fruit in Yerusholayim, for
it to be eaten there

בס“ד

Maaser oni

alternative to maaser sheni (dependant
on which year of the shemitoh cycle the
produce was grown in), to be treated as
tzedokoh and given to the poor

SMALL CLAIMS BEIS
DIN SERVICE
GFor claims

up to £5000
be heard by a single Dayan
GOne-hour slots allotted for hearings
GNo professional representation –
parties must represent themselves
GReceive a brief, written, binding
within 72 hours
GCases will

Cases heard only by mutual consent of both parties
For information or to make an appointment

www.federation.org.uk/
small-claims-beis-din/
beisdin@federation.org.uk
020 8202 2263 (Option 3)

West End Travel
would like to wish
Hamaor readers a
Shana Tova and
Kesiva Vechasima Tova.
For Israel and Worldwide Travel call
0208 958 3188 or email
info@westendtravel.co.uk

Prutoh

an ancient coin of minimal value,
estimated today to be worth under two
pence

Orloh

fruit from the first three years’ produce of
a tree’s growth. May not be used at all

Revai

fruit from the fourth year’s produce
of a tree’s growth. Has kedushoh and
must be eaten in a state of taharoh in
Yerusholayim, or have the the kedushoh
transferred onto a coin, as with maaser
sheni

A SERVICE OF THE FEDERATION BEIS DIN
Nominal fees apply

DAYAN Y D HOOL
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The Other Side of the Coin
transferred the kedushoh from the
produce onto a coin, and from there onto
a second coin, it should not be transferred
onto a further coin, whether that one is a
new, third coin or whether the transfer is
back onto the first.

THE BACKGROUND

When the Federation first instigated its MaaserText project back
in 2016, finding suitable tevel produce, whose maaser sheni we could
redeem onto a coin, was something of a challenge. Ultimately, we asked
Rabbi Avrohom Buterman, a talmid chochom from Beitar Illit, Israel, to
give us grapes from his privately-owned garden for the purpose. The
grapes had grown in the first year following the shemitoh cycle, and
had not yet been tithed. As such, the grapes were vadai tevel (tevel with
no level of uncertainty) and would produce a highly stringent level of
maaser sheni. Mindful of the fact that gifted or purchased produce is
only subject to rabbinical level tevel, we agreed that the grapes would
remain under Rabbi Buterman’s ownership. Rabbi Buterman then
separated the required terumos and maasros, and appointed one of the
dayonim of the Federation to redeem the maaser sheni on his behalf.
We ensured that there were sufficient grapes to allow for maaser sheni
that was worth well over a prutoh, and then the dayan redeemed the
maaser sheni onto a prutoh’s worth of a £2 coin. This coin could now
be used for the redemption of all classes of maaser sheni, whether
fruit or vegetables, bought or gifted, sofek or vadai, worth more than
a prutoh or less than a prutoh.
For an extra measure of halachic certainty, we were careful to
follow the ruling of Rav Elyashiv z”tl, that the prutoh chamuroh
must be privately owned; in keeping with this, the Federation’s prutoh
chamuroh is owned by one of the dayonim. Once the Federation’s coin
had been used enough times by the public to ‘fill it up’ with maaser
sheni, we then redeemed the whole coin, apart from the prutoh
chamuroh’s worth that was there from the beginning, onto another
coin, allowing the first coin to be reused. These secondary coins had
also been pre-prepared with a prutoh chamuroh from the maaser sheni
vadai redeemed onto them.
Two years on, however, MaaserText had become so successful and
so well-used, that the secondary coins were all filling up fast with
kedushoh, and we were running out of ‘space’ on the coins for the
public to transfer their maaser sheni kedushoh onto!

MORE COINS NEEDED

Now, it may have been possible, once the secondary coins were filled
up, to redeem all the kedushoh of the secondary coins back onto a
prutoh of the first coin (now empty apart from its original prutoh
chamuroh). In this way one could carry on indefinitely, filling up the
first coin, transferring the kedushoh onto one prutoh of the second
coin and so on, until the second one is full, and then transferring all
the kedushoh of the second coin back onto one prutoh of the first, and
so on ad infinitum.
However, R’ Chaim Kanievsky (Derech Emunah, Hilchos Maaser
Sheni, 2:11, quoting Kaftor Voferach, 40) writes that once one has

MaaserText had become so
successful and so well-used, that
the secondary coins were all
filling up fast with kedushoh
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The Coin

One may transfer any value of maaser sheni
kedushoh onto a coin worth merely one prutoh,
or onto the value of one prutoh’s worth of a coin
of greater value. Once a coin has maaser sheni
kedushoh redeemed onto it, it may not be used
for anything other than buying produce to be
eaten in a state of taharoh in Yerusholayim, after
the arrival of Moshiach.
If the value of the maaser sheni kedushoh
being transferred onto the coin is itself less
than a prutoh, one can only transfer it onto
a coin that already has at least one prutoh of
maaser sheni previously transferred onto it. To
cover all halachic requirements, this original
prutoh’s worth of kedushoh must come from
the most machmir (halachically strict) type of
maaser sheni. For example, as a general rule,
produce which is subject to any sofek (doubt) as
to whether it has already been tithed, would still
need to have maaser sheni redeemed onto a
coin. However, because the produce might have
already been tithed beforehand (by a farmer,
exporter or kashrus organisation), this coin could
not then be used to serve for future maaser sheni
redemptions.
Furthermore, the original prutoh on a coin that
will be used for future redemptions of quantities
worth less than a prutoh, must have come from
produce that had a comparable or greater
kedushoh than the maaser sheni now being
redeemed. Practically, this means that it can only
have been redeemed on produce that would
have required tithing min hatorah in the times of
the Beis Hamikdosh. This would include Israeligrown grapes or wine, olives or olive oil, and
any of the five grains (wheat, barley, oats, spelt
and rye). All other fruits and vegetables grown in
Israel require tithing miderabonon. They must
also not have been gifted or purchased.

As such, we needed more coins with
a prutoh chamuroh on them, and that
meant first getting hold of some more
tevel vadai. The trouble was, it was now
the third year of the shmitoh cycle, and
produce grown that year would have been
subject to the laws of maaser oni and not
maaser sheni. So, we would need produce
from last year’s crops.
Grapes are harvested in the summer,
and don’t stay fresh for long, so in early
2018 there would not be any grapes left
from the 2017 harvest. However, wine
made from those grapes would certainly
still be available. The problem with that

was, that in all likelihood, it would have
been tithed already. (Certainly, Israeli wine
that is exported almost inevitably has a
hechsher, which also means that all tithes
would have been separated at source).
Most of the major wineries in Israel
have rabbinic supervision, but there are a
number of smaller boutique wineries that
are not supervised. If we could get in touch
with one of those, they would presumably
have wine made from grapes harvested in
5777 (2016-2017) that would not yet have
had terumos and maasros separated.

ORLOH AND THE TEVEL OF
STAM YEINOM
But, this presented new problems.
Firstly, there was an issue with orloh.
Most trees do not produce fruit in the first
three years of growth, but grape vines do.

If the winery was unsupervised, how could
we be sure that there was no problem of
orloh with the grapes being used?
Moreover, as is widely known, wine
made by gentiles is not kosher (‘stam
yeinom’), but more than that, wine made by
a Jewish person who is publicly mechalel
Shabbos, is not considered kosher either.
A winery not under rabbinic supervision,
by its very nature, would likely be run by
non-Shabbos observant Jews, so their
wine wouldn’t be permissible.
On the other hand, since the grapes
for the wine were grown in Eretz Yisroel,
perhaps they could still be considered
tevel? If we were to separate maaser sheni,
even though the wine could not be kosher
for consumption, could it nonetheless
be considered as maaser sheni to the
extent that it could be used to create a
prutoh chamuroh?

Terumos and maasros in the times of
the Beis Hamikdosh, and today

The unique mitzvos of tithing the various terumos and maasros can only be carried out fully with all their relevant details, in
the times of the Beis Hamikdosh. Today, without a Beis Hamikdosh, the reality of these mitzvos has changed, and many of the
gifts are merely separated, but need not be given to their various designated recipients.
For example, terumoh and terumas maaser may only be consumed by a Kohen who is tohor (ritually pure). Nowadays, everyone
is classified by default as tomei (ritually impure), so the Kohen may not eat either of them. The tithes must still be separated
in order to permit the rest of the produce to be consumed – a minimal amount is separated and designated as terumoh, and
then ten percent of ten percent of the rest is set aside as terumas maaser. These tithes are then wrapped and discarded.
Even maaser rishon, which has a more lenient status and does not require taharoh for consumption, is separated but not
actually given to a Levi. This is due to doubts as to the authenticity of every Levi’s lineage.
With maaser sheni, the kedushoh can still be transferred onto a coin with the purpose of purchasing food in Yerusholayim. But
because this can only be done in a state of taharoh, the coin is put aside to keep until the arrival of Moshiach. Twice during
a shemitoh cycle, if not yet used, it must be disposed of.
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So, we needed to find wine that was
kosher, from non-orloh grapes, that
nonetheless had not yet had terumos and
maasros separated.
After some research, I discovered a
company that seemed to own two wineries
on the Golan Heights, one of which had
a hechsher and one which did not. I
contacted the rov who supervises the

company commercially viable. At the
same time, he still insisted on making
some of his wine with the traditional
methods, which included him personally
stirring the wine at various stages of
the production. He understood that this
rendered the wine non-kosher, and thus
he would not be able to get a hechsher for
this, so he opened a separate company and
a separate facility just for this production.

I had found
untithed wine
from last year’s
grapes that
weren’t orloh – but
the wine wasn’t
kosher.

So, I had found untithed wine from last
year’s grapes that weren’t orloh – but the
wine wasn’t kosher. It seemed that we
were back to square one.

wine on behalf of the kashrus licensing
authority, and he confirmed that the
same non-orloh vineyard that was used
for the kosher wine was being used for
the non-kosher wine. So why was the
same company producing almost identical
wines at two sites, one being kosher and
one not?

THE DISCOVERY

I then explained my dilemma to the
supervising rov – I’m searching for tevel
wine from last year that is kosher, so that I
can separate maaser sheni and transfer the
kedushoh onto our coins in London. “Ah,”
he said, “why didn’t you say?” It transpired
that he had just had a call from another
small winery in the Golan which has a
hechsher. The wine production from the
previous year was near completion. The
barrels had been sealed since the previous
summer, and it was now time for bottling.
This wine had not been tithed yet, and
they wanted the rov to come within the
next couple of days, to unseal the barrels,
separate terumos and maasros, and then
allow them to bottle the wine.

He explained that the irreligious
owner needed to comply with kashrus
requirements in order to make his

The Federation’s

MaaserText Project

In order to facilitate the carrying out of these mitzvos in a simplified manner,
the Federation set up MaaserText. The organisation prepared coins for maaser
sheni to be redeemed onto, and a simplified text for people to say.

1

Step

12

StepStep

Send an SMS to the
MaaserText number and
wait to receive one-off
tepStep
permission to Suse
the
Federation’s coin.

12

The declaration is made:
‘I hereby designate the
required terumos and
maasros, according
p
Ste Step
StepStep
to the Federation Beis
Din’s nusach, and I hereby
redeem any maaser sheni
and revai onto the coin that has been set
aside for this by the Federation Beis Din
in accordance with the Beis Din’s nusach,
and the terms of usage of the coin.’

23
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34

A little more
than one
percent of
StepStep the produce
is separated.

23

The produce
separated is
wrapped and
respectfully
discarded.

4

Step

Exactly what we were looking for!

34
p

StepSte

A couple of days later, the rov called
to say that he had just separated the
maaser sheni from the wine. With the
owner’s permission, we redeemed the
kedushoh of the maaser sheni onto two
prutoh’s worthSof
tep each of the ten £2 coins
that we had set aside. (When redeeming
the maaser sheni, the coin upon which
the kedushoh is transferred need not
be in the same location as the maaser
sheni itself – Rambam, Hilchos Maaser
Sheni Ve’netta Revai, 8:10,11.) Now, when
MaaserText users fill up the first coin, we
can transfer all of that kedushoh onto one
prutoh of the second coin and start again.
When the second coin eventually fills up,
we can move onto the third. So, we have
more than enough to last until erev Pesach
5779, the fourth year of the shemitoh cycle,
when the coins must be disposed of and
we will need to start again.

4

WHY TWO PERUTOS ON
THE COIN?
Why did we transfer the maaser sheni
onto two prutos worth of each coin
instead of just one?
To quote Rav Chaim Kanievsky shlita
again, (Hilchos Terumos, 3:24), when
transferring the accumulated kedushoh
from the first coin onto one prutoh of
the second coin, one leaves behind the
prutoh chamuroh’s worth of maaser sheni
on the first coin, so that it can continue
to be used again. Rav Chaim points out
that a fluctuation in the value of the coin
being used could mean that the maaser
sheni share of the coin might drop below
a prutoh.
This is simple to demonstrate. The value
of a prutoh is based on the price of pure
silver. (One gram of pure silver is worth
40 prutos – Derech Emunah, Hilchos

Maaser Sheni, 2:13, quoting Chazon Ish.)
Now, let us say for example, that a prutoh
is worth two pence (at the time of writing
it is actually less than that). The prutoh
chamuroh on a £2 coin would be 2p’s
worth, ie one percent of the value of the
coin.
But what if the price of silver rises?
Then the value of a prutoh increases too.
But maaser sheni’s ‘share’ of our £2 coin
stays constant, at one percent of the coin.
So, if the price of silver increases (and
in effect the pound sterling drops in value
relative to silver), the one percent of the
coin that is maaser sheni, though still
worth two pence, would now be worth less
than a prutoh. So, if you started with only
one prutoh’s worth of maaser sheni on the
coin, even a slight upwards fluctuation in
the price of silver would invalidate your
prutoh chamuroh.

Thus, Rav Chaim advises leaving behind
more than one prutoh’s worth of maaser
sheni on the coin when ‘emptying it’ onto
a second coin.
It follows that initially too, when setting
up the prutoh chamuroh, one needs to
guarantee that there is enough maaser
sheni value on the coin to ensure that even
if the coin drops in value, there will always
be maaser sheni chomur to the value of at
least a prutoh.
For these reasons, we made sure that
the prutoh chamurah on each £2 coin that
MaaserText is using actually has the value
of at least two prutos.
And thus, with siyatoh dishmayoh,
we were able to continue providing the
MaaserText service to the community,
enabling all to continue buying produce
from Eretz Yisroel and fulfilling the
unique mitzvos of hafroshas terumos
umaasros and chilul maaser sheni. M

*Texts charged at your network provider’s standard rate

Not surprisingly, the master of the
entire Torah, Rav Chaim Kanievsky
shlita, has the answer. In his classic sefer,
Derech Emunah (Hilchos Terumos, 5:3), he
references the Yerushalmi (Pesochim, 1:4)
which implies that terumoh cannot take
effect on something that is forbidden min
hatorah, and if it is forbidden miderabonon
there is a machlokes Amoraim if it would
take effect. (With regard to stam yeinom,
see Ba’er Heitev to Shulchan Aruch, Orach
Chaim, 196:1, but see Pischei Teshuvoh
there quoting Beis Yehudoh (Y.D., 23) and
She’eilas Yaavetz (I,45).)

Buying fruit and veg
from ?ארץ ישראל

Before eating, you must take  תרומותand מעשרות.

MaaserText can help!
How to use:

 PREPARING THE FOOD Separate slightly more than 1% of the edible part of the produce. Each type of food (eg avocados, potatoes) needs
to be maasered separately. WARNING: ensure you don’t separate less than the required amount.
 Text ‘MAASER’ to 07800 006 913 to receive one‑off permission to use the Federation’s coin. Text again each time that you repeat the
separating procedure.
 DECLARATION Upon receiving confirmation from MaaserText, make the following declaration:

לּולי ַמ ֲע ֵׂשר ֵׁשנִ י ְּור ָבעי יָ חּולּו ָ ּבזֶ ה ַּכ ָ ּדת ְּכמֹו ֶׁש ָּכתּוב ְּבנ ָֻסח
ֵ ּומ ֲעׂשרֹות וְ ִח
ַ “ּכל ַה ַה ְפ ָרׁשֹות ֶׁשל ְּתרּומֹות
ָ
”.ישן ְּול ִפי ַה ְּתנָ ִאים ֶׁשל ֵּבית ַה ִ ּדין
ׁ ָ ֶׁשל ֵּבית ַה ִּדין ֶׁשל ַה ֶפ ֶד ֵר
“I hereby designate the required Terumos and Maasros, according to the Federation Beis Din’s nusach,
and I hereby redeem any Maaser Sheni and Revai onto the coin that has been set aside for this by the
Federation Beis Din in accordance with the Beis Din’s nusach, and the terms of usage of the coin.”
 The small amount of food separated, which is now Teruma and Terumas Maaser, should be well wrapped and thrown away.
The rest of the produce may now be eaten.
 תרומותand  מעשרותmay not be separated on Shabbos or Yom Tov. Separating  תרומותand  מעשרותdoes not alter any Shemitta-related restrictions.
For a more detailed explanation and instructions visit www.federation.org.uk or email maasertext@federation.org.uk
For questions or further information text ShailaText on 07403 939 613
When you contract to use the MaaserText service, you provide us with your mobile
telephone number and MaaserText agrees to use your number to record one usage
of our coin and to send you timely halachic notifications. To opt out at any time just
send us an email to info@federation.org.uk.
MaaserText operates in conjunction with Keren Hamaasros of England.
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Living here in the UK, the canvas succoh, with
its exposure to the elements, may seem
totally incongruous. However, for those who
struggle with storage space, or are looking
for ease of assembly, the canvas succoh
might be the one feasible option. Yet, an
investigation of the halachic sources,
reveals that there is more to be concerned
about than merely the weather.

Rabbi Yisroel Moshe Guttentag
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Succos

UNFLAPPABLE: CANVAS SUCCOS
MAKING IT
THROUGH THE WEEK
Rabbi Acha Bar Yaakov is quoted in the gemoro (Succoh 24b)
as teaching that the walls of a succoh ‘must be able to withstand
a common wind’. At first glance, this appears to be in conflict
with the teaching of a mishnah elsewhere, which allows the
use of tree branches for a succoh’s walls. How, asks the gemoro,
if the ability to withstand wind is a prerequisite, could tree
branches and twigs possibly endure a seven-day Yom Tov?
The gemoro goes through a number of stages when resolving
this question, and concludes that the branches discussed in
the mishnah, ie those which are permitted for use, are tough
and hardy, while the upper, softer, branches, which would not
endure in the wind, would be prohibited, were they not held
in place by tying them together.
What is the nature of the gemoro’s concern about the
endurance of these branches? Is halochoh worried only
about the possibility of a total collapse of the wall, or were we
perhaps concerned that the wall may dip below the required
ten tefochim height? Or, perhaps, is any movement of the walls
at all frowned upon?

Canvas succoh with two out of
the three sets of lovud straps
in place.

SUKKAHMART
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IN A FLAP
Although from an initial reading of the above source, one
would assume that concern over the succoh’s durability was
based on the possibility of an actual collapse of the wall,
Rashi’s comments on this gemoro indicate that there is an
additional concern. Soft branches are problematic because they
will ‘move backwards and forwards in the wind’. In the same
vein, Shulchan Oruch (OC 630) rules (and this is the accepted
halochoh) that when using tree branches, the walls, ‘Need to
be strengthened so that the wind cannot move them’, ie they
would not move even if a wind were to blow.
So, if you find yourself in a succoh on a perfectly still Succos
afternoon, the succoh is still invalid if, under normal weather
conditions, the walls would be flapping.

HOW LONG IS A
PIECE OF STRING?
Having established that the walls must not sway in the
wind, we now need to clarify how much swaying presents a
halachic problem.

In ideal Succos weather
conditions, you can see the
lovud straps against the
outline of the canvas walls.

SHUTTERSTOCK

Mogen Avrohom (363:4) discusses the somewhat similar law
of an eruv’s lechi pole (the pole that represents the doorpost).
He states that the lechi must be able to withstand a normal
wind. Oruch Hashulchan (363:8) qualifies this statement, and
says that only persistent and severe movement is problematic.
Applying this principle to the succoh scenario, would mean that
in normal circumstances, if the flapping isn’t severe, the succoh
is kosher even if there is some movement.

But Igros Moshe and Chazon Ish both ruled that if the
movements cover distances greater than three tefochim (24cm),
then the succoh’s validity is in question.

THROWING CAUTION
TO THE WIND
Though the odds may seem stacked against the canvas
succoh, a lenient school of thought does exist amongst the
poskim. Chazon Ish (Oc 37:6) ruled that not all movement of
the succoh walls invalidates the succoh.
In the gemoro’s case, where the wall is entirely made of
branches, the effect of the wind was of particular concern; if
the wind was to move the branches to a distance of more than
three tefochim from each other, then the solidity of the wall
would, albeit temporarily, be compromised.

Creative alternative to lovud
straps. Latticework in place to
act as a halachic succoh wall.

SHUTTERSTOCK
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Equally invalid, would be succos whose walls can be detached
at their crucial connecting points to the schach. Three tefochim
is the maximum permissible gap between the schach and the
walls; so, if the movement of the walls were to be over a distance
of more than three tefochim, then the succoh’s kashrus would
be compromised.
In contrast, however, if winds allowed the wall to stay intact
and securely fastened in place, then according to Chazon Ish’s
argument, the wall would still be valid even if the walls flapped
in the wind.

SO, CAN CANVAS
WALLS BE USED?
Despite the lenient opinion of Chazon Ish, many leading
poskim took a more stringent view. In their opinion, when
the succoh walls flap, the structure itself is to be viewed as
unsuitable for human habitation. Teishvu k’ein toduru - a
person should live in the succah in the same manner in which
he lives in his home. The guiding principle behind much of the
mitzvah of the succoh dictates that one’s succoh experience
should retain a basic modicum of living standards. That being
the case, in their opinions, when the gemoro invalidated
flapping walls, it did so because intrinsically a structure of this
nature is unfit for purpose.

With the strongest of metal
frames, the succoh’s sechach
must rest on wooden plinths

SHUTTERSTOCK
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UNFLAPPABLE: CANVAS SUCCOS
As a fascinating result of this stringent approach, Mogen
Avrohom ruled that even if the succoh wall is protected from
the elements, it would not be a valid wall if it would flap if
winds were to be present. As the walls are intrinsically invalid,
the succoh is invalid even if the walls happen to be protected.
This may well spell the end of the use of a canvas wall and
metal frame for the walls of an indoor succoh. Curtains and
trellises are often used within a room to function as the succoh
walls of an indoor succoh if the opening in the roof is too far
away from the walls proper. In recent years, schools and shuls
have made use of canvas walls with metal frames for this
purpose. However, adopting the ruling of Mogen Avrohom,
would call the validity of these succos into question even in
this indoor scenario.

WINDS BLOWING
IN FAVOUR OF
CHAZON ISH?
The sources discussed up to this point have based their
concerns on the suggestion that in its current state, without
deterioration, the succoh walls will move; securing the walls
by tying them in place resolved these concerns if they will no
longer move.
Tur (OC 630), quoting Rabbeinu Peretz, takes the halachic
concern a stage further, and advised against the use of sheeting
for succoh walls. Even if they have been tied into place with
ropes, Rabbeinu Peretz expressed concern that the knots tying
these sheets may come loose over Yom Tov. Was Rabeinu Peretz
not concerned that the walls themselves would flap; why did
his attention focus on the unlikely concern that the knots
would fall apart allowing the walls to fall?
Perhaps, herein lies an indication of the veracity of Chazon
Ish’s position – that unless the solidity of the walls will be
compromised, the walls remain kosher.

SOLID
HALACHIC ADVICE
With debate raging amongst the great poskim, the householder
should initially seek to ensure that his mitzvah of succoh
meets the strictest of requirements. Indeed, it is common for
rabbonim to strongly recommend that one’s succoh walls are
augmented beyond the rudimentary canvas sheets.
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When visiting someone else’s succoh, however, there is room
to be more lenient. If the walls seem to have been fairly well tied
and are secure at the ends where they connect to the frame of
the structure, one can rely on the kashrus of the succoh.

REMEDY 
HALACHIC WALLS
To remedy his concern that the sheeting would get untied
and become detached, Rabbeinu Peretz advised that plinths
of wood be strategically placed within three tefochim of each
other. Using the halachic principle called lovud, these plinths
would then make up the final succoh wall. Even if the sheets
were to fall, the plinths themselves would make up a kosher
succoh wall.
Concern regarding the kashrus of succos with canvas walls,
has forced distributors and manufacturers to find solutions
which will remedy these concerns. Commonly used are a set
of ‘lovud straps’ which are tied in place along the length of the
walls at a distance of less than 24 centimetres from one another;
these straps, to a height of 80cm, form the basis of halachically
kosher walls.
Here in England, it has become common to further augment
the succoh with plywood. Beyond the understandable measures
to keep the winds to a minimum in the succoh, these boards will
serve as the halachic walls of the succoh – removing all concern.

CONCLUSION
When using canvas walls, a series of strings should be
strategically placed within less than 24cm of each other. These
should be used to form a basic halachic wall of 80cm height.
When purchasing a canvas succoh, one should ask the sales
team for a ‘lovud pack’ – these will be a series of purposedesigned straps which can be tied in place to form taut, ideal,
lovud walls.
Where this has not been possible, lovud strings can be homemade. The ideal way to do this is by using strong duct-tape to
stick the strings into place, ensuring that they do not slip and
will remain taut over the course of Yom Tov.
When visiting someone else’s succoh, if the walls appear to
have been fastened tightly in place at the edges, one can rely
on lenient opinions who rule that the succoh is kosher even if
the walls will flap. M
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Plastic Free!

Can a heimish family survive?

Synapse

A short story by Leah Gebber

Pop of
Inspiration

Short thoughts for the
Yomim Noroim from
Rebbetzin C Knopfler

How does Chai care?
“Sitting together at Chai’s Art Workshop, many of us have discovered something new.
Something unexpected... something so rewarding.
The camaraderie of our shared experiences, together with the joy
of colour and texture, paint and paper, brings light into our lives.”

r Apples
hamao
From Field to Table

The Chai Art Workshop Group (artist Shoshana Celia)

Kids

שנה טובה ומתוקה
Chai’s range of services is available nationally. To find out more and
for details of your nearest centre, please call our freephone helpline on
0808 808 4567 or visit www.chaicancercare.org
Chai Lifeline Cancer Care Registered Charity No. 1078956
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SWEEPING
AWAY STIGMA

Parenting a child with a serious
mental health challenge
Judy Silkoff

T

wo years ago, just before Rosh Hashanah of 5777, I wrote
an article for this magazine on the subject of exploring
mental health issues in our children and adolescents.
For that article, I interviewed several mental health
professions about the dramatic increase in mental
health issues among the young people in our kehillos, and the
possible causes of what some were terming an ‘epidemic’. I also
included a sidebar from the Federation’s Rosh Beis Din, Dayan Y
Y Lichtenstein, where he commented that “we must understand
that mental illness is no different to a heart condition or any
other physical ailment. It is not contagious, it is usually not
genetic and it is no one’s fault. The stigma has to be erased
once and for all”.
And yet, with the benefit of two years’ hindsight, it strikes
me that by writing the article without having stated my reason
for choosing to explore the topic of mental health, I was myself
perpetuating the stigma. At that time, my family was at the very
beginning of a journey to try and help our teenage daughter
with the mental health struggles she was experiencing. But I
did not share this information with most of the professionals
I spoke to – partly out of fear that they would, contrary to the
very message they were conveying, judge me negatively for it.

THE PAINFUL CYCLE OF
MENTAL ILLNESS

Since that time, our daughter has ‘progressed’ from what
began as mild OCD, to suffering from debilitating anxiety,
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characterised by regular and crippling panic attacks, which
were triggered by an increasing number of factors. Over time,
the panic attacks receded somewhat and were replaced by a
depression that rears its head far more often than it slumbers.
Ultimately, the depression cast such a shadow over our bright,
witty and kind-hearted daughter, that we eventually found
ourselves stumbling in the dark, trying to help a child who was
not safe to be left alone for even short periods of time, for fear
of what she might do to try and break out of the painful cycle
she was trapped in.
The treatment path that she, and we, have been following has
mirrored the path of the illness. We began with a few sessions
of CBT at the offices of a therapist paid for by our health
insurance, certain that they would do the trick and she would
be back to herself in no time. The CBT therapist, however, after
only a month or so, told us that she wasn’t sufficiently equipped
to help our daughter, and recommended that we ask for a
referral to CAMHS (the NHS-funded Child and Mental Health
Adolescent Services). It took weeks to come through – and even
once we had the assessment, we had to wait weeks several more
months for a regular therapist to become available. Since then
our daughter has engaged in (more) CBT, psychotherapy (talk
therapy), and systemic (family) therapy. She has also been
taking medication for some time. And while certain things
have provided temporary relief and some useful tools – the
systemic therapy in particular – her illness has continued to
spiral out of control.
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We

There is no doubt that, as parents, once we had opened up
to family and friends about what we were going through, our
burden became immeasurably easier to bear. We were also able
to secure proper support for our younger daughter, who has
experienced things no eight-year old should have to. When
there is a mental health crisis in a family, the effect it has on
siblings and other relatives should not be minimised.
When those health professionals told me, all those months
ago, that it was critical we sweep away the taboo surrounding
mental illness in order to ensure that people were able to
access the care they needed without fear of being ostracised

The second is that pikuach nefesh trumps
pretty much everything. While my
daughter does, thankfully, have
access to kosher meals
and even her own
kosher

or stigmatised, it wasn’t that I didn’t believe them. I knew they
were right.

have done in your child’s formative years that has led to this
terrible struggle they are embroiled in. You worry about the
judgments people will make about your parenting, your home,
or your sholom bayis. While it’s a difficult message to take on
board, on an intellectual level, it’s clear to me that just as I
shouldn’t take the credit for my children’s intelligence, good
middos, bravery and achievements, I shouldn’t lay the blame
at my own door for the challenges that Hashem has destined
for them either. All I can do is square my shoulders, daven for
them, be there for them in whatever way they choose, and
the professionals caring for them advise me to be, and do
everything in my power to keep them safe. Why should I be
ashamed of that?
Over time, I have come to internalise this truth more and
more. I am fortunate, and perhaps obligated, by the fact that I
have access to a vehicle in which to write about the issues that
I, and indeed the da’as Torah at the Federation, believe to be of
critical importance. If I can write honestly about what we as a
family have gone through, perhaps it will encourage others to
seek the help they need for their children as well. Since I have
begun to speak openly about our journey, I have been shocked
by the number of acquaintances who have contacted me to talk
about what they and their children have been suffering. And
many of them have been fearful about reaching out for the
help that they really need.
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But as a parent, it’s so hard not to feel that you are, in some
way, at fault. You agonise over what you might or might not
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strongly advised that we take it up, in order to do everything
in our power to secure her a safe, and mentally healthy future.

microwave in the patient
kitchen, she is in far from what
could be described as a kosher
environment. She has been exposed
to things that I would not want her
for a second to be exposed to at this age,
under normal circumstances. But until an
Orthodox Jewish mental health inpatient
facility opens in this country, she is
really in the only place that she
can be, in order to keep her safe.
Her health and, indeed, her
life, comes first. B’ezras
Hashem, the rest
will follow when she
has recovered.

Finally, I have really
had the opportunity
to internalise the
importance of asking
shailos, even when
you think something
could not possibly
be allowed. Some of
the heterim we have
been given since our
daughter was hospitalised have astounded me, and I am filled
with gratitude to the rabbonim in our kehilloh who understand
the risks that a young person facing a mental health challenge
faces, and have displayed such compassion and depth of
knowledge in the psakim they have issued.

in

bed became available at a highly-recommended adolescent
psychiatric facility not too far from our home, and her care team
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So, what has changed for me, between writing
my first article on mental health back in
2016, and today? Why have I chosen
to open up now about what
I freely admit I have
been afraid to in
the past?

took a new turn recently and it became too difficult to keep
under wraps. After a spell on a paediatric ward in hospital, a

Along the way I have learnt some important lessons that I feel
it is important to share. The first is that life goes on – as indeed
it must. Sometimes I have found myself feeling guilty about
enjoying Shabbos or Yom Tov without my daughter at home
to share it with, or simply for going out and doing something
that makes me happy. But I strongly believe that I have a duty
to take the brochos along with the challenges. It would be the
height of ingratitude to Hashem if I was to close my eyes and
refuse to take pleasure in the beautiful things that He has seen
fit to bestow upon my family. My oldest son, boruch Hashem,
became a chosson during the time that my daughter has been
hospitalised and if that hasn’t taught me that in Judaism we
can celebrate while we yet struggle, then nothing will.
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It’s no secret that mental health provision in this country is
severely underfunded. Despite the government promising to
put mental health on an equal footing with physical health back
in 2013, NHS mental health trusts received a 3.5 percent lower
budget increase in 2017 than those received by acute trusts
and providing specialist care. And yet even by conservative
efforts, over 8000 children in this country under the age of ten
are already experiencing significant mental health issues.

Partly, it’s simply because the war my daughter is waging

LESSONS LEARNT

wh

The benefit of being under the care of the NHS has
undoubtedly been this ‘multi-disciplinary’ approach that
she has been able to access, and the superior training and
knowledge of her doctors. The downside, of course, has been the
waiting times. The CAMHS unit is tucked away at the opposite
end of our local hospital to the brightly-lit modern-looking
entranceway. It comprises a cluster of small, airless offices,
situated behind a tiny waiting room whose size is inversely
proportional to the number of patients required to access its
services. We have regularly had to stand while waiting to see
the doctors. And her treatment has, at times, felt somewhat
disjointed, which I’m certain is a direct result of the enormous
burden the too-few professionals employed there are bearing.

SHARING THE BURDEN

th

AN UNDERFUNDED PROVISION

d

SWEEPING AWAY STIGMA

The road ahead of us is long and winding with many uphill
stretches. I do not have the answers and when people ask me,
with such care, ‘how is your daughter?’, I often feel bad that I
can’t give them a straightforward response. She has good days,
harder days, days where we are filled with hope and days where
we see very little light at the end of the tunnel. I also want to
note that I am fully aware that our daughter’s experience is at
the more extreme end of the spectrum and many of the young
people experiencing mental health challenges in our kehilloh
are impacted far less severely.
However, one thing I do know, with utter clarity, is that
keeping silent, and hiding the truth, is not the solution, no
matter how seemingly minor the problem. Until the taboo
of mental illness is swept away once and for all, people will
continue to resist seeking help until their problems become
bigger than they can manage. As Dayan Lichtenstein wrote in
his sidebar to my original article - Al Tadun es chaverchoh ad
sh’tagia limkomo’ – ‘Do not judge your fellow man until you
are standing in his place’ (Ovos 2:4) – until we truly internalise
this message, lives, both physical and spiritual will continue
to be at risk. M
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Save
the date
Join over 100 shuls,
organisations and groups
taking part across the
UK, and help to raise the
profile of mental health
and mental illness in the
Jewish Community.

Jami provides practical and emotional support for the mental health
needs of the Jewish community – delivering services that enable
independence and build resilience through:
•
•
•

Community Hubs and Outreach
Education and Training
Bespoke recovery support plans

Please help us meet the growing demand for our services by
making a donation at jamiuk.org or calling 020 8238 5831.
Give support • Get support • Get involved
Visit jamiuk.org | Telephone 020 8458 2223 | Email info@jamiuk.org
@JamiPeople | JAMIMentalHealth | Jami UK

Registered charity no. 1003345. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in London no. 2618170

11 & 12
January
2019

THERE ARE SO MANY
WAYS THAT YOU AND
YOUR COMMUNITY CAN
GET INVOLVED.

TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST OR
TO FIND OUT MORE PLEASE VISIT
HEADONUK.ORg

Brought to you by

Registered charity no. 1003345. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in London no. 2618170

while you were here
CAMP SIMCHA WAS tHERE for families across the uk
This summer, instead of a family holiday on the beach, many of the children Camp Simcha support were
facing gruelling treatments.
When a family is dealing with the day-to-day nightmare of ongoing hospital appointments, medications,
treatments and complications whilst also trying to juggle normal life for other siblings, a holiday or even a
fun day out is often a distant dream.
We receive no government funding, so this New Year, help us to help more families and ensure they receive
the right Camp Simcha support for the challenges they face.
Please donate at www.campsimcha.org.uk/rh
020 8202 9297
office@campsimcha.org.uk
Registered charity no 1044685
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If you are experiencing this, you don’t need to deal
with it alone. We can help.

Get help
Get
helpadvice@jwa.org.uk
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Helpline 0808
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0808 801
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JWA supports Jewish women and their children
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Children’s Therapy ∙ Education ∙ Safer Dating
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PO Box 65550, London, N3 9EG
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The Problem The media is currently full of warnings against the
a up
damaging effect of plastic on our environment. Every year, a staggering
rr
o
eight million tonnes of plastic waste are dumped into our oceans. The Great
c

Pacific Garbage Patch – just one area of rubbish floating in the Pacific Ocean – is
so vast that it covers an area twice the size of France.

Plastic pollution can harm and kill wildlife, currently affecting an estimated 700 species
of fish and mammals. This waste even ends up in our food chain when fish consume
broken-down microplastics.
With the plastic bag charge here to stay and talk of banning straws and other single use items, this
problem seems high on the national agenda – but how easy is it to reduce one’s plastic usage? And
can this be achieved by a heimish family?

The Chaenge I set out to live plastic-free for a week. This meant no disposable, one-use only

products – or at least, as few as possible. This included my whole family and anything we would need
for the entire week.
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Diary PLASTIC FREE LIVING
MONDAY

1

The children think Pesach has come early as I frantically
tape down kitchen cupboards and stick up accompanying
warning signs. Mercifully, however, there is not an almond
macaroon in sight and no one has been asked to empty
out their schoolbag (although it is never a bad time to
check for those forgotten year-old sandwiches and other
such treasures).
Instead, we have begun our plastic-free week and I am
sealing off the disposables cupboard. The family look on,
wide-eyed, as I explain that all drinks are to be taken in
glasses for the next week, and that no plastic sandwich or
snack bags are to be used at all.
As if reading their minds, I whip out a brand-new collection
of reusable containers in every shape and size. Much to my
chagrin, I have to tear the plastic wrappers off several of
them, bringing my disposable plastic usage up to ten items before I have even finished giving my introductory speech!
Sweeping into the office, clutching my virtuous brown paper
lunch bag, I stop at the water cooler, only to realise that the
cups are off-limits to me. Instead, I help myself to a tumbler
from the fancy board-room selection – and the day kicks off
in style. Oh wait, I will have to wash it up myself…

TUESDAY

Calling up the kosher milk
companies to request
glass bottles – the
only available were for
chocolate milk!

Percentage of plasc
waste reducon
50 percent

Easiest changes

Reusable bottles and cups

Hardest changes
Weird cosmetics,
food packaging

Biggest fail

Trying to buy an item of
clothing without plastic
attached to it (it had four!)
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2

More morning madness as hand soap and shampoo
get banned – we are (temporarily) done with plastic
bottles! Having received a VIP tour of a local cosmetics
outlet stocking unpackaged items galore, I am armed with
every possible household toiletry – in bar format. From soap to
bubble bath, shampoo and conditioner to deodorant – there
is a solid substitute for everything, wrapped in understated,
waxed paper. With the house smelling like an overloaded
perfume counter, I suspect that some of the assembled
sceptics may be skipping hair wash time altogether rather than
sampling the brightly coloured, waxy blocks of something.

My plastic-free paradise is rudely interrupted by a grocery
delivery. Instead of a supermarket shop, I have ordered my fruit
and vegetables from a local grocer. Unpacking the shopping,
I am pleased to see that, as per my instructions, most of the
items have been delivered in paper bags, until I reach the
cling-filmed cucumbers – stashed in a paper bag, the plastic
punnet of strawberries – in a paper bag, and the transparent
box of tomatoes – wrapped in, you’ve guessed it – a paper
bag. However, the produce is beautiful, if more expensive than
the supermarket, and I have avoided the use of at least 15
plastic items.
The kids bring friends over after school and the garden is soon
filled with chirpy chatter and games. Serving snacks, drinks and
supper to the happy gathering takes its toll on my collection of
crockery, however, and before long we resort to… disposable
cups. Oh well, tomorrow is a new day.

PLASTIC-FREE
AT A GLANCE

Most humorous moment

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY
Waking up to the scent of fresh bread in the
house is delightful. The bread tastes great
and is cost-efficient (or will be once I learn
how to slice it properly…).
Checking the news, I am pleased to discover
that a leading fast-food chain is leading
the way by switching from plastic to paper
straws. However, I can’t help wondering if
these eye-catching public statements are
distracting us from the real problem at hand
– manufacturers and large industries seem
to rely heavily on plastic and churn out huge
quantities of it.
Figures suggest that over 40 percent of
plastic waste is actually packaging. Looking
over my week’s household consumption,
the greatest reduction in disposables has
been in personal convenience items such
as drinks bottles, cups and carrier bags.
Harder to fight have been deliveries of
household goods such as electrical items,
stationary, newspapers and clothing, as well

5

as every-day groceries (just picture
the butcher’s face when I proffered a
Tupperware and asked if I could take my
chicken home in it. And before anyone asks,
I am not thinking of raising and shechting
chickens in my back garden…).

Perhaps a wider-scale change is necessary
to make a difference. It seems ridiculous, for
instance, to place the onus on the consumer
to purchase reusable bags and remember
to shlep them to the supermarket, only to
fill them with produce which is all wrapped
in multiple layers of plastic! I feel a little
disheartened as I consider that someone
higher up the retail chain needs to take
responsibility for this.
Nevertheless, I do think that my efforts have
made a difference to the overall amount
of plastic I’ve thrown out per week – and
that we will certainly keep up some of
these changes.

3

We have not got a perfect return rate on the lunch and snack
containers, so I have ordered a pack of paper food bags. They are, of
course, delivered in a plastic envelope. However, they will save me
using 100 plastic bags in total – not bad. One of my children informs
me that they look like the bags you use in the bakery, except that my
food is nicer than the bakery. My heart swells (and I pack him an extra
Rosh Chodesh treat).
Then there is the matter of the biodegradable bamboo toothbrushes
and the accompanying, package-free toothpaste tablets. This felt
so right at the time, yet no takers for trials just yet. Apparently, the
charcoal pellets, despite looking alarmingly like dog food, are brilliant
for tooth-whitening and taste pretty good. I’ve been told that the trick
is not to look in the mirror so that you don’t have to face the sight of
black froth around your teeth.
Surveying my kitchen cupboards, I remember that a frum household
needs more than fruit and vegetables as far as grocery shopping goes.
However, a survey of local kosher stores offers little
more than pick ’n mix in the way of unpackaged food
items. Tempting as it is to eat sweets and chocolate for
a whole week, I am not keen on featuring the effects of
extreme sugar intake in my next Hamaor experiment.
I end up buying bigger packs of pretzels, crackers and
other foods, with the goal of at least using less plastic
per item consumed.

4
THURSDAY
The biodegradable bin liners have arrived
– and they are of course wrapped in plastic.
Moreover, the small print maintains that they
are only likely to fully biodegrade quickly if
placed in a composter or similar environment.
But they are certainly an improvement on
plastic bags.
The dishwasher has been humming away as
we have not been using disposable cups at
all – success.
My commitment to no plastic steps up a
notch as I pull out the bread machine. That’s
right – no more bread or pitta in plastic bags
for me! Even better, I pour the ingredients into
the machine in the evening and set the timer.
Easy!

EPILOGUE: THE FOLLOWING

6

MONDAY
Word of the experiment has got out and I’ve been invited
to deliver an assembly at Beis Chinuch Primary School.
The children file in politely and listen as their teachers
introduce the problem of using too much disposable
plastic. I then introduce my week’s challenge and
produce a bag of ‘show and tell’ items, displaying the
environmentally-friendly alternatives from my week. I ask
the girls to guess what they are and list the pros and cons
of each.
They are fascinated by the package-free items and
ask some great questions. A girl wants to know ‘why did
you want to do this experiment?’ Had someone asked
this at the end of last week, I might, disillusioned by the
feeble fight against large manufacturers, have retorted
‘I don’t know!’. However, my spirits are hugely lifted by
the enthusiasm of the next generation for taking care of
our planet. Inspired by Rabbi Tarfon’s assertion that ‘לא
 ולא אתה בן חורין לבטל ממנה,’עליך המלאכה לגמר- ‘It is not your
responsibility to finish the work, but neither are you free

to desist from it,’ (Ovos 2:16), I explain that whilst we
cannot change everything, we can certainly do our bit to
make our world a better place.
Later in the week, I receive a call from the menaheles
to let me know that they have made a school project of
recycling and reducing waste and have planned a kodesh
assembly to talk about the mitzvah of looking after our
world. The girls have put suggestions into their school
post box, which range from school-wide initiatives such
as putting on a school show about recycling for the whole
community, with proceeds going towards new recycling
bins, to the more global lobbying campaign proposed by a
young hopeful who intends to write to the supermarkets to
pressure them to stop using plastic packaging – protesting,
for example, against plastic fruit punnets. One girl even
told her mother that she would not have any more drinks
from disposable cups – hopefully the other mothers will
not start avoiding me at the school gate…

It is impossible for a frum family to completely eliminate disposable
Conclusion ver,
with some effort, significant change can be made!
plastic, howe
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Go to great lengths
for cancer in 5779
Two brilliant ways to get involved:

The FREE Resource to help you
get back into work
Free support, learning and opportunities to help

One-to-one advisor support

Fully equipped workspace

Networking opportunities

Mock interviews

Over 10 different seminars
IT training

Vocational loans

Get your career back on track by getting
in touch to see how we can help you.
Call us on 020 8346 4000 or visit
www.resource-centre.org
Registered in England Number 5211299 Charity Registration Number 1106331
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9th December 2018

1

Grow your hair to a minimum 12” / 30cm
plaited length

2

Get your hair cut for free by a professional
stylist at one of our cutting events

3

Donate your locks to be turned in to wigs
for kids with cancer

4

Use your amazing selfless act as a reason
to fundraise for Zichron Menachem

May 2019

Please register at greatlengthsforcancer.org.uk
or find out more from Ali on 020 8455 6288
or write to Ali at ali@zichronuk.org
www.zichron.org
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Shofar
The main reason that we blow the shofar is
of course because we are commanded to.
Some additional ideas, however, include:

Rebbetzin Chaitchi Knopfler provides bursts of inspiration for the Yomim Noroim
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Rosh Hashanah
Our main focus on Rosh
Hashanah is to proclaim
Hashem as our King, and
subsequently, our tefillos
reflect this theme.
In the shemonoh esrei,
we begin each of our
additional middle brochos
with the word ‘uvochen’.
The Abudraham explains
that this word is taken
from the tefilloh of Esther
Hamalkoh! This should
make us realise how
precious to Hakodosh
Boruch Hu are the tefillos
of a woman. In addition,
Esther’s tefilloh was a
catalyst of the yeshuoh.
So, too, we can bring
the geuloh. Esther said:
‘uvochen, ovoh el hamelech,
asher lo codas.’ – ‘and so,
I will come to the King,
which is not according
to the law’. Esther was
very afraid. She had not
been called to the King,
and her words reflected
that fear and feeling
of unworthiness. It is
precisely this feeling of
fear and utter selflessness
that we aim to convey
with this word ‘uvochen’.
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shuvoh

Aseres Yemei Te

Another change in our tefilloh is that we
make several additions and changes
to every shemonoh esrei all the way
through the aseres yemei teshuvoh.
We add to the first brochos, the phrase
‘zochreinu l’chaim melech chofetz
b’chaim, vekosveinu besefer hachaim
lema’anchoh Elokim chaim’. We
ask Hashem to write us in the book
of life! Chazal tell us that on Rosh
Hashanah, Hakodosh Boruch Hu has
three books open in front of Him. One
is for tzadikim, who are immediately
inscribed for life, one is for reshoim,
who are immediately inscribed for
death, and the third is for beinonim,
who hover between the two. And, of
course, we want to be in the book of
life.
I have always had a question on that.
Do we really see that all tzaddikim
live the year out and that reshoim die?
Surely this is not so!
The answer is that we ask for chaim –
but what is the true definition of the
word chaim?
Chaim means ‘eternal life’, which
means life in this world and the
next. That translates into living a life
‘lema’anchoh’, for the sake of doing
Hashem’s will. This is the only true life.
It is this which we daven for! This type
of life will bring us eternal joy! This
answers our questions. May we all be
zocheh to be inscribed in that book.

Succos
Coming to Succos, we now enter
a time of pure joy. Our aveiros
are forgiven and we rejoice in our
elevated role of being Hakodosh
Boruch Hu’s beloved children. Our
tefilloh reflects this.
Our shemonoh esrei of the
Sholosh Regolim begins with ‘atoh
vechartonu mikol ho’omim, ohavtoh
osonu verotzisoh vonu’. You chose
us from all the nations, You loved
us and You were pleased with us.
The Siach Yitzchok explains that
this refers to each Yom Tov: Pesach,
Shavuos and Succos.
Atoh vechartonu mikol ho’omim
refers to Pesach, when Hashem
took us out of Mitzrayim on ‘eagle’s
wings’.
Ohavtoh osonu refers to Shavuos,
when Hakodosh Boruch Hu lovingly
gave us His precious Torah.
Verotzisoh vonu refers to Yom
Kippur and Succos, when Hashem
is appeased and accepts us with
favour.
May we be zocheh to always find
favour with Hashem, and may
we bring the final geuloh, when
the whole world will recognise
Hashem as King and us as His
beloved children!

Man was created on Rosh
Hashanah. Hakodosh Boruch Hu
then blew life into his nostrils.
When we hear the shofar being blown,
we are reminded of that original blowing
where Hashem blew life into man - and
gave him life in order to do His will. This
idea can inspire us to do teshuvoh.

1

Women
and Yomim Noiroim
When we enter the month of Tishrei and we face the Yomim
Noroim, most of us feel woefully unprepared.
Of course, Elul was meant to be a whole month of preparation but it was also the month where the children were finishing the
holidays and starting the new year with all the shopping and
emotional trauma that comes along with it… some parents may
have sent a son to yeshiva or a daughter to seminary – or maybe
a child started high school?
Even if these were not your challenge there is still so much
that needs doing in a home as we wind down from summer and
enter the new year. Maybe you will be having a whole house
of guests? Or maybe visitors are coming from out of town? So
much to prepare! Stock up the house, prepare more meals than
anyone can count and keep smiling all the time. Who can think
of preparations in matters of ruchnius?
Never fear. Hakodosh Boruch Hu knows exactly which situation
you are in and gives you just the tools that you will need. The
first thing to be aware of is that what you are actually doing
(whichever position you find yourself in) is the best possible
preparation for you. The only thing that you can and probably
should change is your attitude. One of my favourite stories
illustrates this beautifully.
My great-great-grandmother, Odel, was the daughter of the Baal
Shem Tov. She felt unprepared, and was wary of staying at home
for the long days of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, taking care
of children all day. However, realising that this was her tafkid,
she did just that. At the end of the day, her father, the holy Baal
Shem Tov, said to her “Odel, which tefilloh did you daven?”
She responded: “You know that I didn’t go to shul and daven.”
“But,” her father replied, “I know that you davened, because our
tefillos got blocked and it was through yours that all of ours
were brought up to Hashem!” She then answered, “All I said
was; ‘Hashem, You know that I want so much to be in shul and
daven. However, You blessed me with children to care for so that
is what I will do with love. Please, Hashem, just as I am looking
after my children, may You look after Your children!”. Her father
was overcome with joy at her answer, saying “That tefilloh was
so powerful that it carried all our tefillos up to the kisei hakovod!”
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The shofar has a curved shape, to
remind us to bend our rotzon to
that of Hashem.

2

During mussof, we blow the shofar
twice, once before shemonoh esrei
and once during shemonoh esrei.
One pshat on the reason for doing so
is that when Moshiach comes, the Soton
will be put to death. When he hears the
first blowing of the shofar, he believes
that all of klal Yisroel are doing teshuvoh
and gets ready to accuse them so as to
prevent his arrival. However, when he
hears the sound of the second shofar
blowing, he becomes terrified that this
might in fact be heralding Moshiach, and
is rendered speechless.

3

Simonim
Why do we eat apple dipped in honey?
The shechinoh is compared to an
apple tree, as it says in Shir Hashirim
2:3, ‘ketapuach b’atzei haya’ar kein
dodi bein habonim’, ‘like an apple tree
among the trees of the forest, so is my
beloved among the sons’. Furthermore,
by dipping the apple into honey, we
are hinting to the posuk of ‘v’atem
hadeveikim b’Hashem Elokeichem’, ‘and
you who cleave to Hashem your G-d’
(Devorim 4:4) – and so we wish (as the
possuk continues) ‘chaim kulechem
hayom’, ‘life, all of you, this day’.
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Wishing you all a happy, peaceful and safe new year from CST
CST works to give British Jewry the ability to lead

CST’s monitoring and analysis of antisemetism

confident and safe lives, and we have never been better

across the UK has been as vital as ever since last

prepared to support Britain’s vibrant Jewish community.

Rosh Hashanah, and we have strengthened Jewish

SYNAPSE
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by Leah Gebber

communal bonds with the Police, government bodies,
As we move into a fresh new year, we reflect on the work

as well as other organisations such as Facebook, The

we have done over the last twelve months:

FA and interfaith organisations, all of which impacts
upon our lives and society.

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has protected over 600
communal buildings and over 1,000 events, from the

Since last Rosh Hashanah, CST has committed

large AJEX Annual Remembrance Parade and public

hundreds of hours in developing its volunteers. CST

Chanukah candle lightings to small community events.

volunteers are fitter, better informed and more skilled
than ever before.

CST has managed a Home Office grant of £13.4 million,
subsidising commercial security guards for over 400

As we celebrate a new year, bringing both further

schools, synagogues and Jewish communal buildings

challenges and a thriving community, we ask you

across the UK. We are pleased to have secured another

to join us in helping to keep British Jewry safe

year of funding for our work.

and confident.

CST’s Security Enhancement Project has funded security

Please volunteer; CST needs volunteers to protect

equipment, such as CCTV systems, fencing and alarms

our Jewish community. Please report antisemitism or

at hundreds of Jewish buildings across the country. This

suspicious behaviour; if you experience antisemitism,

project has committed and spent over £12 million to

such as verbal abuse, threats, graffiti or antisemitism

strengthen our community’s buildings against attack.

on social media, please report it to CST. Please

consider giving a donation to CST; all of our projects
Since Rosh Hashanah last year, CST has monitored more

rely on communal fundraising.

than 4,400 cameras at over 280 synagogues, communal
buildings and schools across the UK, ensuring immediate
responses to antisemitic attacks or suspicious behaviour.

CST wishes you a Good Yom Tov and a happy,
peaceful and safe year ahead.

www.cst.org.uk
Community Security Trust

@CST_UK

CSTmedia

National Emergency Number (24-hour) 0800 032 3263
London (Head Off ice) 020 8457 9999

shula pushes the night table closer to the bed,
and sets down a glass of water, angling the straw
just so. “how do you feel?”
“With my fingers.”
She smiles. “Really?”
There’s a crinkle around his large grey eyes, which tells her
that he is smiling, even if it doesn’t quite look that way. “Well,
no. Some are out of service.”
That’s what she thinks he says. Shaul’s speech still sounds
like his mouth is filled with pebbles. But it’s coming back, fast,
and after thirty years of marriage, she knows what he’s going
to say sometimes before he says it. “Temporarily.”
His eyes are already fluttering closed. She smooths out the
bed covers.
“Remember the bell, if you need something.”
Last night, she had given a triumphant whoop as she had
rummaged through a box of her grandmother’s things and
unearthed an old-fashioned bell: brass with a mahogany
handle. She had rubbed it clean and placed it on the night table,
within arm’s reach. His good arm’s reach. The left arm. He had
protested, as much as he was able, said that he’d just call her
on his mobile, but who knew that a mobile required so much
coordination? Fine motor control? She put the phone next to
the bell, just to humour him.
Not that she was going out. But if she was upstairs, loading
the washing machine, or pegging out the washing in the garden,
or just about anywhere at all, she would hear and come running.

“You’ll be okay now?” she asks, looking down on him with
that mixture of tenderness and anxiety she had known when
she brought their daughter Tehilla home from the hospital 23
years before. Shaul is already asleep.
Shula wanders into the kitchen, wipes the counter down a
second time, and strays into the garden. It’s only just September,
but it’s already cold. She shivers. Back inside, she sits at the
kitchen table and opens her laptop. She types ‘early stroke’
and clicks on the first entry. She gets halfway through the first
paragraph, but then realises that she hasn’t understood a word.
She squeezes her eyes closed, opens them, and lets out a
breath. A Youtube video would explain. A few seconds later, her
black screen is filled with a web of white and yellowish strands,
tangling and knotting into each other. A deep, American voice
comes through the speakers:
“We often like to think of the brain as a huge library in the
miniature, filled with learning and memories. Or sometimes we
think of it as a cinema, which gives us images and noises and
stories. But in truth, the human brain is a miracle of electricity
and connectivity.”
Electricity and connectivity. Sounded like some psychobabble
ad for a good marriage.
Automatically, she looks up to share the thought with Shaul.
It’s a little shock to realize that he’s not there, by her side, adding
a commentary of his own. He’s in bed, recovering from a stroke,
at the age of 62.
The narrator continues. “While we used to view the brain as a
black box, closed to our understanding, today we are beginning
to explore undiscovered frontiers.”

Manchester (Northern Regional Off ice) 0161 792 6666
Community Security Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales (1042391) and Scotland (SC043612)
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She nods.
“And what are you going to do about the stairs?”
They walk out into the hallway and stand, surveying the
stairs, with their duck-egg carpet. Stairs were just stairs, until
they became a mountain.
“I…I don’t know. I haven’t thought.”
“For now, I see, you’ve converted the dining room into
a bedroom.”
She nods. Tehilla’s husband had helped, bless him, schlepping
the table into the lounge, moving down the guest bed, even
helping her put on the linen.

The neuron magnified
on the black screen
looks just like a
lightning bolt streaking
across the night sky.
Although Shaul is sleeping, she can hear his voice saying,
‘No brainer’.
She stares at the screen a few minutes longer, as the
programme zooms in closer and closer, and a bright, white
neuron stretches across the screen. She pushes up her glasses
and leans in. She’d never thought of it before — well, why should
she? — but the neuron magnified on the black screen looks just
like a lightning bolt streaking across the night sky.

The day Shaul gets home from the hospital, the occupational
therapist comes to inspect the house. He bends to get inside,
ducking under the welcome home banner and the bright
balloons that festoon the door. He carries a clipboard, and he
walks around the house, jotting down notes and running his
hand through his longish blonde hair. “Grab bar over there will
be helpful,” he says, pointing to the bathroom wall. Downstairs,
he sits down on the couch, “A bit soft, wouldn’t you say?”
She bristles. She likes it soft. What’s the point of a couch if
you can’t sink into it?
He seems to sense her thought. “Only, then you won’t be able
to get back out of it. Weakness in the trunk. Lack of stability.”
“What do you suggest?”
“There’s some useful little gadgets out there. Some raise the
level of the seat, so that it’ll be easy for Saul to get out of it, up
to standing. Not covered by the NHS, I’m afraid. Have a look
on the Internet. Not too pricey.”
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“So let’s see how it goes. Saul’s young, so we’re hoping he’ll
recover full mobility. And you’ve got a good banister, though
maybe we’ll put up a second banister on the wall over here,” he
bangs the peach paintwork with his palm. “We’ll have another
chat in a few weeks.”
He walks to the front door. “In the meantime, work him as
hard as you can.” He taps his head. “The brain’s a wondrous
thing. With a bit of prompting, it can almost rewire itself.”
The next morning, she’s ready with a foam ball. With Shula
hovering by his side and a cane in his hand, he totters over to a
dining-room chair (not the couch),and settles down. She stands
a few feet away and tosses the ball gently, so it lands in his lap.
He frowns. “Not a challenge.”
“I know.”
She smiles, hope blossoming inside. “Get this one.”

At least, that’s what she thinks he says.

When Shaul’s in bed, sleeping peacefully, Shula wanders
into the front room of the house. The front room has a big
bay window, the sun shines through in the afternoon, and it’s
a cosy place to just sit and think. The dining room table, moved
from the next room, is pushed against the bookshelves, so
she’ll have to crawl under if she wants to retrieve her favourite
parshah book on Shabbos. The too-soft couch takes up one
wall, a box of toys for her little granddaughter Aviva sits next
to the bookshelves. Shula leans down, picks up a stray block,
and tosses it into the toybox.
Ironic. Aviva’s world is expanding: from her mother’s arms
to the playmat, and now that’s too small as well. She crawls
across the floor, discovering the world. And all the while, her
own world is contracting: from two floors to one. She sighs.
Maybe next time Tehilla comes over, she should get out a little.
Just a walk around the park, breathe in the crisp autumn air.
Now, it is as if life is folding into itself.
She has always thought it was interesting—the first question
Hashem asked Odom after his sin was not ‘Who are you?’ - Who
are you, now that you have sinned and the evil inclination has
entered you and our relationship has become fractured?
But no. Instead, ‘Where are you?’ - Ayekoh? Look around you.
For you are who you are in relation to your surroundings? The
measure of man is how he moves through the world.
She picks up a picture of Aviva, tummy time on the playmat,
head bopping up in a gummy smile. She has watched, fascinated,
as Aviva, slowly pulls herself along on her stomach, moving,
discovering, reaching out to grab a disposable cup, crushing
it with her fingers, lifting it to her mouth to feel the texture.
Always moving.

He holds out his arms, and for a moment she thinks that he’s
caught the ball, but then it drops through his arms and rolls
across the floor. He looks at it. She looks at it. He closes his eyes
for a long time, and a single tear falls onto his cheek.

The next morning, Shaul refuses to do the exercises the PT
gave her. Gave him. Whatever. Worried, she calls the doctor, who
tells her that it is normal, that Shaul’s recovering not just from
the stroke, but the psychological seismic shock.
“Well, what about some form of counselling?”
“Give him time. And let him struggle a bit as he learns to
adjust to his new life. It’s the only way he’ll learn. Take back
his life.”
Struggle.
She ends the call and goes into the dining-room-cumbedroom and sits next to the bed. “Apparently, you’re suffering
from psychological seismic shock,” she says.
No response.
“Can you say that three times without pause?”
He tries a smile. Something in her warms.
“Psychological seismic shock. Psychological seismic shock.
Psychological seismic shock.” She takes a breath. “What
about backwards?”
He says nothing, but lifts both arms in defeat.
Did that count as exercise?
“I’ll try. Kosh kim-seis lac-ig-ol-os-oc-i-cal….” She gives up,
laughing. “There’s a p there somewhere.”
“You don’t say the p,” he whispers.
Later, she calls Tehilla. Her daughter is busy, but right now,
she needs her. No answer. But a few minutes later, a text: all ok?

Look around you. For
you are who you are
in relation to your
surroundings? The
measure of man is how he
moves through the world.

“How about a drink?” she says softly.
He stretches out his hand towards the night table. She
jumps forward. “I’ll get that for you.” She holds the glass near
his mouth, adjusts the straw. He sips, then stops. She gives the
glass a tiny jiggle. “A little more now.”
He tries to shake his head, but his right side is still weak and
it comes out as a judder. Another tear.
“It’s important to drink.”
He stretches his mouth into his usual ironic smirk, but it
doesn’t quite spread across all his face. In a rush of movement,
his arm swings out and knocks the glass from her. It falls to
the floor. She watches as the colour of the carpet darkens, from
beige to brown.
“I am not thirsty,” he bellows.

No, she wants to write back. Everything is not okay.
To be stuck in one place, wasn’t that what led to atrophy,
stagnation?
She must do everything, everything, to get him moving.
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Instead, she just sends one of those asinine smiley faces that
she abhors because they say absolutely nothing, and says, “Can
we borrow Aviva for some baby therapy?”.
“Yes, yes, yes!!!!”
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There is a side of her,
here, that is struggling
with all this as well.
With the questions:
How long would the
recovery take? Would
they grow old together?
At least she can help her daughter at the same time.
They arrive with a bundle of Stuff: bottles and blankets
and dummies, even though she has a supply right here in
the house. Tehilla stoops and gives her father a kiss and then
waves goodbye — it’s Wednesday, she needs to do the grocery
shopping, what can she pick up for them at the same time?
As the front door closes behind her, Shula thinks fondly that
it’s like having a little friendly hurricane swoop around the
house for ten minutes or so. She picks up Aviva from the floor,
and puts her on Shaul’s lap. He folds his arms around her, and
Shula hands Aviva an elephant with crinkly ears and a rattle
for a nose.
She’s not out of the room for five minutes before she hears a
mingling of voices: Shaul and Aviva, man and baby.
Aviva is still in Shaul’s arms, but she’s arched her back, is
kicking and wriggling, and a second later the baby is halfdangling down him. She rushes over, grabs Aviva, and places
her on the carpet. Only when she’s set her down, does Shula see
that Aviva is holding Shaul’s glasses, she must have grabbed
them right off his nose.
She gently tugs them away and hands them back to Shaul.
“There you go.”
He looks crushed. His head hangs forward but that’s not the
stroke, it can’t be, it’s heartache.
“You’re doing better,” she says.
“Am I?”
“Yes. Last week you wouldn’t have had the strength to hold
her. And she’s a wriggler.”
He looks up, finally. There are no tears, but his eyes hold
anguish. “What if I had dropped her?”
She shakes her head. “You wouldn’t have dropped her.”
That night, Shula prowls the house again, unable to sleep. The
doctor’s words come back to her. “It’s quite usual for him to feel
a whole range of emotions. Worry and sadness and frustration.
Fear that it could happen again.”
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triggers the neuron to release a chemical neurotransmitter. The
neurotransmitter drifts across the gap between the two neurons.
A synapse is the space between the axon terminal and its
neighbouring neuron, through which messages are passed.
She clicks off.
She closes her eyes and in the blackness under her eyelids,
she watches the bright spark of a neuron. Crossing the synapse.
Maybe—certainly—this is a learning experience for her, as
well, making new connections, a web of understanding that

Rosh Hashanah is just around the corner. Don’t they make
that promise every year: that this year, things will change, be
better? Different.
She opens the computer again, clicks on resume watching,
and sees the brain—this time in fluorescent pink—come up
on the screen.
The American voice again: Your brain changes throughout
your life. Every experience you have impacts your brain’s
structure. A changing brain allows us to learn, remember, and
adapt to our surroundings. At birth, a baby’s brain contains 100
billion neurons, roughly the number of stars in the Milky Way.
She watches, fascinated, as the screen shows little flashes
of light travel down axons and snake across new pathways:
dendrite, axon, dendrite, axon.
When she was a teenager, she had put her babysitting money
together and bough a clear glass ball that plugged into the wall.
When you placed your palm on the surface, sparks of electric
light gathered to that place, an electric storm in a glass globe.
She thinks about that now, as she watches a simulation of
messages moving across the neurons, jumping over synapses
and onward, ever onwards.
She scrolls down the playlist: neuroanatomy for dummies;
an inside look into your brain; stroke victims speak; making
connections. She clicks. This time, a British voice:

“They don’t do deliveries? Just call in an order. Or order online.”
Wordless, she shakes her head. They may be living on just one
floor of the house, but that didn’t mean they couldn’t venture
out into the street, down the road. Feel the breeze, watch the
old leaves curl down to the ground as one year fades, and the
next arrives with all its promise.

Rosh Hashanah is just around
the corner. Don’t they make
that promise every year: that
this year, things will change, be
better? Different.

And of course, of course, of course she feels for him. But she
also feels for herself, because she needs him. And of course his
whole energy should be invested into getting better and the
physical therapy was more draining than…than her running
the London marathon, which was a joke of course, because she
never even ran for a bus, always took the car.
But there is a side of her, here, that is struggling with all this
as well. With the questions: How long would the recovery take?
Would they grow old together? He was young, really. Sixtytwo wasn’t old, which the doctors told her was a reason for
optimism, but they didn’t realize that she was only 55 and that
was still middle age, okay, late middle age, but still. Still not too
late to learn how to run a marathon.

She shakes her head. “I need to get out. And so do you. I want
to get a pomegranate for Rosh Hashanah. And maybe a starfruit
for shehecheyonu.”

she didn’t have before. And all happening not just in the brain,
but in the synapse, that infinitesimally small space between
each neuron.
That’s where it all happens, in that space, in the blackness.
It’s by navigating those gaps that new connections are forged,
even if it is hard, even if it hurts her, even if that gap is really
a cleft of fear.

The greengrocer is just down the road: not far. And the
weather is good.
Shaul is sitting on a chair, flexing his arm, opening and closing
his hand, practicing picking up a pen and dropping it again. She
takes his coat from the cupboard under the stairs, and unfolds
the wheelchair. “We need some fruit,” she says.
He wrinkles his nose. “Ask Tehilla to get some.” He looks up.
“Or go yourself.”

חברת הכנסת ברית

INITIATION
SOCIETY
est

5505 - 1745
Registered Charity No 207404

When a nerve impulse reaches the synapse at the end of
a neuron, it cannot pass directly to the next one. Instead, it
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“But—“
“Just a little trip,” she says, “I think you can do it.”
There is terror in his eyes, but she ignores it, just helps him
with his coat and gently helps him into the chair. She grasps
the two handles,and pushes him out the front door. She closes
it behind them and walks around to the front of the chair and
kneels down in front of him.
“I know it’s frightening,” she says. “For me too.” She takes a
deep breath, imagines messages stopping at the end of each
neuron, as if they have to summon up the courage to change
form, make the leap into nowhere.
“But I think we can try.”
Shaul grips the handles. He looks at her for a while and then
gives the faintest of nods. She swallows, lifts her head towards
the autumn breeze, and together, they move forward into the
year ahead.

The Initiation Society has provided training and licensing for Mohalim
in the UK continually since 1745. Parents are strongly advised to engage
a registered Mohel for Bris Milah to ensure the highest standards of
Halocho, medicine, care and hygiene. All our members are fully insured.
A list of registered Mohalim can be found on our website
www.initiationsociety.net
All enquiries to the Secretary Mr M Levenson
020 8455 5059 / 0771 282 1219
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Join us on the 4 September 2018 at the Chai Cancer gift sale and get
some unique chocolate gifts for the chagim.
Times are 9am to 8pm
If you present this advert at the event, we will be happy to give you
10% off of our prices on the day
142 - 146 Great North Way, London, NW4 1EH

EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT
Career Guidance • CV Writing
Networking • Mock Interviews

BUSINESS SUPPORT
Mentoring • Start-Up Loans
Business Advice • Networking

HR SERVICES

Your Security is our Priority
Manned Guarding
Front of House
Key Holding
Security Systems
Mobile Patrol
www.securteam.co.uk
Churchill House, 137 Brent Street, London, NW4 4DJ
Tel: 020 8457 2920 • Email: securteam@securteam.co.uk

Corporate Security
Education Security
Retail & Jewellery
CCTV
Access Control

Contracts • Recruitment
Performance Management

SHARED WORKSPACE
Hot desking • Allocated desks
Private offices • Collaborative working

A communal organisation working across the entire
spectrum of the Jewish community and beyond,
dedicated to helping people to earn a living

Shana Tova from Work Avenue
To find out how we can help you, visit theworkavenue.org.uk
Registered with Charity Commission 1164762
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Contact felisa@kennardschocolates.com for further information
Phone +44(0)20 8508 5434

feast or famine
eve noe

Doesn’t it sometimes feel like we’re
working in extremes with regards
to food and our festivals? With most
Yomim Tovim demanding that we
sit down for large, overindulgent,
rich food intake alongside wine;
and others directing us to consume
absolutely nothing at all.
The first thoughts and primary
intentions of Rosh Hashanah, Yom
Kippur and Succos, are obviously
towards caring for our spiritual
needs, reconnecting and cleansing,
while davening for a healthy,
happy and successful year ahead.
But, how can we help ourselves
achieve these objectives by looking
after ourselves physically over
this period and beyond? How
can we better approach our food
(or lack of) during the chagim
to help us with our physical and
spiritual goals?

An Apple a Day
The simonim of Rosh Hashanah, foods we are encouraged to
eat for symbolic purposes, are a wonderful variety of natural,
nutrient-containing food options. For example, an apple, with
its deliciously sweet, fibre-filled fruit, combining antioxidants
that may contribute in lowering the risk of diabetes, heart
disease and cancer.

Healthy Honey

Even honey, known for its sugary sweet flavour, contains
healing, digestion-aiding of fat, energy-producing, antiseptic,
antioxidant properties - but at a limited portion.

The Powerful Pomegranate
Pomegranates lead the way as powerful vitamins A, C and
some B-containing fruits, as well as minerals such as calcium,
potassium and iron. In addition, the antioxidant content of
pomegranates can be three times higher than other wellknown antioxidant-rich foods such as red wine and green tea.
These symbolic foods may be used as an insight into how to
help ourselves to achieve good health and success physically,
once we have achieved spiritual health.
Although eating healthily may pose a challenge for some,
not eating may in fact be an even bigger challenge for most
during the month of Tishrei.

Top Tips for a
Comfortable Fast
High Holy Hydration
Commonly, when one thinks of ‘fasting’, the first thing that
springs to mind is food. However, your body requires water,
which unlike food cannot be stored in the same way as food
with a backup supply. The body is, in fact, able to survive a
month without food, yet just three days without water.
Super-hydrate by starting the day before, especially as Yom
Kippur falls early this year. Opting for water-containing fruits,
such as watermelon, as a dessert option to complete your
pre-fast seudoh may contribute to your hydration, as water
will be released at a slower rate. Herbal teas will also aid
digestion and contribute to water load.

Caffeine Withdrawal
Caffeine-containing drinks and food products may exert
a diuretic effect, increasing the amount of water and salt
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expelled from the body, which leads to increased need for
hydration. Chocolate, tea and coffee are some of the highest
caffeine containing products so should be limited for the
week before a fast.

Salt
Pickles, cheeses, tinned fish, smoked fish and overly-seasoned
meats contain high levels of salt. Therefore, choosing options
that are less likely to cause the loss of any excess fluid such
as chicken and fresh fish are good pre-fast options.

Carbohydrates
As the body’s easiest energy source, carbohydrates are a
perfect pre-fast component. Ensuring that you consume
slow-releasing carbohydrates, such as whole grains, rather
than white, more refined options that are released quickly
and may cause a subsequent energy dip, may keep you
going for longer. Partnering carbohydrates with protein (to
further slowdown the energy release over a longer period
of time) may contribute to longer-lasting energy.

Overeating
Try not to overindulge on food pre-fast with the thought
that it will compensate for the following day. Your body
may use its energy supplies to digest excess food, which
could otherwise be used in other ways during the fast. In
addition, many people commonly find that hunger is greater
the morning after a particularly large evening meal.

During the Fast
The physiological process of eating and digestion begins with
the initial thought about food. Therefore, by trying to distract
your mind from focussing on hunger or food may limit your
body’s initiation in preparing itself for food-emphasising
hunger pangs. Some people find smelling incense can be
beneficial in keeping hunger at bay, and although there is
no scientific evidence to suggest this works, there is no harm
in trying. Wearing cool, comfortable and loose clothing may
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reduce the loss of water through sweating, helping you to
retain as much fluid as possible.

Breaking the fast
No matter how well-prepared you were pre-fast, you will
still be hungry and thirsty at the end (some people do not
feel hungry but they certainly need to restore hydration and
glucose levels). Resist the temptation to eat large amounts
quickly, as your body will need to ease back into restarting
digestion after 25 hours off. Starting with a juice or piece of
fruit, which both contributes to hydration, while delivering
a small but effective glucose boost to top up energy levels,
may be a good idea. Remember that just because you have
technically missed two or three meals in the time period of
the fast, there is no need to eat the amount to make up for
missed meals. A heavy meal, consumed late at night, may
affect sleep due to a very active digestive system with large
amount of energy produced as a result. Excess calories
beyond your body’s requirement may contribute to weight
gain and are indulgent rather than necessary. Eat until you
feel comfortably satisfied, instead of using the foodless day
as an excuse to overindulge.

Now that we
have established
successful fasting,
let’s get
back to
the food…
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Super Simonim Salmon
A deliciously nutritional way to include all
the simonim in one dish!

Ingredients

Method

2 carrots, ribboned

1 Preheat your oven to 180’c

4 salmon fillets

2 Marinade/dressing: In a small food
processor, pulse the basil, lemon zest and
juice, olive oil, salt and pepper

250g wholegrain couscous, cooked

100g butternut squash/pumpkin, cubed
50g green beans, trimmed
100g beetroot, cubed

200g chard, washed, checked, stalks
removed and thinly sliced, leaves cut
into strips

3 Prepare the salmon on a baking tray lined
with baking paper and brush with 1 tbsp of
basil marinade

10g parsley, washed, checked
and chopped

4 Arrange beetroot, butternut squash, sliced
leeks and ribboned carrots on a large baking
tray lined with baking paper (to avoid
sticking and reduce the need for excess oil), drizzle with 1 tbsp olive oil and toss so
evenly coated

40g pomegranate seeds

5 Roast in the preheated oven for approximately 40 minutes, until cooked through

40g basil, washed, checked, chopped
Zest and juice of 2 lemons

Extra virgin olive oil – 3 tbsp
Salt and pepper

6 In the meantime, boil the green beans and season

7 When vegetables are fully roasted, remove from the oven and turn to grill

8 Grill marinated under high temperature for approximately 10 minutes until cooked
through
9 Begin by arranging couscous at the bottom of a large serving dish, surround
by prepared roasted vegetables, sliced chard, salmon and pomegranate seeds
before drizzling the remaining basil, lemon dressing over everything and top with
fresh parsley
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Chicken and Mango
Rice Paper Rolls

Method

If you’re looking for a modern adaptation

2 Dip the rice paper sheets into a bowl of
warm water until soft

on ‘stuffed’ foods, these tasty chicken rice
paper rolls will give a fresh and vibrant
alternative to holishkes.

Ingredients

Chicken - 1.5 cups, cooked, shredded
Sesame oil - 1/2 tsp

1 Mix the chicken, sesame oil and 1 tbsp
sweet chilli sauce in a bowl

3 Squeeze any excess water and lay them
flat on a work surface

4 Add peanuts, chilli, spring onions, mango
and noodles
5 Fold over and roll tightly. Repeat with the
remaining sheets

Vermicelli noodles - 50g, boiled,

6 Combine remaining sweet chilli sauce
and soy sauce with lime juice in a bowl

drained

7 Serve the rolls with the chilli lime sauce

Sweet chilli sauce - 1tbsp + 2tbsp
Rice paper sheets - 6

peanuts- 2 tbsp, crushed

Red chilli - 1, seeds removed (or kept
in if you like spice), sliced into strips
Mango - 1 small, sliced
Lime juice - 1 lime
1 tbsp soy sauce

10 Enjoy each of the simonim in a deliciously nutritious way!

Healthier Honey Cake

Rosh Hashanah is not complete without the traditional honey cake. As honey is a naturally

sweet ingredient in itself, the need for extra refined sugar is unnecessary. This honey cake
has had a nutritional boost by including fibre-filled buckwheat flour and applesauce in
place of oil, as well as a the omitting of any refined sugar at all!

Ingredients

Method

1 cup unsweetened apple sauce

1 Preheat the oven to 180’c

1/2 cup almond milk

6oz natural silan date syrup
2oz honey
2 eggs

350g buckwheat flour
2 tsp baking powder
3 tsp cinnamon
5 tsp ginger

Date glaze:

6 dates, checked and chopped
2 tbsp cashew butter
1 tbsp boiling water
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2 Whisk the eggs until well combined
then add the rest of the wet ingredients
using a whisk
3 In a separate bowl mix all dry
ingredients

4 Combine slowly the wet with the dry
ingredients until well mixed

5 Line a large loaf tin with baking paper

6 Pour the combined mixture into the
lined loaf tin and bake for 35 minutes until
cooked through
7 While the cake is baking combine the
dates, cashew butter and water in a food
processor until a smooth consistency

8 When the cake has fully cooled, spread
with the date glaze and enjoy!
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We’ll take the weight
off your shoulders
When there’s nowhere else to
turn, Paperweight can help you
take control of your financial,
legal and administrative affairs.
020 8455 4996
www.paperweighttrust.com

Charity Registration No. 1146302

KAYPRINT MOVE MOUNTAINS TO CREATE & DELIVER
FIRST CLASS DESIGN & PRINT

SPECIALISTS AT ‘I WANT IT NOW!’
PACKAGING

PRODUCT LABELS

0161 743 0056
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BROCHURES

lee@kayprint.net

LARGE FORMAT PRINTING

www.kayprint.net
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An interview with
Mrs Shani Kruskal

ran a bikkur cholim society,” says Mrs Kruskal, “going as far as
employing a woman to regularly assist households with new
babies – and don’t forget; this was a generation of refugees with
no families of their own!”

Rebbetzin Aviva Landau

“I thought this was all normal!” she chuckles, “I thought all
families were like ours.”

Rising to the
Challenge

MRS KRUSKAL IS A VETERAN
MECHANECHES WITH A MISSION. IN
A RARE INTERVIEW, SHE SHARES HER
STORY WITH HAMAOR MAGAZINE.

Upbringing
Mrs Kruskal was born in Manchester shortly after World
War Two, to refugee parents from Germany. Mrs Kruskal’s
background has had a profound effect on her life to this day.
“I saw my parents fight for any aspect of Yiddishkeit that was
required,” she asserts, “so I learnt the need to fight for my
Yiddishkeit - and when something needs to be done, I will try
my best to make it happen.”
In fact, her parents had made their way over to England
amidst great hardship. Her mother had to witness the Nazis
burning sifrei Torah in her father’s shul. She approached the
shul and, on seeing what was happening, she turned to run
away from them, defying their threats that they would shoot
her. She commented later in life that since that moment she
was not scared of any human being. On embarking for England,
she was promised that she would be living with a frum family.
However, once meeting her host family in Liverpool, she
quickly realised that the kashrus was not up to her home
standard and subsisted on fruits and vegetables until finding
alternative accommodation.
Mrs Kruskal’s father escaped Europe after witnessing his own
father being attacked by Nazi soldiers and succumbing to his
injuries. Despite this, he settled in England, dedicating himself
to raising a Torah family.

Values in the home
“Our mealtimes were filled with divrei Torah,” explains Mrs
Kruskal. In fact, later on in life, her father dedicated himself
to his learning completely. As a Kohen, he focused on learning
Kodshim as he said - so he would know what to teach the
younger Kohanim at the advent of Moshiach. “He was also very
yoshor,” recalls Mrs Kruskall, “and very involved in our chinuch
in a hands-on way. I will never forget him teaching us about
krias yam suf - shv’ii shel Pesach, over a bowl of water – which
did not split!”
Mrs Kruskal’s mother was ahead of her time in her chessed
activities. She cooked and delivered kosher meals to scores of
Jewish hospital patients on a daily basis. “My parents essentially
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A call to teach
A powerful experience launched Mrs Kruskal’s life-long
mission of education. Dayan Chanoch Ehrentrau’s father, Rabbi
Yisroel Ehrentreu, was the menahel of Prestwich Jewish Day
School. He appointed Mrs Kruskal to her first teaching position
at the tender age of ten.
“There was a Year One boy who had been unwell and unable
to attend school,” relates Mrs Kruskal, “so I was asked to teach
him at home a few times a week.” The Bereishis lessons were a
huge success, but more valuable were the three lifelong lessons
which the young girl intuited from Rabbi Ehrentreu.
One - She was a born teacher. Two - Each student is precious.
And three - teaching is not just from nine to five.
“However, I did not fully internalise all of this until later”,
she points out, “I realised that by recognising my strengths,
Rabbi Ehrentreu was demonstrating that I was valuable – and
imagine that he realized the strength of many other students
too! My work was cut out for me!”
A first formal teaching job came at the age of 16, in the
unexpected offer of a cheder class in a nearby Cheshire town.
The affluent community were so delighted to have found a
teacher, that they sent a chauffeur in a luxurious car every
Sunday morning.

Education
Coming from the background she did, Mrs Kruskal was the
only girl in her class to sit A Levels. She then went on to achieve
a teacher training qualification and taught in some challenging
non-Jewish schools in Manchester.
Upon getting married, she continued her training, teaching
at a failing school which had recently lost a headmaster to a
nervous breakdown and looked set to lose another very soon.
This did not deter her from continuing her training and
professional development, whilst raising a happy and lively
brood of ten children.
She did not stop at teacher training, going on to complete a
Masters’ degree and a slew of other qualifications, including
an advanced diploma in counselling and a diploma in
eating disorders.
“Every time I came up with a new situation in the classroom
or within the community, I decided to arm myself with the
correct skills and information,” she states in a matter-of-fact
manner. “You can’t just go around trying to help with problems
if you are not sufficiently educated in the appropriate field.”
Although Mrs Kruskal’s formal experience
includes schools such as Torah Temimah,
Menorah Primary, Menorah High and Be’er
Miriam Seminary Stamford Hill, she has
touched countless lives in other settings, and
is often approached informally for chinuch or
kiruv advice.
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Hashkofoh in education
One of Mrs Kruskal’s specialities is building up the self-esteem
of a pupil so they can thrive. “You have to love someone for
who they are, not for who they are not,” is one of her mantras.
This genuine and warm approach, coupled with her creativity,
have stood her well in guiding students going ‘off the derech’.
Additionally, she is non-judgmental and likes to see Yiddishkeit
“as a circle and not a square”, so that “you don’t have to push
yourself into a corner. There is a place for everyone.”
Mrs Kruskal has a permanent twinkle in her eye and loves
to give the learning a sense of fun. She reminisces about a high
school class who were not interested in learning chumash at
all. Mrs Kruskal turned her classroom into a hub of activity,
re-enacting the parshios of Shemos about yetzias mitzrayim
with props, games and themed refreshments, and turning each
student into an active learner. At the end of the year, the next
teacher wanted to know what the class had learnt, quizzing Mrs
Kruskal on which dikduk topics she had covered. “Dikduk?!”
she laughed incredulously in reply, “I haven’t taught them any
dikduk! I have taught them a love of chumash.”
Despite the humour, Mrs Kruskal takes her commitment to
chinuch very seriously. When living in London, she would visit
the kever of Rabbi Eliezer Gordon z”tl, at Edmonton Cemetery,
before Rosh Hashanah for many years. “I felt heartbroken that
his talmidim were not able to be at his levayoh,” she explains
of the legendary Rosh Yeshiva who was suddenly niftar whilst
on a fundraising mission to England, “I would daven that in the
zechus of such a choshuve educator, who literally sacrificed
himself for his yeshiva, no student should fail because of me
during the coming year.”

Moving to Eretz Yisroel
The Kruskals took the brave step of moving to Eretz Yisroel
a couple of years ago. Aside from having almost all of their
children living there, they both consider it “an incredible zechus”
to live in Yerusholayim. Good-naturedly caricaturing her ‘Ivris’style modern Hebrew, Mrs Kruskal describes a vibrant and
meaningful lifestyle of meeting wonderful people from all over
the world and giving regular shiurim. She does not mind the
countless steps of her hilly Bayit Vegan neighbourhood, instead
extolling the scenic views and resident yeshivos.
However, it has been a difficult time in many ways. Since
moving, Mrs Kruskal lost her mother, who lived to be over one
hundred years old.
The family used their tremendous positive outlook on life to
get through another challenge – a member of the family was
recently hospitalized. His children (and grandchildren) rallied
round to create a Shabbos atmosphere in the hospital, singing
rousing zemiros and sharing the warmth of Shabbos with every
stripe of Jew. The nurses even came over to that the patients
had asked if this was a regular weekly feature of Shabbos in
the hospital!
For Mrs Kruskal, the real joy of living in Eretz Yisroel is
that “everyone has a d’var Torah in them.” To illustrate, she
describes a visit from an electrician to the home of the choleh.
He wished him a hearty refuoh shleimoh and expounded on
the possuk – ‘tov lehodos l’Hashem.’ He asserted that
one who understands ‘lehagid baboker chasdechoh’,
and praises Hashem when things are good, will merit
the level of ‘ve’emunaschoh balaylos’ – having faith
when things appear bleak. M
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North West London’s
‘hidden gem’ care home
The JewishChoice Elderly Care Campus provides residential,
respite and dementia care within a wonderful, kosher, ‘home
from home’ environment.
Through our residential care home Choice House, independent
apartment living at Choice Court, and our day centre community
hub, Choice Friendship Club, we provide exceptionally high levels
of care all on one site and at an extremely competitive price. Come
and experience the choice and warmth for yourself by booking an
appointment with our welcome team.

020 8908 4151

• www.jewishchoice.org
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As you dip your apple
into honey this Rosh
Hashanah and take a
sweet, c runchy bite ,
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A History of Apple
Production in England
Wild apples have been
growing in England
for many years. When
the Romans began their
occupation of Britain in 43
AD, there were many changes to
everyday life. These included attempts
to get British orchards to grow sweeter and crisper
varieties of apple.
The poor apple orchards suffered during later the
invasions by the Saxons and Danes, often being
abandoned in times of war and trouble. But the famous
fruit picked up in popularity when the Normans arrived
in the 13th century and again worked hard to develop
dessert apples which were both attractive and tasty.
Unfortunately, historic events such as the War of Roses
and the Black Death drew the nation’s attention away
from the humble apple, and its fate was to be forsaken
yet again for some centuries. Its revival came under the
reign of Henry VIII, the Tudor king who liked to impress
his royal court with opulence and luxury. He ordered his
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chief fruiterer to discover and introduce new varieties to
the royal gardens, ordering selections from as far away
as France.
Towards the end of the 18th century, the apple market
was revolutionised by the experiments of a man named
Thomas Andrew Knight, who used a series of methods
to breed superior apple varieties. The excitement
for developing new strains reached its height in the
Victorian era, when royal growers would compete for the
most original types of apples grown. At one time, there
were so many different varieties of apple that one could
eat a new one each day for six whole years!
Today there are less types of apples produced in
England, and sadly only 31 percent of apples eaten here
are home-grown. But the British
apple industry remains strong; in
2016 of the country produced
60,000 tonnes of the awardwinning gala apple alone
- that’s the same weight as
9000 elephants!

How are apples grown?
Apple trees require years of expert care. The trees need to be planted at a
certain distance from each other, and need a lot of care during their first two
years, with all developing buds and fruit picked off before they become fullsize. Even once the tree starts producing edible fruit,
it is carefully pruned at regular intervals and
bunches of apples will be picked off so their
weight doesn’t end up cracking branches.
The trees love sunny conditions but also
have to spend some months in a cold
climate – perfect for England! There
are different climates in the UK which
suit different varieties of apples but
wherever they are, they always require
lots of watering.

Apples in
Torah!
Apples are mentioned 11 times
in the Torah. In Devorim 32:10,
klal Yisroel are described as the
‘apple of Hashem’s eye’.
Because this fruit symbolises
Hashem’s love for us, it is eaten
on Rosh Hashanah, to remind
Hashem of this relationship.
The gemoro records the illness
of Rabbi Yehuda Hanossi, from
which he rapidly recovered after
drinking 70-year-old apple
wine. Apples are recommended
for stomach disorders and
digestive health.

Apple trees can live for 100 years or
more, reaching heights of up to 30 feet.
The picking seasons range from the height
of summer, to late December until early May.
Apples can be stored for a long time, under the right conditions. Growers who
produce apples for sale often store their goods for up to a full year, keeping
them in perfect condition by using refrigerators, pest control and individual
paper wrapping.
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Licensees

The following establishments are licensed by the Federation Kashrus Board and are under the
Supervision of the Beis Din of the Federation of Synagogues

Restaurants

D
M

M

020 8952 2484
020 8381 1722
87/89 High Street, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7DB
www.avivrestaurant.com

020 8458 8088
134 Golders Green Rd
London
NW11 8HB

P

020 8202 9911
53 Brent Street
London NW4 2EA
www.pizaza.com

020 8958 6840
1 -2 The Promenade,
Edgwarebury Lane,
Edgware, Middlesex
HA8 7JZ
www.metsuyan.co.uk
M

020 7700 5511
46 Rosslyn Hill
London
NW3 1NH
www.delicatessen.company

D

020 8248 8472
89 Golders Green Road
London NW11 9EN
www.headroomcafe.org

M

020 8731 7575
One Ashbourne, 1255 Finchley
Road, London, NW11 0AD
www.oneashbourne.com

M

020 8381 4080
98 Golders Green Rd
London
NW11 8HB
www.pita.london

D

Hotels

020 8950 0747
23-25 High Rd, Bushey
Herts WD23 1EE
www.thekanteen.com
D

D

www.metsuyan.co.uk

M

020 8458 2064
750 Finchley Road
London
NW11 7TH

020 8455 4455
100 Golders Green Rd
London
NW11 8HB
www.pizaza.com

020 8203 7377
Unit 22,
Brent Cross Shopping Centre
London NW4 3FD
www.thekanteen.com

www.
thekanteen.com

020 8458 3331
44 Ravenscroft Avenue
London NW11 8AY
www.croftcourthotel.co.uk
info@croftcourthotel.co.uk

Butchers
01908 646787
www.gilbertskosherfoods.co.uk
norman@gilbertskosher.com

Caterers
D

020 3637 2288
33-35 Shenley Road
Borehamwood WD6 1AE
www.pizoyo.com

D

020 8458 9483
6 Princes Parade
Golders Green
London NW11 9PS

D

020 8458 8788
94 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9HB
www.soyo.co.uk

020 8905 4488
16-17 The Promenade
Hale Lane, Edgware
Middlesex HA8 7JZ
www.thekitchen-restaurant.co.uk

020 8458 7708
020 8458 3331
www.starguest.com
info@startguest.com

0161 773 6900
49 Bury New Rd
Prestwich M25 9JY
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

Manufacturer
020 7499 6321
07941 153 575
Piccadilly, London
W1Y 8BX
info@jkitchen.co.uk
www.jkitchen.co.uk

0161 792 6263
21 Leicester Rd
Manchester M7 4AS
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

Bakeries
020 8202 1795
www.jennyscakes.net

020 8209 0900
225 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9ES
goldersgreen@shefamehadrin.co.uk

All meat restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Glatt Kosher. All dairy restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Cholov Yisroel.

Burial Society
Rainham & Edmonton Cemeteries | Visiting Times For Elul 5778 & Tishri 5779

The cemeteries will remain open each day
from 9am until the following times
Sunday 12th August – Friday 7th
September 2018
until 6:00 pm (Fridays – until 3:00 pm)
Sunday 9th September – Erev Rosh
Hashanah
until 3:00 pm
Wednesday 12th – Monday 17th
September
until 5:30 pm (Except Friday 14th – until
3.00 pm)
Tuesday 18th September – Erev Yom
Kippur
until 2:00 pm
Thursday 20th September
until 5:00 pm

Friday 21st September

Please note the cemeteries close early
on Fridays and Erev Yom Tov and remain
closed all day on Shabbos and Yom Tov

until 2:00 pm
Sunday 23rd September – Erev Succos
until 2:00 pm
Wednesday & Thursday 26th & 27th
September – Chol Hamoed Succos
until 3:00 pm
Friday 28th September – Erev Shabbos
Chol Hamoed Succos
until 2:00 pm
Wednesday 30th September –

Visitors are kindly requested to
arrive no later than 30 minutes
before the gates close
Visitors are advised to check the closing
times of cemeteries during the rest of the
year by calling the ofﬁce numbers listed
below or online:
www.federation.org.uk/burial/cemeteries
Rainham 01708 552 825
Edmonton 020 8807 2268

Hoshanah Rabboh

Wishing all our members a
Happy New Year and well over the fast

until 2:00 pm

כתיבה וחתימה טובה

Federation of Synagogues | 65 Watford Way, London NW4 3AQ | Tel: (+44) 020 8202 3903 | Fax: (+44) 020 8203 0610
E-mail: burial@federation.org.uk | Website: www.federation.org.uk
Chief Executive: Rabbi Avi Lazarus | President: Andrew Cohen | Vice-Presidents: Dov Black • Jacky Weg
Treasurers (Federation): Adam Jacobs • Leon Newmark | Treasurers (Burial Society): Menachem Gertner • Moshe Winegarten
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Wishing all of our
current and
future clients a

Yitzy Feiner - Founder & Director
Executive Commiee Officer, Association of Medical Insurers & Intermediaries
Shortlisted Young Achiever of the Year Award @ The Protection Review Awards 2018

For a FREE QUOTE please call
020 3348 9868 | 0161 239 9968
www.lifepointhealthcare.co.uk
Shortlisted Best Healthcare Intermediary of the
Year @ The COVER Excellence Awards 2017 & 2018
Lifepoint Healthcare Ltd is an appointed representative of Premier Choice Healthcare Ltd, a company Authorised and Regulated by Financial Conduct Authority.

